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ABSTRACT 

Adaptive traf&c control systems need to continuously monitor traffic 

conditions and predict immediate traffic conditions to respond to changes 

in both recurrent and nonrecurrent traffic patterns. One measure of traffic 

conditions is the number of turning vehicles at intersections and freeway off-

ramps. Split parameters may be estimated from the numbers of turning 

vehicles, and along with upstream traffic counts, these may be used to predict 

the numbers of downstream vehicle arrivals. This study develops several 

responsive methods to estimate split parameters for four-legged intersections 

and freeway segments from vehicle counts. 

For intersections, these methods depend on the geometric layout of the 

intersection and the signal stage. The vehicle counts are collected by signal 

stages and lanes. The spht parameters or turning proportions are estimated 

for each signal stage and, then they are combined to estimate the turning 

proportions for the entire interval. Some methods need counts for only one 

cycle to estimate turning proportions while others need additional data. 

For those methods that need additional data, four closed-form estimation 

methods are developed. Two methods need prior turning proportion estimates: 

(1) maximum entropy (ME) and (2) generalized least-squared error (GLS). The 

other methods require coimts for three cycles: (3) least-squared error (LS) and 

(4) least-squared error/generahzed least-squared error (LS/GLS). Results from 

these methods are compared with each other. The ME, GLS and LS methods 

which use cycle counts are also developed and their results are compared with 

the results of their stage-count counterparts. 
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For freeway segments, a virtual box method for consistent vehicle comiting 

is developed. Three split parameter estimation methods are developed for 

freeway segments. One method, GLS, uses counts, from one virtual box and 

requires prior split parameter estimates. The other methods, LS and GLS/LS, 

need several virtual boxes, depending on the number of interchanges in the 

freeway segment. 

Split parameter estimation approaches are also developed for small road 

networks by combining split parameters from individual intersections and 

freeway segments. 
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"It's always best to start at the beginning, 

and all you do is follow the yellow brick road." 

-Gilda, the Good Witch of the North (BilUe Burke) in 

The Wizard of Oz (1939) 

1 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

A major problem in the United States is severe road congestion. Road 

demands are increasing while the construction of new urban highways has 

basically stopped (Hestermann et al., 1993). Transportation agencies would 

like new methods to increase road capacities, increase road safety and decrease 

travel times. Road capacity is the maximum traffic volume (vehicles per time) 

which the road will allow. The traffic volume or vehicle flow is the number of 

vehicles traveling over a location during a specified time interval. 

The traditional solution to decrease traffic congestion was to build more 

freeways. Since the 1970's, building freeways has become more expensive and 

time-consuming due to changes in governmental pohcies and active opposition 

by the public. But even if more freeways could be built, latent demand could 

keep the congestion levels the same (Arnott and Small, 1994). Latent demand 

refers to new vehicle trips which may be made which were originally not taken 

or changed due to people avoiding the current traffic congestion levels. A good 

example of latent demand was in Chicago where 10% of suburban railroad 

passengers switched to automobiles within three months of the opening of two 
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expressways so that the traffic congestion levels remained the same (Downs, 

1962). 

Another possible solution focuses on improving the utihzation of the road 

system. Roads can be used more efficiently by optimizing certain aspects of 

traffic control such as signals at intersections and meters at freeway on-ramps, 

and providing the drivers with better methods to receive traffic condition 

reports and travel advisories such as variable message signs adjacent to or above 

the roads. Again, latent demand might negate any possible improvement in 

congestion but the road capacity will have been increased without building new 

roads. 

There are two types of traffic congestion, recurrent and non-recurrent. 

Recurrent traffic congestion is a daily workday occurrence at specific locations 

and times within the road networks. Over time, drivers settle on departinre 

times and travel on routes which consider their travel objectives, with recurrent 

congestion being a major decision factor. Knowledge of commuters' expected 

trips could assist traffic managers in developing traffic control systems to 

minimize the travel times on a daily basis. 

Non-recurrent congestion is due to both foreseen incidents (special events, 

road maintenance and expected weather) and unforeseen incidents (accidents, 

disabled vehicles, temporary street closures by emergency vehicles, unexpected 

weather and disasters) . During non-recurrent congestion, drivers may switch 

from their usual route to other routes in an attempt to adjust their travel 

objectives under the changed traffic conditions. Traffic management systems 

should to be able to quickly identify these sudden changes in traffic patterns 

and implement appropriate traffic controls so as to continue to move traffic 
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efficiently and to avoid gridlock. 

The vehicle volumes, speeds and turning movements are three basic 

measures that are the result of traffic patterns. The traffic management 

systems could use these measurements, along with historical data on trip origins 

and destination, and departure times, to estimate traffic patterns so that they 

can predict the usage and resultant congestion on the road network. These 

predictions could then be used by traffic managers to develop real-time adaptive 

traffic information and control strategies for efficient traffic movement. 
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1.2 Objective of the Dissertation 

In this dissertation, we develop estimation methods for split parameters 

from vehicle coimts that are highly responsive to sudden changes in traffic 

patterns such as when vehicles reroute during times of non-recurrent congestion. 

Previous estimation methods lack responsiveness since they require either 

"good" initial estimates which are not generally available or too many sets of 

vehicle counts. The split parameter is the proportion of vehicles that start 

at a location called the origin and end at a specific destination, over the total 

number of vehicles from that origin. For example, if 25 vehicles start from 

location A and 2 of those vehicles end at location B, 8 vehicles end at location 

C and 15 vehicles end at location D, then the split parameter from location A 

to location B is 0.08, from location A to location C is 0.32 and from location A 

to location D is 0.60. 

While split parameters provide the proportions of vehicles which go from 

an origin to a destination, there could be several routes between that origin-

destination (OD) pair. Therefore, each split parameter in turn is separated 

into routes for the OD pair. We define the route split parameter as the ratio 

of vehicles which start from an origin and end at a destination using a specified 

route in a road network. The sxmi of the route split parameters across all its 

routes for an origin to a destination is the split parameter for that OD pair. 

These route split parameters may be used as input data to develop improved 

trafiic control and traffic information strategies. 

For intersections, route split parameters are also the turning proportions 

since a trip through an intersection corresponds to only one OD pair which 
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has only one route. For freeway segments, the turning proportions, the 

ratio of vehicles which use an off-ramp rather than go straight through, is a 

weighted combination of the route split parameters which have that off-ramp 

as their destination. For intersections and single freeway segments, there is one 

unique route for each OD pair so that the route split parameters and the split 

parameters have the same values. 

Our objective is to develop computationally-efficient and highly-responsive 

methods which are strictly data-based. Only historical data and simple 

vehicle propagation models will be used to estimate split parameters, rather 

than detailed traffic flow models that are computationally demanding. We 

assume that the vehicle counts and speeds will be available throughout the road 

network from advanced traffic detectors hke induction loops, sonar or video 

detectors. 

We want our methods to be able react as soon as possible to changes in 

the traffic patterns. We estimate the split parameters for the following road 

structures: (1) intersections, (2) freeways, and (3) small road networks. These 

estimates along with the traffic flows at the origins can be used to estimate the 

future traffic flow in the road network. The methods in this dissertation will 

not rely on any route-choice models. Route choice is the process of a driver 

choosing a route which best fits the driver's objectives such as travel time, 

driving ease and surrounding environments. 
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1.3 Contributions of the Dissertation 

The major contributions of this dissertation are: 

I. For the estimation of turning proportions at four-legged intersections 

(Chapter 3): 

1. The development of models based on geometric layouts which use 

signal stage and lane counts. 

2. The model extensions to estimate U-turning proportions. 

3. The formulation of a closed-form maximum entropy method which 

uses signal stage and lane counts. 

4. The formulation of a generedized least-squsired error method and a 

least-squared error method which uses signal stage and lane counts. 

5. The formulation of a method which combines a generalized least-squared 

error method with a least-squared error method which uses signal stage and 

lane counts. 

II. For the estimation of split parameters on freeway segments (Chapter 4): 

1. The development of a consistent vehicle counting method, the "virtual 

box", for counting the vehicles remaining on, exiting from, and entering to 

freeways at interchanges. 

2. The formulation of a generalized least-squared error method and a 

least-squared error method. 

3. The formulation of a method which combines a generalized least-squared 

error method with a least-squared error method. 

III. We show how these estimations can be used to obtain split parameters on 

small networks (Chapter 5). 
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1.4 Organization of Dissertation 

In chapter 2, we review literature on various OD volume estimation 

methods. 

In chapter 3, we examine the 6 basic North/South intersection layout 

scenarios and develop estimation methods for all of them using vehicle counts 

according to 5 basic North/South stages. We will find that most intersection 

layouts have estimation methods which require only one set of cycle counts. 

The 5 basic North/South stages during a cycle are: (A) protected straight-

through and right-turn movements, and permitted left-turn movements for 

vehicles arriving from both directions; (B) protected straight-through and 

right-turn movements for vehicles arriving from both directions; (C) protected 

left-turn movements and permitted right-turn movements for vehicles arriving 

from both directions; (D) protected left-turn, straight-through and right-

turn movements for vehicles arriving from the North direction, and permitted 

right-turn movements for vehicles arriving from the South direction; and (E) 

protected left-turn, straight-through and right-turn movements for vehicles 

arriving from the South direction, and permitted right-turn movements for 

vehicles arriving from the North direction. The 6 basic intersection layout 

scenarios for vehicles arriving at the intersection from the North/South direction 

are: (1) No shared lanes; (2) One share lane in one direction; (3) One shared 

lane in both directions; (4) Two shared lanes in one direction; (5) Two shared 

lanes in one direction and one shared lane in the other direction; and (6) two 

shared lanes in both directions. 

In chapter 3, we extend the models to estimate U-turns proportions. 
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The most dfficult intersection traffic situation to estimate turning 

proportions is layout scenario 6 during stage A. For this situation, four 

estimation methods which use signal stage counts are developed. We also 

develop corresponding methods that use cycle counts, so that we can compare 

oiu- results using signal stage counts with previous studies which use counting 

intervals greater than a cycle. 

In chapter 4, we develop three split parameter estimation methods for 

freeway segments with 1, 2, 3, 4 and N interchanges. We will also present 

a technique called the virtual box method which is a consistent counting 

method for the vehicles remaining on, exiting from, and entering to freeways 

at interchanges. 

In chapter 5, we examine intersections and freeways in small road networks 

and develop split parameters estimation methods for these networks which 

are based on turning proportions from intersections and split parameters from 

freeway segments. 

Finally, chapter 6 contains our summary and conclusions of this 

dissertation. 
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Two roads diverged in a wood and I -

I took the one less traveled by, 

-Robert Frost, "The Road Not Taken" 

2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

OF ORIGIN-DESTINATION 
ESTIMATION METHODS 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we will review some papers which present and/or compare 

several methods for estimating origin-destination (OD) and route volumes. We 

will not compare computational results from these papers since most results 

are biased toward the methods that the authors present. Also, the many-

different ways to measure goodness of fit can rank the effectiveness of the 

models differently. 

The reference or target OD volxime is a basic part of many models. 

Nguyen (1984) observed that the accuracy of the estimated OD's is "highly 

sensitive" to the reference OD volumes. Because of this sensitivity, models can 

vary in their effectiveness ranking depending on the reference OD volumes. 

Nguyen (1984) reviewed literature involving gravity and maximum 

entropy methods. Cascetta and Nguyen (1988) extended the review to include 

maximum likelihood, generalized least-squared error and Bayesian. 
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2.2 Estimation Methods for Origin-Destination Trips 

2.2.1 Growth Factor Methods 

The growth factor is the anticipated growth such as population, 

employment, land use and car ownership of a zone. Growth factor methods are 

the simplest origin-destination (OD) estimation methods. They assume that 

the change in an OD volume is directly proportional to the growth factors at 

the origin zone and the destination zone. Growth factor methods require only 

one set of OD volumes and the growth factors for each zone in the network. 

The downfall in these methods is that they do not consider road capacities or 

travel costs. Nicholls (1971) presented a technique to change OD pairs whose 

prior estimates have zero trips but are expected to have trips in the future. 

The uniform factor method (Bevis, 1956; Schwarz, 1963; de Dios Ortuzar 

and Willumsen, 1994) assumes uniform growth throughout the entire system. 

All zones are considered to have the same growth factors, G so that 

Tij = GT[ j , for all i,j (2.2.1.1) 

where 

Tij - The number of trips that traveled from origin i to destination j. 

Tl j - The prior number of trips that traveled from origin i to destination j. 

In the average factor method (Bevis, 1956; Schwarz, 1963), the change in 

the OD trips is proportional to the average of the growth in the origin zone, Gi, 

and the destination zone, Gj so that 

S t e p  1  =  T ! j  ,  f o r  a l l  i , j  ;  G \  =  G i ,  f o r  a U  t  

and pick a stopping criteria e. 

Step 2 A: = 0 . 
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Iterations 

step 3 

fc+1 _ J Step 4 G1^' = , for all i. 

j 

Step 5 If ~ \ for all i then stop; 

else k  =  k - { - l  and go to Step 3. 

The Fratar method (Fratar 1954a,b; Schwarz 1963) requires 

Ti^j = Tj^i, forallz,^. 

and is as follows: 

Step 1 = T!j , for all i, j = Ge , for aU I 

and pick a stopping criteria e. 

Step 2 k = 0 . 

Iterations 

(2.2.1.2) 

(2.2.1.3) 

(2.2.1.4) 

Step 3 = = 
/ ^ k / ^ k T k  

i j ij 
E '̂ k 

+ 

<k 

Step 4 = , for all £. 

, for all i, j. 

(2.2.1.5) 

(2.2.1.6) 
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Step 5 If ~ I < ^5 2ill ^ then stop; 

else k = k + 1 and go to Step 3. 

Heanue and Pyers (1966a,b) applied the Pratar method to the Washington, 

DC area and compared the 1955 projections using 1948 data with actual 1955 

data. 

The Detroit method (Bevis, 1956; Schwarz 1963) is as follows: 

Step 1 Ti j = Ti j , for all i, j ; Gj = , for all £ 

and pick a stopping criteria e. 

Step 2 A: = 0 . 

Iterations 

C^krrkrpk 
Step 3 (2.2.1.7) 

k 
J 

Step 4 ^ , , for all L (2.2.1.8) 

3 

Step 5 If — Gf I < e, for all I then stop; 

else k = k + 1 and go to Step 3. 

The Furness method (Furness, 1965; Evans, 1970; Morphet, 1975; Hauer, 

Pagitsas and Shin, 1981; de Dios Ortuzar and Willumsen, 1994) is as follows: 

Step 1 Bj =1 , for all j and pick a stopping criteria e. 

Step 2 k = 1 . 
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Step S a} = , for all i. (2.2.1.9) 

Z J 

Iterations 

Step 4 ^ for aU j. (2.2.1.10) 
\ ̂ T' 

E^y 

S"=P 5 4+' = '• (2.2.1.11) 

j 

Step 6 If < e, for all i then go to Step 7; 

else k = k-\-l and go to Step 4. 

Step 7 Tij = AiBjGiGjTlj , for all ij. (2.2.1.12) 

Richards and Williams (1967) applied the Furness method to data from 

Worcester and Newland (1971) applied the method to data from StafiFordshire. 

de Dios Ortiizar and Willumsen (1994) have a good review of growth factor 

methods. 
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2.2.2 Gravity Models 

Gravity models were first used for long-term transportation planning. 

The gravity model can be derived using entropy maximization (Wilson, 1970; 

de Dios Ortiizar and Willtmasen, 1994). Unlike the other models we will 

review, some gravity models require many data categories. Voorhees and 

Booth (1959) explained how OD data along with projected population growth 

were used in the analysis for determining future freeway locations in a 20-year 

transportation plan. Bouchard and Pyers (1965) gave an extensive description 

for the cahbration of their gravity model in the Washington, DC area and 

compared their 1955 projections using 1948 data with actual 1955 data. The 

OD data for the gravity models usually included the number of trips according 

to origin, destination, trip purpose, time of day and sometimes household data 

(number of members, ages, type of dwelling, number of vehicles). This data 

was gathered by home or roadside interviews. Brant and Low (1967) made 

suggestions for dividing an area into zones and procedures to conduct efficient 

OD surveys. Lovejoy (1959) described the technique which the Port of New 

York Authority used to gather continuous OD data at toll booths from New 

Jersey to Manhattan and Staten Island. The most number of trip purposes was 

nine: home, work, personal business, medical/dental, school, social/recreation, 

change of travel mode (train station, bus stops), meals and shopping which 

were used by Curran and Stegmaier (1958), and Smith (1965). Curran and 

Stegmaier (1958) conducted a study of home surveys from 50 U.S. cities of 

various sizes with five trip purposes and an analysis of trip purposes as they 

relate to household characteristics (number of people, type of dwelling, number 

of vehicles owned). They found that OD's by trip purpose were usually quite 
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similar in all cities, regardless of population. Ben, Bouchard and Sweet (1965) 

explained the relationships between household characteristics and trip purposes. 

They also compared results when these purposes were combined. Harmelink, 

Harper and Edwards (1967) used linear regression to develop equations that 

relates household characteristics with the OD's for each purpose. 

The basic gravity model is 

where 

Tij - The number of OD trips which begin in zone i and end in zone j. 

a -  A  scaling parameter. 

Oi - The number of vehicles originating from zone i. 

Dj -  The number of vehicles terminating their trips in zone j. 

Cij - The generalized travel cost which is usually the shortest travel time 

from zone i to zone j but sometimes distance is used instead of time. 

f{cij) - The generalized travel-cost function, also called the friction factor. 

Hyman (1969) considered three equations for the generalized travel-cost 

function: 

(1) The exponential model. 

'^i,j — (^OiDjf{Cij) (2.2.2.1) 

/(/3, Cij) = e" 

(2) The power model. 

(2.2.2.2) 

/(^, d j )  = (2.2.2.3) 

(3) The Tanner model, 

/(7, /?, Ci,j) = (2.2.2.4) 
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Black and Salter (1975) tested several generalized travel-cost functions on data 

from Bradford. 

Equation (2.2.2.1) is called a gravity model since it is similar to the 

gravitational force equation 

when a = G,  Oi  =  Mi, Dj = M2 and /(c^j) = r~^ .  

The number of vehicles that originate from each zone should be equal to 

the number of trips which begin in that zone, that is 

J 

and the number of vehicles that terminate at each zone should be equal to the 

number of trips which end in that zone, that is 

Singly-constrained models are usually origin-constrained, that is, they only 

require Equation (2.2.2.6) to hold while for doubly-constrained models, 

Equations (2.2.2.6) and (2.2.2.7) must hold. To ensure that Equation (2.2.2.6) 

holds for Equation (2.2.2.1), the scaling parameter a. becomes 

(2.2.2.6) 

(2.2.2.7) 

-1 

(2.2.2.8) 
3 

For the doubly-constrained models, 

a = AiBj (2.2.2.9) 
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where 

-1 

A i  —  ^  ̂  B j D j  f  ( < ^ J )  (2.2.2.10) 
j  

-1 

B j  — y  A j O i f i c j ^ j )  (2.2.2.11) 
i  

Evans (1970) reviewed the average-factor, Furness and Detroit method for 

balancing equations (2.2.2.10) and (2.2.2.11) in a doubly-constrained model. 

Loubal and Potts (1969) presented a doubly-constrained model that did 

not need balancing by requiring the data to be already balanced and using 

proportions for Oi, Dj and Tjj. 

When trip purposes are included, the models become 

k 

where superscript k denotes trip purpose. 

Kawakami (1974); and Snickars and Weibull (1977) also presented 

gravity models. Nihan (1982) applied the gravity model to freeways. 

(2.2.2.12) 
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2.2.2.1 Calibration Methods for Gravity Models 

Hyman (1969) considered an iterative scheme to cahbrate Ai, Bj, P and 

7 in equations (2.2.2.10) and (2.2.2.11) along with his three generalized cost 

functions, equations (2.2.2.2) to (2.2.2.4). Evans (1971) used equation (2.2.2.2) 

and a maximum likelihood technique to develop several equations for cahbrating 

the doubly-constrained models. Batty and Mackie (1972) tested five numerical 

methods (simple, Newton-Raphson, Fibonacci, Nelder-Mead simplex and Powell 

quadratic search) to solve Evan's equations. Fisk and Brown (1975) revise 

Evan's method for a singly-constrained model. For the doubly-constrained 

models, Cesario (1973, 1974a,b, 1975) used log least-squares and least-square 

methods, Kirby (1974) uses maximum likelihood and least-squares methods, 

Evans and Kirby (1974) use a three-dimensional Furness method while Gray 

and Sen (1983) use an odds ratio method. 
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2.2.2.2 Calibration of Gravity Models from Surveys 

Many early papers used various data sources to calibrate and validate 

gravity models. Voorhees (1958) used the generalized cost function, 

where Ci^- is the shortest travel time and apphed it to peak-hour trafl&c in 

eight cities. The ^ parameter was determined by a least-squares method. 

Using population and employment, Voorhees and Morris (1959) used a singly-

constrained, gravity model with four trip purpose categories to determined OD 

volumes in Baltimore. A travel-time factor table was used for the generalized 

travel-cost function and screenline counts A screenline separates a network into 

two subnetworks. A screenline count is the sum of the link counts of the links 

that cross the screenline. were used to validate their results. Wiant (1961) 

applied Voorhees and Morris' model but only considered three types of trip 

purposes to develop a 20-year plan for the Cedar Rapid - Marion area. He 

noted that population growth will be restricted by public utilities (especially 

sewers) and areas of a high concentration of a racial group. 

Hansen (1962) added a socio-economic adjustment parameter K to his 

model: 

and appUed his origin-constrained model using six trip purpose categories to the 

Washington, DC area. Ben et al. (1965), Bouchard and Pyers (1965), Smith 

(1965) and Hajj (1971) applied Hansen's model to several locations and used 

(2.2.2.2.1) 

J. _ Ti (2.2.2.2.2) 

k 
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screenlines to validate their results. Ben et al. used data with one, three and 

six trip purpose categories from Sioux Falls; Bouchard and Pyers took data from 

the Washington, DC area with six trip purposes categories and made screenhnes 

at the river crossings; Smith used a Hutchinson, KS, 20% home survey with 

three trip purposes categories; and Hajj used data from Madisonville, KY with 

three trip purposes categories. Kirby (1970) used a doubly-constrained model 

on data from Launceston, Tasmania. 
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2.2.2.3 Calibration of Gravity Models from Traffic Counts 

Overgaard (1967) presented an overview of the hnk voliime estimation 

process involving simple gravity models. Low (1972) estimated link volumes 

from intracity traffic by Hnear model: 

with Ci^j being the shortest travel time from i to j and Ej  the employment level 

in j. Roadside surveys were used to eliminate external traffic volumes. All-

or-nothing assignment, selected link counts and linear regression were used to 

determine the three a parameters. These parameters were then used to predict 

friture link volumes when the P's, £"s and/or Cij's are changed. Low applied 

this method to a 52-zone network. Gaudry and Lamarre (1979) used a model 

similar to Low's and applied it to a 23-node, 37-link network from Quebec. 

Symons, Wilson and Paterson (1976) used proportional assignment and 

a least-squares method between the observed link counts and the estimated link 

volumes to determine the a's in his model: 

with Ci^j being the shortest distance between i and j and Rj the recreation 

attractiveness of j. Robillard (1975) and Ratnayake (1988) used similar models 

and methods. Ratnayake used all-or-nothing assignment, travel time for Cij and 

four types of trips (city to city, home to work, work to work and recreation). 

Ratnayake applied his model to data from Sri Lanka. 

Hohn et al. (1976) used nonproportional assignment by applying 

(2.2.2.3.1) 

(2.2.2.3.2) 
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Smock's (1962) assigmnent method to determine shortest travel time routes. 

Holm's calibrated his model with a maximum likelihood method. 

Hogberg (1976) used aU-or-nothing assignment and 

y„ = H 
J^Ekf(di,i.) 

fc k fc m 

(2.2.2.3.3) 

where 

f{dij) = dj-_'^exp(65(ln dij)^) (2.2.2.3.4) 

for his model with the parameters 6i, 62, ^>35 ^'4? ^5 were calibrated by a least 

squares method and a Marquardt (1963) nonlinear regression algorithm. 

Nihan (1982) applied a gravity model to a stretch of freeway on 1-80 in 

Berkeley using a iterative method for the parameter, /3 in the generalized cost 

function 

f ( c i j )  = • (2.2.2.3.5) 

The data was collected by license plate tracking from video detectors placed on 

freeway overpasses. Kirby and Murchland (1983) also presented a method to 

calibrate the model. 
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2.2.3 Opportunity Models 

The intervening opportunity model (Pyers, 1966) can be written as 

T - = O- -LD _ -L{D+Dj (2.2.3.1) 

where 

Ti^j - The number of trips that traveled from origin i to destination j. 

Oi - The number of trips that traveled from origin i. 

Dj - The number of trips that traveled to destination j. 

D - The number of trips considered before destination j. 

L - The probability that a random destination will meet the needs of a 

specified trip. 

The opportunity models use probability factors, the L's, which takes 

into consideration people who drive to farther places which have more 

"opportunities" than at closer destinations. 

Pyers (1966), and Heanue and Pyers (1966a,b) applied an intervening 

opportunity model to the Washington, DC area and compared the 1955 

projections using 1948 data with actual 1955 data. Tomazinis (1962) used a 

opportunity model on Philadelphia traffic data. 

Opportunity models were also presented by Schneider (1959); Tomazinis 

(1962); Clark and Peters (1965); Fairthorne (1964); Heanue and Pyers 

(1966a,b); Pyers (1966); Overgaard (1967): and Tamin and Willumsen (1989). 
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2.2.4 Maximum Entropy / 

Minimum Information Models 

van Zuylen and Willumsen (1980) and Willumsen (1981) found that the 

same model could be derived from minimizing an information measure and 

maximizing the entropy of the OD trips; 

i,3 
where 

Tij - The number of OD trips which begin in zone i and end in zone j. 

Vlj - The reference number of vehicle which begin in zone i and end in 

zone j. 

Vi - The vehicle count on link I. 

- The proportion of vehicles that use link I for trips with origin i and 

destination j. 

Van Zuylen and Willumsen (1980) applied their model to a 28-node, 72-link 

network. Bell (1983a,b) applied the maximum entropy model to a 4-node, 5-

hnk model and developed a method to find 95% confidence intervals in the OD 

volumes. Bell (1994b)-, and Lam and Lo (1990, 1991) also presented maximum 

entropy models. 

mm (2.2.4.1) 

such that 

(2.2.4.2) 
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2.2.5 Mciximum Likelihood Models 

Wong (1981) showed by using geometric programming, that the maximum 

entropy model is the dual of the maximum likelihood model. Spiess (1987) 

presented a maximimi likelihood model where T! j is a sampling of OD (i,j) with 

a mean pijTij. His model is 

max (Tj^^ In iPi,jTij) pi^jTi^j InT^ j!) . 
(i.j) 

Since we assimae 

(2.2.5.1) 

En,- = . 
( i J )  ( i d )  

then pij = 1 V { i , j )  and Spiess' model can be reduced to 

(2.2.5.2) 

i h j )  

such that 

HT = V , 

T > 0 . 

The Lagrangian dual for (3),(4) and (5) is 

max mm 
A T 

E -TLi to a-iJ + E E - V' 
( i j )  ^  x i h j )  

When the (6) is minimized with respect to T, 

Ti,j — 
T!. ^0 

(2.2.5.3) 

(2.2.5.4) 

(2.2.5.5) 

(2.2.5.6) 

(2.2.5.7) 
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and therefore, Equation (2.2.5.6) can be rewritten as 

presented a cyclic coordinate descent method to find the A's Langrange 

multipliers. 

Geva, Hauer and Landau (1983); Irving, Oakley and Ramsey (1986); and 

Hazelton (2000) also developed maximum likelihood methods. 
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2.2.6 Genercdized Least Squares/Bayesian Estimation 

Hendrickson and McNeil (1984a,b), Cascetta (1984), McNeil and 

Hendrickson (1985), Carey and Revelli (1986), Bell (1991a), and Cascetta, 

Inaudi and Marquis (1993) presented generalized least-squares models. 

min(T-T')V^(T-T') (2.2.6.1) 

such that 

HT = V , (2.2.6.2) 

T > 0 . (2.2.6.3) 

By using the Lagrange multiplier method, the estimated OD volumes from 

the least-squares method is 

T = T'+ i/H^ (Hi/H'^)"^ (V - HT') . (2.2.6.4) 

Bell (1991) considered errors in the link counts, a so that the model for OD 

volumes becomes 

T = T'+ (<T + (V - HT') . (2.2.6.5) 

Cascetta (1984) and McNeil and Hendrickson (1985), Bell (1991) tested 

their models on small test networks. 

Maher (1983) used a Bayesian approach and assumed multivariate normal 

distributions for the prior OD volumes and the link counts. Maher's Bayesian 
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model was the equivalent to equation (2.2.6.4) except that the target OD 

volxmies, T', were replaced by a mean of prior OD volumes, so that 

T = /X + (a + (T - H/i) . (2.2.6.6) 

Pursula and Pastinen (1993) used a Bayesian method on data from Helsinki. 

Ding, Mirchandani and Nobe (1997) develop a method to decrease the difference 

between the link counts and the estimated link volumes when link count errors 

are considered. They appUed their method on a small test network. 
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2.2.7 Recursive Estimation 

Many recursive estimation methods include a Kalman filter and are applied 

to intersections and freeway. We wiU review the recursive methods at the 

intersection in the following subsection. 

Ashok and Ben-Akiva (1993) developed recursive method and used data 

from the Massachusetts Turnpike to test their Kalman filter method while 

Ashok and Ben-Akiva (2000) use Massachusetts Turnpike, 1-880 and the 

Amsterdam Beltv/ay to test their methods. 

Okutani and Stephanedes (1984); Okutani (1987); Nihan and Davis (1987); 

Cascetta, Inaudi and Marquis (1993); van der Zijpp and Hamerslag (1993, 

1994); Camus, Cantarella and Inaudi (1994, 1995, 1997); Chang and Wu (1994); 

Matsui and Matsumoto (1995,1996); Madanat Krogmeier and Hu (1996a,b); and 

Bhattacharjee, Sinha and Krogmeier (1998) applied a recursive methods to a 

freeway. 
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2.2.8 Equilibrium-Based Models 

Traffic assignment is the travel pattern of the travel demand. There are 

two major types of traffic assignment: proportional and nonproportional. A 

proportional assignment model allows an OD estimation model to be used 

separately from a route choice model. A nonproportional assignment model 

requires moving back and forth between the OD estimation model and the route 

choice model until the models are consistent with each other. 

Proportional traffic assignment assumes that the proportion of vehicle 

using a route for every OD is constant regardless of congestion levels. All-

or-nothing assignment is a commonly used proportional assignment where 

only one route is used for every OD. The interchange, intersection and single-

freeway scenarios involve all-or-nothing assignment. For the interchange and 

intersection problems, there is only one turning movement associated with each 

entry/exit pair. In the single-freeway problem, there is only one route between 

each feasible on-ramp/off-ramp pair without the vehicle leaving the freeway. 

Proportional assignments that are not all-or-nothing usually use a survey 

to determine each OD's route proportions. In a few models, routes are assigned 

with equal proportions. 

Nonproportional assignment recognizes that route choice is dependent on 

the congestion levels on the network. OD estimation models that consider 

nonproportional assignment are called bilevel models. It is called bilevel 

since two (trip distribution and trip assignment) of the four (trip generation 

and modal choice being the other two) major components of travel are being 

estimated. 
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Many nonproportional assignment models are based on Wardrop's (1952) 

first principle which says, "The journey time on all routes actually used are 

equal, and less than those which would be experienced by a single vehicle 

on any unused route." In other words, every vehicle uses the fastest route. 

Wardrop goes on to remark, "it might be assumed that traffic will tend to settle 

down into an equilibrium situation in which no driver can reduce his journey 

time by choosing a new route." This equilibrium is known as user equilibrium. 

Some nonproportional models are based on Wardrop's second principle, 

"The average journey time in minimum", which is known as system equilibrium. 

In these models, vehicles use routes that will minimize the total travel time in 

the network. 

Boyce and Janson (1980); Gur et al. (1980); Jorsten (1981); LeBlanc 

and Farhangian (1982); Fisk and Boyce (1983); Yang et al. (1992); Sherah, 

Sivanandan and Hobeika (1994); Yang, lida and Sasaki (1994); Yang (1995); 

Chen and Florian (1996); Lam and Huang (1996); and Bell and lida (1997) 

present bi-level models 
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2.2.9 Other Estimation Models 

Halle^ord and Jornsten (1986) and Brenninger-Gothe, Jornsten and 

Lundgren (1989) developed multiobjective programming models. KikucM, 

Nanda and Perincheery (1993) and Kikuchi and Tanaka (2000) developed an 

artificial nem-al network model on a fi:eeway. Barcelo and Casas (1999) also 

developed an artificial neural network model. 

Barbovir and Fricker (1994) used a shortest augmenting paths method. 

Carey, Hendrickson and Siddharthan (1981); Sherali, Arora and Hobeika (1997); 

and Sherali and Park (2001) used a least-squared error methods Suzuki et al. 

(2000) developed an artificial neural network with a Kalman filter. Wills (1986) 

introduced a gravity-opportunity model 
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2.3 Methods for Estimating Turning Flows 

at Intersections from Traffic Counts 

In this section, we review literature that examine OD flow estimation at 

standard four-legged intersections using vehicle counts. 

Jeffreys and Norman (1977a, 1977b) and Norman, Hoffmann and Harding 

(1979) presented noniterative methods to transform a set of feasible but 

unrealistic (many U-turns) vehicle turning flow into a set of realistic (no U-

turns) vehicle turning flow. 

Mekky (1979) developed a minimum information model, 

and which was solved using a Furness (1965) iteration method while van Zuylen 

(1979) had a minimum information model 

mm (2.3.1) 

which had a solution in the form of 

(2.3.2) 

mm (2.3.3) 

where 

(2.3.4) 
3 

with a solution of the form 

(2.3.5) 
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and which was solved using a Kruithof iterative method 

also presents a method to eliminate inconsistent counts. 

Shin (1981) presented a maximum likelihood model 

J Pi,j ~ ^ J 
i  j  

with the solution of the form 

Ti,j  = (2.3.7) 

and which was solved using a Kruithof iterative method. Cremer (1984) used 

least-squared method and Cremer and Keller (1984) developed a constrained 

least-squared error method. Cremer and Keller (1983) developed recursive 

formulas to update turning proportion estimates while Cremer and Keller 

(1987) developed a recursive method using a Kalman filter. Bell (1991b) 

developed a constrained recursive least squares method. Chang and Tao 

(1998) developed a recursive Kalman filter method, and Li and de Moor (1999) 

developed a constrained recursive identification method. Martin and Bell 

(1992) and Martin (1997) develop a linear programming model. 

Hauer, Pagitsas and Shin (1981) chose prior turning proportion estimates 

based on the type of intersection (central business district, two arterials, 

arterial/collector and two collectors). Mountain and Steele (1983) examines 

the use of prior turning proportion estimates and modified van Zuylen (1979) 

and Hauer, Pagitsas and Shin (1981) methods with a factor that depends on 

the type of street (major or minor) and the trafl&c flow traveling through the 

intersection. Bell (1984a) examines methods to find priors based on entrance 

volumes, historical volumes and sample counts. 

. van Zuylen (1979) 

Hauer, Pagitsas and 

(2.3.6) 
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Nihan and Davis (1987) develop two techniques to change the estimates if 

the constraints were not satified using projection or normalization. 

Buehler (1983) compared three growth factor models with iterative 

methods (Fratar, Furness and Kruitof) to two models with noniterative 

methods (uniform and split) Adebisi (1987) compared Furness, Fratar and 

Kruithof methods. Schaffer (1988) reviewed the methods of van Zuylen 

(1979) and Hauer, Pagitsas and Shin (1981) and methods to determine 

prior turning proportion estimates, Maher (1984) compared three methods, 

minimum information (iterative), maximum likelihood (iterative) and Bayesian 

(noniterative). Mountain, Maher and Maher (1986) examined the Bayesian 

model and compared it to the minimum information model Nihan and Davis 

(1989) compared a recursive prediction error, maximum likelihood method with 

least squares, constrained least squares and recursive least-squares methods. 
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"He blew his mind out in a car. 

He didn't noticed that the lights had changed." 

-The Beatles in A Day in the Life 

3 
THE ESTIMATION 

OF TURNING PROPORTIONS 
AT SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we will examine, develop and test methods for quickly 

estimating the turning proportions of vehicles in common four-legged 

intersection layouts. The turning proportions are also called the turning 

ratios or split parameters. We will assume the ability of the traffic signal and 

vehicle detection system to record the signal status when a vehicle entering the 

intersection crosses an entrance detector so that the entrance vehicle counts 

for each stage can be determined. In layouts where exit vehicle detectors are 

needed, estimates of the vehicle travel times between the entrance and the exit 

detectors wiU be assumed so that the entrance and the exit vehicle counts can 

be estimated for each stage. We will discuss some of the issues when applying 

our estimation methods to the streets and using existing vehicle detectors. For 

the most complicated layouts, those with multiple shared lanes, several methods 

win be tested and compared. 
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Figme 3.1.1 - A Standard Foinr-Legged Intersection. 

A standard four-legged intersection (figure 3.1.1) is a simple network with 

4 origins, 4 destinations and 16 OD's (Origin-Destination pairs). The origin is 

the direction firom which a vehicle enters the intersection and the destination 

is the direction to which it leaves the intersection. Each OD has only one 

corresponding route. A standard three-legged intersection is a standard four-

legged intersection with one leg (and the corresponding origin/destination 

directions) deleted; it has only 9 OD's. 
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Figure 3.1.2 - A Standard 5-Intersection Network. 

The knowledge of the entering vehicle volumes and an accurate estimate of 

turning proportions at an intersection can help estimate the volume and the 

arrival time of the vehicles at downstream intersections. Accurate turning 

proportions can improve traffic flow prediction models such as in Head's 

(1995) model. Reliable traffic flow predictions will improve the ability of the 

traffic adaptive signal controllers such as RHODES (Real-Time Hierarchical 

Optimized, Distributed and Effective System) (Mirchandani and Head 2001) 

to choose optimal signal strategies and thus, improve traffic flow throughout 

a network. In figure 3.1.2 for example, if we can obtain (1) vehicle counts 

passing over locations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, (2) the turning 

proportions at intersections N, E, S and W, (3) the speeds of the vehicles, and 
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(4) the signal settings, then we can estimate the nmnber of vehicles that will 

arrive at intersection X in a future time, assuming that the number of vehicles 

entering or exiting in-between intersections is negligible. 

Our objective is to estimate changes in the turning proportions at an 

intersection as quickly and accurately as possible. These estimates can assist 

traffic controllers in responding to any sudden changes in traffic patterns so 

that they may determine if another traffic management strategy needs to be 

deployed. Sudden changes in turning proportions may indicate a unforeseen 

incident and a strategy may be deployed to mitigate the traffic tie-ups around 

the incident to prevent gridlock on the surrounding streets and intersections. 

We now examine two examples where finding a change in turning proportion 

might help traffic controllers pick an appropriate traffic control strategy. 
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Figure 3.1.3 - A Four Intersection Network with an Incident. 

In figure 3.1.3, a vehicle breakdown at X blocks a lane of the multi-

lane street in the A —>• B direction during a peak traffic period. Soon after, 

major congestion occurs on link AB. Many vehicles arriving from the Y and 

Z directions might change their travel route from the street A —^ B (dashed 

line) to the streets A —>• C and C D (dotted line). If this should happen, 

there would be an increase in the right-turning proportion and a decrease in 

the straight-through proportion of vehicles entering Intersection A from the Y 

direction. For the same reason, there would be a decrease in the left-turning 

proportion with an increase in the straight-through proportion of vehicles 

entering Intersection A from the Z direction. An adaptive signal control 

strategy could be to decrease the stage time of the left green arrow for the 

vehicle arriving from the Z direction at intersection A, and at intersection C, 

increase the stage time of the left green arrow for the vehicles coming from 

intersection A since the left-turning proportion (for the vehicles from A to D) 

increases at intersection C. 
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Figure 3.1.4 - A Three Intersection Network with an Incident. 

In figure 3.1.4, a vehicle breakdown in a left-turn-only lane occurs during a 

peak traffic period. The vehicles arriving firom the Y direction at intersection 

A and planning to turn left (dashed line) must change their route. That is, the 

left-turning proportion would be zero from the Y direction at intersection A. 

One rerouting option (dotted hne) is to make a U-turn at the next 

allowable location (intersection B) and then take a right turn at intersection A. 

If many vehicles take this option, the straight-through proportion of vehicles 

from the Y direction and the right-turning proportion of vehicles from the 

intersection B direction would increase at intersection A. An adaptive signal 

control strategy could be to skip the left-turn-only stage for vehicles arriving 

from the Y direction and increase the green times of the straight-through 

and right-turning stage for vehicles entering intersection A from the Y and B 

directions, respectively. 

Another rerouting option (dash-dotted line) is to make a left turn at the 

next signalized intersection (intersection C). If this option is taken by many 

vehicles, the straight-through proportion of vehicles from the Y direction at 

intersection A would increase as well as the left-turning proportion of vehicles 
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from the B direction at intersection C. An adaptive signal control strategy 

could be to skip the left-turn-only stage for vehicles arriving from Y direction, 

to increase the straight-through stage duration for vehicles entering intersection 

A from Y and to increase the left-turn-only stage duration from the B direction 

at intersection C. 

From these two examples, we can understand the importance of accurate 

estimations for turning proportions to determine changes in traffic patterns. 

The sooner an accurate change in the traflttc turning proportions and trajfic 

volumes can be determined, the faster an eflPective adaptive signal control 

strategy can be implemented to lessen the traffic congestion impacts on the 

streets and intersections around an incident. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: section 3.2 gives the 

notation of the models; section 3.3 lists the asstmiptions that are made in the 

intersection models; section 3.4 develops standard four-legged intersection 

layouts and discusses the method for find turning proportions for most of the 

layouts using stage counts; section 3.5 develops methods to transform standard 

layouts into other layouts; section 3.6 presents intersection models for the 

most complicated layouts which need turning proportion estimation techniques 

using cycle and stage vehicle counts; section 3.7 develops turning proportion 

estimation methods which need prior turning proportion estimates while section 

3.8 develops turning proportion estimation methods which do not require 

prior turning proportion estimates; section 3.9 examines and compares the 

results of several different estimation methods; section 3.10 presents method to 

predict turning proportions from the current ones; section 3.11 discusses some 

issues involved with applying our models to the streets and finally, section 3.12 



summaries this chapter and discusses our conclusions. 
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3.2 Nomenclature 

3.2.1 Terminology 

Movement - An allowable vehicle movement from an intersection origin 

to an intersection destination. 

Interval - A period when the signal does not change. 

Phase Duration - The combined green and yellow (plus aU-red if applicable) 

intervals which allows a fix set of movements. 

Cycle - One rotation of phases. 

Stage - A phase within an ordered sequence of phases. 

Permitted Turn - The turning vehicles must yield to vehicles with the right 

of way. 

Protected Turn - The turning vehicles have the right of way. 

Lagging Green - A protected left-turn arrow occurs after the green though 

movement interval . 

Leading Green - A protected left-turn arrow occurs before the green though 

movement interval. 

Exclusive Lane - A lane which allows only one movement. 

Shared Lane - A lane which allows two or three movements. 
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3.2.2 Symbols 

Dj - The number of vehicles that left the intersection to direction j. 

Dj - The number of vehicles that left the intersection to direction j 

during cycle k. 

Dj {£) - The number of vehicles that left the intersection to direction j 

during stage i of cycle k. 

F - The model's objective function. 

Oi - The number of vehicles that entered the intersection from direction 

i. 

of - The number of vehicles that entered the intersection from direction i 

during cycle k. 

Oi(£) - The number of vehicles that entered the intersection from direction i 

during stage I of cycle k. 

- The number of vehicles that entered the intersection from direction 

i during stage t of cycle k firom a lane which allows all turning 

movements. 

of L (^) " The number of vehicles that entered the intersection from direction i 

diiring stage i of cycle k from lanes which allow left turns. 

0\nj^€) - The number of vehicles that entered the intersection from direction i 

during stage I of cycle k from lanes which allow right turns. 

- The number of vehicles that entered the intersection from direction 

i during stage i of cycle k from lanes which allow only straight-

through vehicles. 

Pi^j - The proportion of vehicles that traveled from i to j. 

jr^max _ maximum proportion of vehicles that traveled from i to j. 
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- The minimum proportion of vehicles that traveled from i to j. 

Pi^j - The estimated turning proportion of vehicles that traveled from i to 

j-

Pij - The average turning proportion of vehicles that traveled from i to j. 

Pl j - The prior estimated turning proportion of vehicles that traveled 

from i to j. 

Pjj - The adjusted prior estimated turning proportion of vehicles that 

traveled from i to j. 

Vij - The number of vehicles that traveled from i to j. 

Vij - The estimated number of vehicles that traveled from i to j. 

j - The estimated number of vehicles that traveled from i to j during 

cycle k. 

- The prior estimated number of vehicles that traveled from i to j. 

V('j - The adjusted prior estimated number of vehicles that traveled from i 

to j. 

- The number of vehicles that enter the intersection during cycle k. 
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3.2.3 Figure Symbols 

Arrow with solid tail - A protected tiirning movement. 

Arrow with dashed tail - A permitted turning movement. 

SoUd circle - The location of a vehicle detector covering one lane. 

Sohd ellipse - The location of a vehicle detector covering several lanes. 

A - A lane which allows all turning movements (left, straight-through and right) are 

allowed. 

L - Lanes which allows left-turn. 

Straight-through vehicles might also be allowed. 

R - Lanes which allow right-turns. 

Straight-through traffic might also be allowed. 

T - Lanes which allow only straight-through vehicles. 
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3.3 Assumptions 

(1) Vehicles travel on the right side of the road like in the USA. 

(2) At least one vehicle enters the intersection from each direction during every 

cycle. If not, the previous turning proportion estimate is used for the 

current estimate in the direction that no vehicle entered. 

(3) All required vehicle counts and velocities are available. 

(4) Each vehicle enters and leaves the intersection during the same stage with a 

time delay for the exit detectors to allow for the travel time delay (That is, 

vehicles are not "trapped" in the intersection). 

(5) In most intersections, vehicles seldom TJ-turn so we will assume they do not 

occur unless noted in a specific layout. Therefore; 

Vn,n = 0 , (3.3.1) 

VE,E = 0 , (3.3.2) 

Vs,s = 0 (3.3.3) 

and 

Vw^w = 0 • (3.3.4) 

(6) Vehicles making right turns on the red are considered to be in the next 

green stage allowing right turns. The red-turning vehicle counts for the 

current interval are subtracted from exit counts for the current interval and 

added to entrance and exit counts for the next green interval which allows 

that right-tirrning movement. 

(7) Signaled intersections with only flashing red or yeUow Ughts will not be 

analyzed since they are similar to nonsignalized intersections. 
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TraflB.c counts will be taken during all signal stages but we will only 

consider allowable movement coxmts during green intervals and in the rightmost 

lane during red intervals for layouts where "right turns on red" are allowed. 

The counts from a yellow interval will be added to the previous green interval. 

By vehicle conservation, the number of vehicles entering the intersection is 

equal to the number of vehicles exiting the intersection, 

If the sums were not equal because a vehicle misses a detector or a vehicle 

activates two at the same time, a method by Van Zuylen (1979) which eliminate 

these inconsistencies is used by letting 

(3.3.5) 

(3.3.6) 

= 2 Vi 
Vz (3.3.7) 

and 

(3.3.8) 

= 2 V i (3.3.9) 
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3.4 Standard Four-Legged Intersection Layouts 

3.4.1 Introduction 

A standard four-legged intersection consists of two streets that intersect 

perpendicularly to each other. In this section, we will consider common four-

legged intersection layouts and describe vehicle turning proportions estimation 

techniques for each of them. It will be shown that, at most, three cycles 

will be needed to estimate the turning proportions. Usually, less than five 

minutes of data collection will be enough to estimate one complete set of 

turning proportions. Intersections which have long cycle times, such as the 

one at Fairway County Parkway and Fair Lakes Parkway in Virginia which 

have cycles over five minutes during rush hours (Mathews, 2000), typically 

have layouts such that only one cycle in needed to calculate the turning 

proportions. Intersection layouts where three cycles are needed to estimate 

turning proportions usually have cycle times between one and two minutes. 
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Figure 3.4.1.1 - The 16 Movements in a Standard Four-Legged Intersection. 

J 
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Figure 3.4.1.2 - The 12 Movements when U-Turns are Prohibited. 

A standard four-legged intersection system has 16 movements (figure 

3.4.1.1). If U-turns are prohibited, then there are 12 movements (figure 

3.4.1.2). If right turns are disallowed during red intervals, then this system 

can be separated by directional phases into two disjoint subsystems, the 

North/South phase (figinre 3.4.1.3) and the East/West phase (figure 3.4.1.4) 

with each phase having 6 movements. Thus, each allowable movement occurs 
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in only one subsystem so that the method to estimate turning proportions for 

each allowable movement in a subsystem is the same for the entire intersection 

system. We will only consider the vehicle movement during the phases and the 

associated turning proportions for the North and South directions. Changing 

the notation clockwise by 90° (N-^-East, W—^North, S—)-West and E—>-South) 

will give the expressions and formulas for the East-West directions. 

Figure 3.4.1.3 - The 6 Movements from the North and South Directions. 

-<E) 

Figure 3.4.1.4 - The 6 Movements from the East and West Directions. 
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There are 5 basic stages of a green phase in the North-South directions. 

In each of these stages, only some movements are allowed, and the reader is 

advised to make careful note of these movements and which lanes they are 

allowed to occur since they are very important in determining the turning 

proportions. 

Figure 3.4.1.5 - Stage A. 

A: Movements are protected for straight-through and right-turning traffic 

and permitted for left-turning traffic entering the intersection from both 

the North and South directions (figure 3.4.1.5). 

<© 
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Figure 3.4.1.6 - Stage B. 

B: Movements are protected for straight-through and right-turning traffic 

from both the North and South directions (figure 3.4.1.6). Note that 

this stage is similar to stage A except that left turns are not allowed. 
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Figure 3.4.1.7 - Stage C. 

C: Movements are protected for left-turning traffic and permitted for right-

turning traffic entering the intersection from both the North and South 

directions (figure 3.4.1.7). 



Figure 3.4.1.8 - Stage D. 

D: Movements are protected for left-turning, straight-through and right-

turning traffic from only the North direction and permitted for right-

turning traffic from only the South direction (figure 3.4.1.8). 
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Figure 3.4.1.9 - Stage E. 

E: Movements are permitted for right-turning traffic from only the North 

direction and protected for left-turning, straight-through and right-

turning traffic from only the South direction (figure 3.4.1.9). 
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There are 6 basic scenarios of lane layouts for any intersection. 

J l®| 
I R T L  I  
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Figure 3.4.1.10 - Scenario 1. 

1: All exclusive lanes. All lanes allow only one movement (figure 3.4.1.10). 

This is the simplest intersections for estimating vehicle movements. 

Only entrance vehicle counts are needed. (The black circles in figure 

3.4.1.10 indicates the entrance vehicle detectors.) The turning 

proportions can be observed stage by stage within each cycle so that the 

turning proportions for the entire cycle can be calculated immediately 

after each cycle. 
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Figure 3.4.1.11 - Scenario 2. 

2: One shared lane in one direction. In figure 3.4.1.11, the shared lane is 

Lane R from the South direction. Entrance vehicle counts are needed. 

Exit vehicle counts from one direction opposite a shared lane are needed. 

(The black ellipse in figure 3.4.1.11 indicates the exit vehicle detectors.) 

The turning proportions can be observed stage by stage within each cycle 

so that the turning proportions for the entire cycle can be calculated 

immediately after each cycle. 
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Figure 3.4.1.12 - Scenario 3. 

3: One shared lane in each direction. In figure 3.4.1.12, the shared lanes 

are Lane R from both the North and South directions. Entrance vehicle 

counts are needed. Exit vehicle counts from one direction opposite each 

shared lane are needed. The turning proportions can be observed stage 

by stage within each cycle so that the turning proportions for the entire 

cycle can be calculated immediately after each cycle. 
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Figxire 3.4.1.13 - Scenario 4. 

4; Two shared lanes in one direction. In figure 3.4.1.13, the two shared 

lanes are Lane L and Lane R from the South direction. Entrance vehicle 

counts are needed. Exit vehicle counts from two directions opposite the 

shared lanes are needed. The turning proportions can be observed stage 

by stage within each cycle so that the tmning proportions for the entire 

cycle can be calculated inmiediately after each cycle. 
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Figure 3.4.1.14 - Scenario 5. 

5: Two shared lanes in one direction, one shared lane in the other direction. 

In figure 3.4.1.14, the two shared lanes in the same direction are Lane 

L and Lane R from the South direction and the one shared lane in the 

other direction is Lane R from the North direction. Entrance vehicle 

counts are needed. Exit vehicle counts from three directions are needed. 

The turning proportions can be observed stage by stage within each cycle 

so that the turning proportions for the entire cycle can be calculated 

immediately after each cycle. 
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Figure 3.4.1.15 - Scenario 6. 

6: Two shared lanes in both direction. In figure 3.4.1.15, all lanes are 

shared lanes. This scenario is the most difficult to estimate vehicle 

movements. Entrance vehicle counts are needed. Exit vehicle counts 

from the two straight-through lanes directions and another direction 

are needed. The turning proportions cannot be found directly from 

vehicle stage count and therefore, a method using vehicle stage counts 

for one cycle along with prior turning proportion estimates or a method 

using vehicle stage counts for three or more cycles is needed to estimate 

turning proportions. 

An all-movement (right-turn, straight-through and left-turn) lane will be 

considered as the equivalent of two shared lanes in the same direction. 
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3.4.2 Scenario 1: All Exclusive Lanes 

Layout Review and Preview 

To put this subsection in perspective, below are the layouts covered in the 

rest of the subsections in section 3.4. The bullet (•) indicates the layouts being 

covered in this subsection. 

• 3.4.2 Scenario 1: All Exclusive Lanes 

3.4.2.1 Layout 1: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.2 Layout 2: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.3 Layout 3: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.4 Layout 4: A One-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

• 3.4.3 Scenario 2: One Shared Lane in One Direction 

3.4.3.1 Layout 5: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.2 Layout 6: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.3 Layout 7: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.4 Layout 8: A One-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

CI 3.4.4 Scenario 3: One Shared Lane in Each Direction 

3.4.4.1 Layout 9: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.4.2 Layout 10: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

n 3.4.5 Scenario 4: Two Shared Lanes in One Direction 

3.4.5.1 Layout 11: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.5.2 Layout 12: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.5.3 Layout 13: One All-Movement Lane, A One-Way Street 

with a Two-Way Cross Street 

• 3.4.6 Scenario 5: Two Shared Lanes in One Direction One Shared Lane 
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in Other Direction 

3.4.6.1 Layout 14: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

D 3.4.7 Scenario 6: Two Shared Lanes in Each Direction 

3.4.7.1 Layout 15: Two Shared Lanes in Each Direction 

3.4.7.2 Layout 16: One Lane with All Movements in One Direction, 

Two Shared Lanes in the Other Direction 

3.4.7.3 Layout 17: All-Movement Lanes in Each Direction 

In this subsection, we examine layouts in which each lane allows only one of 

the three turning movements: left turn, straight through and right turn. This 

is the simplest intersection for estimating vehicle movements. Only one set of 

entrance vehicle counts is needed to determine the turning proportions. 

Layout 1 can have all five stages, A (movements are protected for straight-

through and right-turning traffic and permitted for left-turning traffic entering 

the intersection from both the North and South directions), B (movements are 

protected for straight-through and right-turning traffic from both the North 

and South directions), C (movements are protected for left-turning traffic and 

permitted for right-turning traffic entering the intersection from both the North 

and South directions), D (movements are protected for left-turning, straight-

through and right-turning traffic from only the North direction and permitted 

for right-turning traffic from only the South direction) and E (movements are 

permitted for right-turning traffic from only the North direction and protected 

for left-turning, straight-through and right-turning traffic from only the South 

direction). Layout 2 can have stages A and D and layouts 3 and 4 can have 

only stage D. 
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3.4.2.1 Layout 1: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way 

Layout 1 (figure 3.4.2.1.1) requires detectors only at the stop line of each 

lane. 

Some common stage sequences for a cycle with this layout are: 

1) Stage A alone; 

2) Lagging left arrow (stages A-C or stages B-C); 

3) Leading left arrow (stages C-A or stages C-B); 

4) Unidirectional (stages D-E); and 

5) Stages D-A-E. 

For stage A (figrore 3.4.2.1.1), the number of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction is, for the North origin, 

Cross Street 

Figure 3.4.2.1.1 - Layout 1, Stage A. 

ON(A) = ON,L(A) + On,T(A) + ON,R(A) (3.4.2.1.1) 

and, for the South origin. 

Os(A) = OS,L(A) + OS,T(A) + OS,R(A) . (3.4.2.1.2) 
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The turning volumes for stage A are 

^,E(A) = ON,L(A) , (3.4.2.1.3) 

^,s(A) = ON,T(A) , (3.4.2.1.4) 

^,w(A) = ON,R(A) , (3.4.2.1.5) 

'5^s,w(A) = OS,L(A) , (3.4.2.1.6) 

'̂ S,N(A) = OS,T(A) (3.4.2.1.7) 

and 

T ŝ,E(A) = OS,R(A) . (3.4.2.1.8) 
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Figure 3.4.2.1.2 - Layout 1, Stage B. 

For stage B (figure 3.4.2.1.2), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

On(B) = On,t(B) + On,r(B) (3.4.2.1.9) 

and 

Os(B) = Os,t(B) + Os.r(B) (3.4.2.1.10) 

The turning volumes for stage B are 

^n,s(B) = On,t(B) , 

'^n,w(B) = On,r(B) , 

^,n(B) = os,t(B) 

(3.4.2.1.11) 

(3.4.2.1.12) 

(3.4.2.1.13) 

and 

Vs,E(B) = Os,r(B) . (3.4.2.1.14) 
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Figure 3.4.2.1.3 - Layout 1, Stage C. 

For stage C (figure 3.4.2.1.3), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

On(C) = On,l(C) + On,r(C) (3.4.2.1.15) 

and 

Os(C) = Os,l(C) + Os,r(C) . (3.4.2.1.16) 

The turning volumes for stage C are 

^n,e(C) = On,l(C) 

^n,w(C) = On,r(C) , 

^s,w(C) = Os,l(C) 

(3.4.2.1.17) 

(3.4.2.1.18) 

(3.4.2.1.19) 

and 

Vs,e(C) = Os,r(C) . (3.4.2.1.20) 
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Figure 3.4.2.1.4 - Layout 1, Stage D. 

For stage D (figure 3.4.2.1.4), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

ON(D) = ON,L(D) + C>N,T(D) + C'N,R(D) (3.4.2.1.21) 

and 

Os(D) = OS,R(D) . 

The turning volumes for stage D are 

(3.4.2.1.22) 

VN,E(D) = ON,L(D) , 

^N,s(D) = C)N,T(D) : 

^N,W(D) = C>N,R(D) 

(3.4.2.1.23) 

(3.4.2.1.24) 

(3.4.2.1.25) 

and 

^S,E(D) = C>S,R(D) . (3.4.2.1.26) 
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Figure 3.4.2.1.5 - Layout 1, Stage E. 

For stage E (figure 3.4.2.1.5), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

ON(E) = ON,R(E) 

and 

OS(E) = OS,L(E) + OS,T(E) + OS,R(E) 

The turning volumes for stage E are 

^N,W(E) = ON,R(E) , 

^s,w(E) = OS,L(E) , 

^S,N(E) = OS,T(E) 

and 

V^S,E(E) = OS,R(E) . 

(3.4.2.1.27) 

(3.4.2.1.28) 

(3.4.2.1.29) 

(3.4.2.1.30) 

(3.4.2.1.31) 

(3.4.2.1.32) 
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For a cycle, the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection are 

On = On(A) + ON(B) + ON(C) + ON(D) + ON(E) (3.4.2.1.33) 

and 

Os = Os(A) + Os(B) + Os(C) + Os(D) + Os(E) . (3.4.2.1.34) 

Therefore, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

Pn,E = + + ^ (3.4.2.1.35) 
(J -n 

s(A) + FN s(B) + 14^ s(D) 
Pn,s = ^^ (3.4.2.1.36) 

CN 

-Pn,w = 1 — -Pn,e - -Pn,s 5 (3.4.2.1.37) 

Ps.w = ^s,w(A) + ys,w(C) + ys,w(E) _ (3.4.2.1.38) 
<>'S 

(3.4.2.1.39) 

and 

-Ps,e = 1 — -Ps.w - -Ps,n • (3.4.2.1.40) 

Observe that in one cycle, this method finds all the turning proportions for the 

intersection. 
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Figure 3.4.2.1.6 - Layout la, Stage B. 

Layout la (figure 3.4.2.1.6) is similar to layout 1, stage B (figure 3.4.2.1.2). 

A cycle is only stage B. This layout may occur during rush homrs to prevent 

left turns and give more green time to the straight-through traffic. Diuring non-

rush hours, the layout of figure 3.4.2.1.1 might be used. 

For a cycle, the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection are 

On = ON,T + ON,R (3.4.2.1.41) 

and 

Os = Os,T + Os,R . (3.4.2.1.42) 

The turning volumes for a cycle are 

^,s = ON.T , (3.4.2.1.43) 

^,w = ON,R , (3.4.2.1.44) 

^,N = Os,T (3.4.2.1.45) 
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and 

^s,E = Os,R • (3.4.2.1.46) 

Therefore, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

Pn,e = 0 , (3.4.2.1.47) 

Pn,s = ̂  , (3.4.2.1.48) 
UN 

-pn.w = 1 - -Pn,s J (3.4.2.1.49) 

Ps,w = 0 , (3.4.2.1.50) 

Ps ,n = ̂  (3.4.2.1.51) 

and 

Ps,E = 1 - -Ps,n • (3.4.2.1.52) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found for one cycle. 
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3.4.2.2 Layout 2: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way 

Layout 2 (figure 3.4.2.2.1) features an eastbound one-way street. A layout 

with a westbound one-way street can be constructed by moving the notation 

from layout 2 by 180° (N—)-South, S—^North, E-^West and W—^East) for stages 

A and E. Detectors are required only at the stop line of each lane. 

Common green stage sequences for this layout are: 

1) Stage A alone; 

2) Lagging left arrow (stages A-D); and 

3) Leading left arrow (stages D-A). 

For stage A (figure 3.4.2.2.1), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

fi:om each direction are 

Cross Street 

Figure 3.4.2.2.1 - Layout 2, Stage A 

C'N(A) = ON,L(A) + ON,T(A) (3.4.2.2.1) 

and 

Os(A) = OS,T(A) -I- OS,R(A) . (3.4.2.2.2) 
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The turning volumes for stage A are 

T^N,E(A) = ON,L , (3.4.2.2.3) 

^,s(A) = On,T 5 (3.4.2.2.4) 

^,n(A) = Os,T (3.4.2.2.5) 

and 

^,E(A) = Os,R . (3.4.2.2.6) 
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Figure 3.4.2.2.2 - Layout 2, Stage D. 

For stage D (figure 3.4.2.2.2), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

ON(D) = ON,L(D) + ON,T(D) (3.4.2.2.7) 

and 

Os(D) = OS,R(D) . (3.4.2.2.8) 

The turning volumes for stage D are 

'14^,e(d) = on,l , (3.4.2.2.9) 

%,S(D)=C>N,T (3.4.2.2.10) 

and 

^s,E(D) = Os,R - (3.4.2.2.11) 

For a cycle, the numbers of vehicle entering the intersection are 

ON = ON(A) + ON(D) (3.4.2.2.12) 
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and 

Os = Os(A) + Os(D) . (3.4.2.2.13) 

Hence, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

PN S = + ^ (3.4.2.2.14) 
ON 

P N,E =  1 - P N,S , (3.4.2.2.15) 

-PN,W = 0 , (3.4.2.2.16) 

Ps,w = 0 , (3.4.2.2.17) 

Ps.N = (3.4.2.2.18) 
Os 

and 

Ps,E = 1 - Ps,N • (3.4.2.2.19) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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3.4.2.3 Layout 3: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way 

Layout 3 (figure 3.4.2.3.1) features a southbound one-way street. A layout 

with a northbound one-way street can be constructed by moving the notation 

from layout 3 by 180° (N—>-South, S—>-North, E—>-West and W->East) for stage 

E. Detectors are required only at the stop line of each lane. A cycle consists of 

only stage D. 

For a cycle (figure 3.4.2.3.1), the number of vehicles entering the intersection is 

Cross Street 

Figure 3.4.2.3.1 - Layout 3, Stage D. 

On = ON,L + ON,T + ON,R • (3.4.2.3.1) 

The turning volumes for a cycle are 

^,E = ON,L 5 (3.4.2.3.2) 

^N,S = ON.T (3.4.2.3.3) 

and 

^,w = ON,R • (3.4.2.3.4) 
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Therefore, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

Pn,E = ^ , (3.4.2.3.5) 
CN 

PN,S = ^ , (3.4.2.3.6) 

-Pn,W = 1 — PN,E - PN,S 5 (3.4.2.3.7) 

-Ps,w = 0 , (3.4.2.3.8) 

Ps,N = 0 (3.4.2.3.9) 

and 

Ps,E = 0 . (3.4.2.3.10) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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3.4.2.4 Layout 4: A One-Way Street with a One-Way 

Layout 4e (figure 3.4.2.4.1) features a northbound one-way street and an 

eastbound one-way street. A layout with a southbound one-way street and 

a westbound one-way street can be constructed by moving the notation from 

layout 4e by 180° (N—)-South, S^North, E—>West and W—)-East) for stage E. 

Detectors are required only at the stop line of each lane. A cycle consists of 

only stage D. 

For a cycle (figure 3.4.2.4.1), the number of vehicles entering the intersection is 

Cross Street 

S 

Figmre 3.4.2.4.1 - Layout 4e, Stage D. 

On = ON,L + C>N,T • (3.4.2.4.1) 

The turning volumes for a cycle are 

= On,L (3.4.2.4.2) 

and 

^N,s = ON,T • (3.4.2.4.3) 
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Therefore, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

PN,S = ^ , (3.4.2.4.4) 

Pn,E = 1 - ̂N,s , (3.4.2.4.5) 

-PN,W = 0 , (3.4.2.4.6) 

Ps,w = 0 , (3.4.2.4.7) 

Ps,N = 0 (3.4.2.4.8) 

and 

Ps ,E = 0 - (3.4.2.4.9) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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Figure 3.4.2.4.2 - Layout 4w, Stage D. 

Layout 4w (figure 3.4.2.4.2) features a northbound one-way street and a 

westbound one-way street. A layout with a southbound one-way street and 

an eastbound one-way street can be constructed by moving the notation from 

layout 4w by 180° (N^South, S—>North, E^West and W^East) for stage E. 

Detectors are required only at the stop line of each lane. A cycle consists of 

only stage D. 

For a cycle, the number of vehicles entering the intersection is 

On = ON,T + C>N,R . (3.4.2.4.10) 

The turning volumes for a cycle are 

"^,8 = ON,T (3.4.2.4.11) 

and 

= ON,R (3.4.2.4.12) 
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Therefore, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

PN,E = 0 , (3.4.2.4.13) 

Pn,s = ̂  • (3.4.2.4.14) 

-PN,W = 1 — Pn,s , (3.4.2.4.15) 

•Ps,w = 0 , (3.4.2.4.16) 

Ps,N = 0 (3.4.2.4.17) 

and 

Ps,E = 0 . (3.4.2.4.18) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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3.4.3 Scenario 2: One Shared Lane in One Direction 

Layout Review and Preview 

Below, indicated by a bullet (o), are the layouts covered by this subsection. 

The check (A/) indicates layouts already covered in the earlier subsection. 

^ 3.4.2 Scenario 1: All Exclusive Lanes 

3.4.2.1 Layout 1: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.2 Layout 2: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.3 Layout 3: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.4 Layout 4: A One-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

• 3.4.3 Scenario 2: One Shared Lane in One Direction 

3.4.3.1 Layout 5: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.2 Layout 6: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.3 Layout 7: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.4 Layout 8: A One-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

• 3.4.4 Scenario 3: One Shared Lane in Each Direction 

3.4.4.1 Layout 9: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.4.2 Layout 10: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

n 3.4.5 Scenario 4: Two Shared Lanes in One Direction 

3.4.5.1 Layout 11: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.5.2 Layout 12: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.5.3 Layout 13: One All-Movement Lane, A One-Way Street 

with a Two-Way Cross Street 
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D 3.4.6 Scenario 5: Two Shared Lanes in One Direction One Shared Lane 

in Other Direction 

3.4.6.1 Layout 14: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

• 3.4.7 Scenario 6: Two Shared Lanes in Each Direction 

3.4.7.1 Layout 15: Two Shared Lanes in Each Direction 

3.4.7.2 Layout 16: One Lane with All Movements in One Direction, 

Two Shared Lanes in the Other Direction 

3.4.7.3 Layout 17: All-Movement Lanes in Each Direction 

In this subsection, we examine layouts in which one lane allows two turning 

movements: left turn/straight through or straight through/right turn while all 

the rest of the lanes allow only one of the three turning movements: left turn, 

straight through and right turn. Only one set of entrance and exit vehicle 

counts is needed to determine the turning proportions. 

Layout 5 can have all five stages, A (movements are protected for straight-

through and right-turning trafl&c and permitted for left-turning traffic entering 

the intersection from both the North and South directions), B (movements are 

protected for straight-through and right-turning traffic from both the North 

and South directions), C (movements are protected for left-turning traffic and 

permitted for right-turning traffic entering the intersection from both the North 

and South directions), D (movements are protected for left-turning, straight-

through and right-turning traffic from only the North direction and permitted 

for right-turning traffic from only the South direction) and E (movements are 

permitted for right-turning traffic from only the North direction and protected 

for left-turning, straight-through and right-turning traffic from only the South 
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direction). Layout 6 can have stages A and D and layouts 7 and 8 can have 

only stage D. 

3.4.3.1 Layout 5: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way 

Layout 5 (figure 3.4.3.1.1) illustrates a layout where Lane R from the South 

direction allows both straight-through and right-turning movements. Detectors 

are required at the stop line of each lane and across all lanes in one of the 

downstream directions from the shared lane (North or East). Since the layout 

is asymmetric, another layout can be constructed by moving the notation from 

layout 5 by 180° (N—>South, S^North, E—>West and W—)-East). 

Some common stage sequences for a cycle with this layout are: 

1) Stage A alone; 

2) Lagging left arrow (stages A-C or stages B-C); 

3) Leading left arrow (stages C-A or stages C-B); 

4) Unidirectional (stages D-E); and 

Cross Street 

Figure 3.4.3.1.1 - Layout 5, Stage A. 
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5) Stages D-A-E or E-A-D. 

For stage A (figure 3.4.3.1.1), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

C>N(A) = ON,L(A) + ON,T(A) + ON,R(A) (3.4.3.1.1) 

and 

<^s(A) = OS,L(A) + OS,R(A) . (3.4.3.1.2) 

The turning volumes for stage A are 

'^^N,E(A) = ON,L(A.) , (3.4.3.1.3) 

VN,S(A) = ON,T(A) , (3.4.3.1.4) 

'^N,W(A) = ON,R(A) , (3.4.3.1.5) 

Vs,w(A) = OS,L(A) , (3.4.3.1.6) 

VS,N(A) = L'N(A) (3.4.3.1.7) 

and 

VS,E(A) = OS,R(A) - Z)N(A) (3.4.3.1.8) 

when the vehicle counts from the North downstream detectors are used. 

If vehicle counts from the West downstream detectors are used, equations 

(3.4.3.1.7) and (3.4.3.1.8) are replaced by 

VS,N(A) = ON,L(A) + OS,R(A) — De{A.) (3.4.3.1.9) 

and 

1^8,e(A) = I>E(A) — ON,L(A) . (3.4.3.1.10) 
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Figure 3.4.3.1.2 - Layout 5, Stage B. 

For stage B (figure 3.4.3.1.2), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

ON(B) = ON,T(B) + ON,R(B) (3.4.3.1.11) 

and 

Os(B) = OS,R(B) . 

The turning volumes for stage B are 

(3.4.3.1.12) 

Vn,s(B) = On.t(B) , 

^n,w(B) = on,r(B) 

V s , N ( B )  = - D N ( B )  

(3.4.3.1.13) 

(3.4.3.1.14) 

(3.4.3.1.15) 

and 

^s.e(B) = Os( B ) - D n(B) (3.4.3.1.16) 
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when the vehicle counts from the North downstream detectors are used. 

If vehicle counts from the East downstream detectors are used, equations 

(3.4.3.1.15) and (3.4.3.1.16) are replaced by 

FS,N(B) = Os(B) - DE{B) (3.4.3.1.17) 

and 

VS,E(B) = DE{B) (3.4.3.1.18) 
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Figure 3.4.3.1.3 - Layout 5, Stage C. 

For stage C (figure 3.4.3.1.3), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

On(C) = On,l(C) + On,r(C) (3.4.3.1.19) 

and 

Os(C) = Os.l(C) + Os,r(C) . (3.4.3.1.20) 

The turning volumes for stage C are 

'^^N,e(C) = ON,L(C) , 

^,w(C) = ON,R(C) , 

Vs,w(C) = Os,l(C) 

(3.4.3.1.21) 

(3.4.3.1.22) 

(3.4.3.1.23) 

and 

Vs,e(C) = Os,r(C) . (3.4.3.1.24) 
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Figure 3.4.3.1.4 - Layout 5, Stage D. 

For stage D (figure 3.4.3.1.4), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

on(d) = on,l(d) + on,t(d) + <^n,r(d) (3.4.3.1.25) 

and 

Os(D) = Os.r(D) . 

The turning volumes for stage D are 

(3.4.3.1.26) 

^n,e(d) = on,l(d) 

T4^,s(D) = 0n,t(D) , 

vn,w(d) = on,r(d) 

(3.4.3.1.27) 

(3.4.3.1.28) 

(3.4.3.1.29) 

and 

Vs,e(D) = Os,r(D) . (3.4.3.1.30) 
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Figure 3.4.3.1.5 - Layout 5, Stage E. 

For stage E (figure 3.4.3.1.5), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

ON(E) = ON,R(E) (3.4.3.1.31) 

and 

OS(E) = OS,L(E) + OS,R(E) . (3.4.3.1.32) 

The turning volumes for stage E are 

VN,W(E) = ON,R(E) 

Fs,w(E) = OS,L(E) , 

FS,N(E) = DN(E) 

(3.4.3.1.33) 

(3.4.3.1.34) 

(3.4.3.1.35) 

and 

T^S,E(E) = OS,R(E)-DN(E) (3.4.3.1.36) 
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when the vehicle coimts from the North downstream detectors are used. 

If vehicle counts from the East downstream detectors are used, equations 

(3.4.3.1.35) and (3.4.3.1.36) are replaced by 

^s,N(E) = OS,R(E) - De{E) (3.4.3.1.37) 

and 

VS,e(E) = i^E(E) . (3.4.3.1.38) 

For a cycle, the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection are 

On = On(A) + ON(B) + ON(C) + ON(D) + ON(E) (3.4.3.1.39) 

and 

Os = Os(A) + Os(B) + Os(C) + Os(D) + Os(E) . (3.4.3.1.40) 

Therefore, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

Pn,E = + + _ (3.4.3.1.41) 

un 
-pn.w = 1 - Pn,E — PN,S , (3.4.3.1.43) 

Ps,w = '^s,w(A) + VSMC) + VSME) ^ (3.4.3.1.44) 

Ps K = ^3,N(A)H-Vs^(B)H-ys,N(E) 3 J 
Os 

and 

-Ps,e = 1 — Ps,w - -Ps,N • (3.4.3.1.46) 

Note that aU the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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Figure 3.4.3.1.6 - Layout 5a, Stage B. 

The layout 5a (figure 3.4.3.1.6) is similar to layout 5, stage B (figure 

3.4.3.1.2) and it is usually implemented during rush hours to prevent left turns 

and to allocate more green time to straight-through traffic. The cycle contains 

only stage B. 

For a cycle, the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection are 

On = C>N,T + C>N,R (3.4.3.1.47) 

and 

Os = Os,R . (3.4.3.1.48) 

The turning volumes for a cycle are 

^N,s = C)N,T 5 (3.4.3.1.49) 

'^N,W = C)N,R , (3.4.3.1.50) 

^S,N = -DN (3.4.3.1.51) 
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and 

Vs,E = Os - -Dn (3.4.3.1.52) 

when the vehicle counts from the North downstream detectors are used. 

If vehicle counts from the East downstream detectors are used, equations 

(3.4.3.1.51) and (3.4.3.1.52) are replaced by 

^,N = Os — DE (3.4.3.1.53) 

and 

Vs,E = De • (3.4.3.1.54) 

Hence, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

PN,E = 0 , (3.4.3.1.55) 

PN,S = ^ , (3.4.3.1.56) 
UN 

PN,W = 1 — -Pn.S 5 (3.4.3.1.57) 

Ps,w = 0 , (3.4.3.1.58) 

Ps,N = ^ (3.4.3.1.59) 

and 

-Ps,E = 1 - Ps,N • (3.4.3.1.60) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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3.4.3.2 Layout 6: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way 

Cross Street 

1®. 

Figure 3.4.3.2.1 - Layout 6, Stage A. 

Layout 6 (figure 3.4.3.2.1) features an eastbound one-way street. A layout 

with a westbound one-way street can be constructed by moving the notation 

from layout 6 by 180° (N—fSouth, S->North, E—)-West and W—>East). 

In this layout, Lane R from the South direction is the shared lane which 

allows both straight-through and right-turning movements. Detectors required 

at the stop line of each lane and across all lanes in one of the downstream 

directions from the shared lane (North or East). 

Common green stage sequences for this layout are: 

1) Stage A alone; 

2) Lagging left arrow (stages A-D); and 

3) Leading left arrow (stages D-A). 

For stage A (figure 3.4.3.2.1), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 
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from each direction are 

C>n(A) = On,t(A) + On,l(A) (3.4.3.2.1) 

and 

Os(A) = Os,r(A) . (3.4.3.2.2) 

The turning volumes for stage A are 

Vk,E(A) = On,L(A) , (3.4.3.2.3) 

1̂ n,s(A) = 0n,t(A) , (3.4.3.2.4) 

Vs,n(A) = £»n(A) (3.4.3.2.5) 

and 

Vs,e(A) = Os(A) - D^{A) (3.4.3.2.6) 

when the vehicle counts from the North downstream detectors are used. 

If vehicle counts from the East downstream detectors are used, equations 

(3.4.3.2.5) and (3.4.3.2.6) are replaced by 

ŝ,n(A) = On,l(A) + Os,r(A) - I?e(A) (3.4.3.2.7) 

and 

ys,E(A) = I?e(A) - On,l(A) . (3.4.3.2.8) 
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Figure 3.4.3.2.2 - Layout 6, Stage D. 

For stage D (figiire 3.4.3.2.2), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

On(D) = On,t(D) + On,l(D) (3.4.3.2.9) 

and 

Os(D) = Os,r(D) . 

The turning volumes for stage D are 

^n,w(d) = on,l(d) , 

(3.4.3.2.10) 

^n,s(D) = On,t(D) 

(3.4.3.2.11) 

(3.4.3.2.12) 

and 

T^s,e(D) = Os(D) . (3.4.3.2.13) 

For a cycle, the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection for a cycle are 

ON = On (A) + On(D) (3.4.3.2.14) 
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and 

Os = Os(A) + Os(D) . (3.4.3.2.15) 

Hence, the tinning proportions for a cycle are 

PN,S = ^N.s(A) + yN,s(D) _ (3.4.3.2.16) 
On 

•PN,E = 1 — Pn,s , (3.4.3.2.17) 

Pn,w = 0 , (3.4.3.2.18) 

-Ps,w = 0 , (3.4.3.2.19) 

Ps,N = (3.4.3.2.20) 

and 

Ps,e = 1 - Ps,N . (3.4.3.2.21) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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3.4.3.3 Layout 7: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way 

Cross Street 

It 
Figure 3.4.3.3.1 - Layout 7e, Stage D. 

Layout 7e (figure 3.4.3.3.1) features a southbound one-way street. A layout 

with a northbound one-way street can be constructed by moving the notation 

in layout 7e by 180° (N—>-South, S—>North, E—>-West and W—)-East) for stage E. 

Lane L in the layout allows both straight-through and left-turning movements. 

Detectors are required at the stop line of each lane and across all lanes in one 

of the downstream directions from the shared lane (South or East). A cycle 

consists of only stage D. 

For a cycle (figure 3.4.3.3.1), the number of vehicles entering the intersection is 

On = On,l(D) -I- On,r(D) . 

The turning volumes for a cycle are 

(3.4.3.3.1) 

w = C>N,R , 

^,s = Ds 

(3.4.3.3.2) 

(3.4.3.3.3) 
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and 

n̂,e = c'n,r - Ds (3.4.3.3.4) 

when the vehicle counts from the South downstream detectors are used. 

If vehicle counts from the East downstream detectors are used, equations 

(3.4.3.3.3) and (3.4.3.3.4) are replaced by 

= C)N,r - -DE (3.4.3.3.5) 

and 

Vn,E = De • (3.4.3.3.6) 

Therefore, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

^N,w = , (3.4.3.3.7) 
CN 

Pn,s = ̂  , (3.4.3.3.8) 

-Pn,e = 1 - ̂ n,s - -Pn,w , (3.4.3.3.9) 

•Ps,w = 0 , (3.4.3.3.10) 

Ps,n = 0 (3.4.3.3.11) 

and 

Ps,e = 0 . (3.4.3.3.12) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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lif 
Figure 3.4.3.3.2 - Layout 7w, Stage D. 

Layout 7w (j&gure 3.4.3.3.2) features a southbound one-way street. A 

layout with a northbound one-way street can be constructed by moving the 

notation in layout 7w by 180° (N-^South, S—>-North, E—)-West and W—)-East) 

for stage E. Lane R is the shared lane which allows both straight-through and 

right-turning movements. Detectors are required at the stop line of each lane 

and across all lanes in one of the downstream directions from the shared lane 

(South or West). A cycle consists of only stage D. 

For a cycle (figure 3.4.3.3.2), the number of vehicles entering the intersection is 

On = ON,L + . (3.4.3.3.13) 

The turning volumes for a cycle are 

VN,e = C>N,L , (3.4.3.3.14) 

^,s = Ds (3.4.3.3.15) 
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and 

= On,R — Ds (3.4.3.3.16) 

when the vehicle counts from the South downstream detectors are used. 

If vehicle counts from the West downstream detectors are used, equations 

(3.4.3.3.15) and (3.4.3.3.16) are replaced by 

%,s = <^N,R - Dw (3.4.3.3.17) 

and 

Vn,W — • (3.4.3.3.18) 

Hence, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

pn,b = ^ , (3.4.3.3.19) 
CN 

PN,S = ^ , (3.4.3.3.20) 
UN 

•pn,w = 1 - -pn,e - PN,S 5 (3.4.3.3.21) 

Ps,w = 0 , (3.4.3.3.22) 

Ps,n = 0 (3.4.3.3.23) 

and 

Ps,e = 0 . (3.4.3.3.24) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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3.4.3.4 Layout 8: A One-Way Street with a One-Way 

Cross Street 

L  

Figure 3.4.3.4.1 - Layout 8e, Stage D. 

Layout 8e (j&gure 3.4.3.4.1) features a southbound one-way street. A layout 

with a northbound one-way street can be constructed by moving the notation 

in layout 8e by 180° (N—>South, S—>North, E—>-West and W—)-East) for stage E. 

Lane L is the shared lane which allows both straight-through and left-turning 

movements. Detectors are required at the stop line of each lane and across all 

lanes in one of the downstream directions from the shared lane (South or East). 

A cycle consists of only stage D. 

For a cycle (figure 3.4.3.4.1), the number of vehicles entering the intersection is 

On = ON,L(D) • (3.4.3.4.1) 

The turning volumes for a cycle are 

^,s = Ds (3.4.3.4.2) 
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and 

Vk,E = C>N--Ds (3.4.3.4.3) 

when the vehicle counts from the South downstream detectors are used. 

If vehicle counts from the East downstream detectors are used, equations 

(3.4.3.4.2) and (3.4.3.4.3) are replaced by 

Vn,S = — D-q (3.4.3.4.4) 

and 

Vn,E = De • (3.4.3.4.5) 

Therefore, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

f'N,w = 0 5 (3.4.3.4.6) 

PN,S = ^ , (3.4.3.4.7) 
l/n 

-PN,E = 1 - PN,S , (3.4.3.4.8) 

•Ps,w = 0 , (3.4.3.4.9) 

Ps,N = 0 (3.4.3.4.10) 

and 

Ps,E = 0 . (3.4.3.4.11) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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Figure 3.4.3.4.2 - Layout 8w, Stage D. 

Layout 8w (figure 3.4.3.4.2) features a southbound one-way street. A 

layout with a northbound one-way street can be constructed by moving the 

notation in layout 8w by 180° (N^South, S—^North, E—^West and W—>-East) 

for stage E. Lane R is the shared lane which allows both straight-through and 

right-turning movements. Detectors are required at the stop line of each lane 

and across all lanes in one of the downstream directions from the shared lane 

(South or West). A cycle consists of only stage D. 

For a Cycle (figure 3.4.3.4.2), the number of vehicles entering the intersection is 

On = C>N,R • (3.4.3.4.12) 

The turning volume is 

^N,s = -Ds (3.4.3.4.13) 

and 

= 0]S! - Bs (3.4.3.4.14) 
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when the vehicle counts from the South downstream detectors are used. 

If vehicle counts from the West downstream detectors are used, equations 

(3.4.3.4.13) and (3.4.3.4.14) are replaced by 

^N,s = ON — Dy! (3.4.3.4.15) 

and 

- (3.4.3.4.16) 

The turning proportions are 

Pn,e = 0 , (3.4.3.4.17) 

Pn,s = ̂  , (3.4.3.4.18) 
CN 

-PN,w = 1 — -PN,S , (3.4.3.4.19) 

Ps,w = 0 , (3.4.3.4.20) 

Ps,n = 0 (3.4.3.4.21) 

and 

Ps,E = 0 . (3.4.3.4.22) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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3.4.4 Scenario 3: One Shared Lane in Each Direction 

Layout Review and Preview 

As before, the bullet (•) indicates the layouts covered in this subsection. 

-*/ 3.4.2 Scenario 1: All Exclusive Lanes 

3.4.2.1 Layout 1: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.2 Layout 2; A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.3 Layout 3: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.4 Layout 4: A One-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

yj 3.4.3 Scenario 2: One Shared Lane in One Direction 

3.4.3.1 Layout 5: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.2 Layout 6: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.3 Layout 7: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.4 Layout 8: A One-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

• 3.4.4 Scenario 3: One Shared Lane in Each Direction 

3.4.4.1 Layout 9: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.4.2 Layout 10: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

• 3.4.5 Scenario 4: Two Shared Lanes in One Direction 

3.4.5.1 Layout 11: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.5.2 Layout 12: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.5.3 Layout 13: One All-Movement Lane, A One-Way Street 

with a Two-Way Cross Street 
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D 3.4.6 Scenario 5: Two Shared Lanes in One Direction One Shared Lane 

in Other Direction 

3.4.6.1 Layout 14: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

n 3.4.7 Scenario 6: Two Shared Lanes in Each Direction 

3.4.7.1 Layout 15: Two Shared Lanes in Each Direction 

3.4.7.2 Layout 16: One Lane with All Movements in One Direction, 

Two Shared Lanes in the Other Direction 

3.4.7.3 Layout 17: All-Movement Lanes in Each Direction 

In this subsection, we examine layouts in which one lane in both 

directions allows two turning movements: left turn/straight through or straight 

through/right turn while all the rest of the lanes allow only one of the three 

turning movements: left turn, straight through and right turn. Only one set of 

entrance and exit vehicle counts is needed to determine the turning proportions. 

Layout 9 can have all five stages, A (movements are protected for straight-

through and right-turning traffic and permitted for left-turning traffic entering 

the intersection from both the North and South directions), B (movements are 

protected for straight-through and right-turning traffic from both the North 

and South directions), C (movements are protected for left-turning traffic and 

permitted for right-turning traffic entering the intersection from both the North 

and South directions), D (movements are protected for left-turning, straight-

through and right-turning traffic from only the North direction and permitted 

for right-turning traffic from only the South direction) and E (movements are 

permitted for right-turning traffic from only the North direction and protected 

for left-turning, straight-through and right-turning traffic from only the South 
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direction). Layout 10 can have stages A and D. 

3.4.4.1 Layout 9: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way 

Cross Street 

In layout 9 (figure 3.4.4.1.1), Lane R is the shared lane in each directions 

which allows both straight-through and right-turning movements. Detectors 

are required at the stop line of each lane and across all downstream lanes in two 

directions, either North or East and either South or West. 

Some common stage sequences for a cycle with layout 9 are: 

1) Stage A alone; 

2) Lagging left arrow (stages A-C or stages B-C); 

3) Leading left arrow (stages C-A or stages C-B); 

4) Unidirectional (stages D-E); and 

5) Stages D-A-E. 

r 
L  R |  

41 
Figure 3.4.4.1.1 - Layout 9, Stage A. 

For stage A (figure 3.4.4.1.1), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 
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from each direction are 

C>n(A) = On,l(A) + On,r(A) (3.4.4.1.1) 

and 

Os(A) = Os,l(A) + Os,r(A) (3.4.4.1.2) 

The turning volumes for stage A are 

't^,b(A) = On,l(A) , (3.4.4.1.3) 

V^,s{A) = DsiA) , (3.4.4.1.4) 

Vn,w(A) = On,r(A) — Ds{A)  , (3.4.4.1.5) 

ŝ,w(A) = Os,l(A) , (3.4.4.1.6) 

^s,n(A) = -Dn(A) (3.4.4.1.7) 

and 

'^s,e(A) = Os,r(A) — (3.4.4.1,8) 

when the vehicle counts from the North and South downstream detectors are 

used. If vehicle counts from the West downstream detectors are used instead 

of the South downstream detectors, equations (3.4.4.1.4) and (3.4.4.1.5) are 

replaced by 

^n,s(A) = On,r(A) — Dw(A) (3.4.4.1.9) 

and 

^,w(A) = J9w(A) . (3.4.4.1.10) 
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If vehicle counts from the East downstream detectors are used instead of the 

North downstream detectors, equations (3.4.4.1.7) and (3.4.4.1.8) are replaced 

by 

^,n(A) = Os,r(A) - r>e(A) (3.4.4.1.11) 

and 

VS,eW = DE{A) (3.4.4.1.12) 
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Figure 3.4.4.1.2 - Layout 9, Stage B. 

For stage B (figure 3.4.4.1.2), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

On(B) = On,r(B) (3.4.4.1.13) 

and 

Os( B ) = Os,r(B ) . (3.4.4.1.14) 

The turning volumes for stage B are 

yN,s(B) = Ds(B) 

^,w(B) = On,r(B) - Ds{B)  

(3.4.4.1.15) 

(3.4.4.1.16) 

(3.4.4.1.17) 

and 

^s,e(B) = Os.r( B ) - i^n(B) (3.4.4.1.18) 
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when the vehicle counts from the North and South downstream detectors are 

used. If vehicle counts from the West downstream detectors are used instead 

of the South downstream detectors, equations (3.4.4.1.15) and (3.4.4.1.16) are 

replaced by 

T^,s(B) = On,r(B) — Dw(B) (3.4.4.1.19) 

and 

^,w(B) = Dw(B) . (3.4.4.1.20) 

If vehicle counts from the East downstream detectors are used instead of the 

North downstream detectors, equations (3.4.4.1.17) and (3.4.4.1.18) are replaced 

by 

Vs,n(B) = Os,r(B) - DE{B)  (3.4.4.1.21) 

and 

V S,E{ B )  =  D E{ B )  (3.4.4.1.22) 
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I 
I 

Figure 3.4.4.1.3 - Layout 9, Stage C. 

For stage C (figure 3.4.4.1.3), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

<^n(C) = On,l(C) + On,r(C) (3.4.4.1.23) 

and 

Os(C) = Os,l( C ) + Os,r( C ) .  (3.4.4.24) 

The turning volumes for stage C are 

^n,e(c) = on,l(c) , 

Vn,w(C) = On,r(C) , 

'^s,w(c) = os,l(c) 

(3.4.4.1.25) 

(3.4.4.1.26) 

(3.4.4.1.27) 

and 

vsmc) = Os,r(C) . (3.4.4.1.28) 
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Figure 3.4.4.1.4 - Layout 9, Stage D. 

For stage D (figure 3.4.4.1.4), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

On(D) = On,l(D) + On,r(D) (3.4.4.1.29) 

and 

Os(D) = Os,r(D) . 

The turning volumes for stage D are 

(3.4.4.1.30) 

'14^,e(D) = <^N,L(D) , 

Fn.s(D) = Ds(D)  ,  

^n,w(D) = C>n,r(D) — I?s(D) 

(3.4.4.1.31) 

(3.4.4.1.32) 

(3.4.4.1.33) 

and 

T^s,e(D) = Os.r(D) (3.4.4.1.34) 
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when the vehicle counts from the South downstream detectors are used. If 

vehicle counts from the West downstream detectors are used instead of the 

South downstream detectors, equations (3.4.4.1.32) and (3.4.4.1.33) are replaced 

by 

^n,S(D) = C)n,r(D) — I?w(D) (3.4.4.1.35) 

and 

^N,w(D) = jDW(D) (3.4.4.1.36) 
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Figure 3.4.4.1.5 - Layout 9, Stage E. 

For stage E (figure 3.4.4.1.5), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

On(E) = ON,R(E) (3.4.4.1.37) 

and 

Os(E) = Os,l(E) + Os,r(E) . (3.4.4.1.38) 

The turning volumes for stage E are 

'^,w(E) = ON,R(E) , 

Fs,w(E) = Os,l(E) , 

Vs,E(E) = r'N(E) 

(3.4.4.1.39) 

(3.4.4.1.40) 

(3.4.4.1.41) 

and 

^s,e(E) = Os,r(E)-Pn(E) (3.4.4.1.42) 
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when the vehicle counts from the North downstream detectors are used. If 

vehicle coimts from the East downstream detectors are used instead of the 

North downstream detectors, equations (3.4.4.1.41) and (3.4.4.1.42) are replaced 

by 

^s,e(E) = Os,r(E) - De{E) (3.4.4.1.43) 

and 

"^S.eIE) = I^E(E) . (3.4.4.1.44) 

For a Cycle, the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection are 

On = On (A) + On(B) + On(C) + On(D) + On(E) (3.4.4.1.45) 

and 

Os = Os(A) + Os(B) + Os(C) + Os(D) + Os(E) . (3.4.4.1.46) 

Therefore, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

p  ̂h..e(a)+h. e(c) + 1/n.e(d) _ (3.4.4.1.47) 
On 

(3.4.4.1.48) 
On 

i^N,w = 1 — -PN,E — -PN.S , (3.4.4.1.49) 

Ps.w = ^s,w(A) + ys,wJC)-)-ys,w(E) ^ (3.4.4.1.50) 

Ps . = '^s,n(A) + 1/ŝ (B)^V 3̂,n(E) 
Os 

and 

-Ps,E = 1 - Ps,w - -Ps,N • (3.4.4.1.52) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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v f nir 
Figure 3.4.4.1.6 - Layout 9a, Stage B. 

Layout 9a (figure 3.4.4.1.6) is similar to layout 9, stage B (figure 3.4.4.1.2) 

and is usually implemented during the rush hour to prevent left turns and to 

allot more green time to straight-through traffic. A cycle consists of only stage 

B. 

For a Cycle, the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection are 

On = ON,R (3.4.4.1.53) 

and 

Os = Os,R . (3.4.4.1.54) 

The turning volumes for a cycle are 

^N,s = Ds , (3.4.4.1.55) 

T4J,w = ON,R — Ds , (3.4.4.1.56) 

^,N = (3.4.4.1.57) 
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and 

Vs,E = OS,R-D^ (3.4.4.1.58) 

when the vehicle counts from the North and South downstream detectors are 

used. If vehicle counts from the West downstream detectors are used instead 

of the South downstream detectors, equations (3.4.4.1.55) and (3.4.4.1.56) are 

replaced by 

^,s = C'n,r — -Ow , (3.4.4.1.59) 

Vn,W = • (3.4.4.1.60) 

If vehicle counts from the East downstream detectors are used instead of the 

North downstream detectors, equations (3.4.4.1.55) and (3.4.4.1.56) are replaced 

by 

Vs,N = Os,R - De, (3.4.4.1.61) 

and 

Vs,E = De • (3.4.4.1.62) 

Hence, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

PN,E = 0 , (3.4.4.1.63) 

PN.S = ^ , (3.4.4.1.64) 

jPn,w = 1 - -PN,S 5 (3.4.4.1.65) 

Ps,w = 0 , (3.4.4.1.66) 
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Ps,N = ^ (3.4.4.1.67) 

and 

-Ps,E = 1 ~ -Ps,N • (3.4.4.1.68) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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3.4.4.2 Layout 10: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way 

Cross Street 

Figure 3.4.4.2.1 - Layout 10, Stage A. 

Layout 10 (j&gure 3.4.4.2.1) features an eastbound one-way street. A layout 

with a westbound one-way street can be constructed by moving the notation 

from layout 10 by 180° (N—^South, S-^North, E->West and W-^East) for 

stages A and E. 

In this layout, one lane in both directions allows dual turning movements. 

Detectors are required at the stop hne of each lane and across all downstream 

lanes in two of three directions, North, East and South. 

Common green stage sequences for this layout are: 

1) Stage A alone; 

2) Lagging left arrow (stages A-D); and 

3) Leading left arrow (stages D-A). 

For stage A (figure 3.4.4.2.1), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 
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from each direction are 

On(A) = On,l(A) (3.4.4.2.1) 

and 

Os(A) = Os,r(A) . 

The turning volumes for stage A are 

^n,e(A) = On,l(A) - Ds{A)  ,  

yN.s(A) = DsiA)  , 

ys,N(A) = Dn(A)  

and 

Vs,e(A) = Os,r(A) - Dn(A) (3.4.4.2.6) 

when the vehicle counts from the North and South downstream detectors are 

used. If vehicle counts from the East downstream detectors are used instead 

of the South downstream detectors, equations (3.4.4.2.3) and (3.4.4.2.4) are 

replaced by 

T4 ,̂e(A) = De(A) - Ds{A)  -  Os,r(A) (3.4.4.2.7) 

and 

(3.4.4.2.2) 

(3.4.4.2.3) 

(3.4.4.2.4) 

(3.4.4.2.5) 

^n,s(A) = On,l(A) + Os,r(A) - Di^{A)  - DE{A)  (3.4.4.2.8) 
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If vehicle counts from the East downstream detectors are iised instead of the 

North downstream detectors, equations (3.4.4.2.5) and (3.4.4.2.6) are replaced 

by 

^s,n(A) = On,l(A) + Os,r(A) - De{A)  — Ds{A)  (3.4.4.2.9) 

and 

^s,e(A) = dn(A) + de{a) - on,l(A) (3.4.4.2.10) 
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Figure 3.4.4.2.2 - Layout 10, Stage D. 
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For stage D (figure 3.4.4.2.2), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

On(D) = On,l(D) (3.4.4.2.11) 

and 

Os(D) = Os,r(D) . 

The turning volumes for stage D are 

^n,e(D) = On,l(D)-Z»s(D) , 

(3.4.4.2.12) 

yN,S(D) = J5S(D) 

(3.4.4.2.13) 

(3.4.4.2.14) 

and 

x^s,e(d) = os,r(d) (3.4.4.2.15) 

when the vehicle counts from the South downstream detectors are used. If 

vehicle counts from the East downstream detectors are used instead of the 
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South downstream detectors, equations (3.4.4.2.13) and (3.4.4.2.14) are replaced 

by 

T4^,e(D) = De(D) - Os,r(D) (3.4.4.2.16) 

and 

Fn,s(D) = On,l(D) + Os,r(D) - De(D) . (3.4.4.2.17) 

For a cycle, the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection are 

On = On (A) + On(D) (3.4.4.2.18) 

and 

Os = Os(A) + Os(D) . (3.4.4.2.19) 

Therefore, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

Pn,s = '"n,s(A) + Vn.s(D) _ (3.4.4.2.20) 
Un 

PN,e = 1 - PN,S 5 (3.4.4.2.21) 

= 0 5 (3.4.4.2.22) 

-Ps,w = 0 , (3.4.4.2.23 

Ps,N = + (3.4.4.2.24) 
Os 

and 

-Ps.e = 1 - Ps,N • (3.4.4.2.25) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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3.4.5 Scenario 4: Two Shared Lanes in One Direction 

Layout Review and Preview 

As before, the bullet (•) indicates the layouts covered in this subsection. 

i/ 3.4.2 Scenario 1: All Exclusive Lanes 

3.4.2.1 Layout 1: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.2 Layout 2: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.3 Layout 3: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.4 Layout 4: A One-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

y/ 3.4.3 Scenario 2: One Shared Lane in One Direction 

3.4.3.1 Layout 5: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.2 Layout 6: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.3 Layout 7: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.4 Layout 8: A One-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

a/ 3.4.4 Scenario 3: One Shared Lane in Each Direction 

3.4.4.1 Layout 9: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.4.2 Layout 10: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

• 3.4.5 Scenario 4: Two Shared Lanes in One Direction 

3.4.5.1 Layout 11: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.5.2 Layout 12: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.5.3 Layout 13: One All-Movement Lane, A One-Way Street 

with a Two-Way Cross Street 
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D 3.4.6 Scenario 5: Two Shared Lanes in One Direction One Shared Lane 

in Other Direction 

3.4.6.1 Layout 14: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

n 3.4.7 Scenario 6: Two Shared Lanes in Each Direction 

3.4.7.1 Layout 15: Two Shared Lanes in Each Direction 

3.4.7.2 Layout 16: One Lane with All Movements in One Direction, 

Two Shared Lanes in the Other Direction 

3.4.7.3 Layout 17; All-Movement Lanes in Each Direction 

In this subsection, we examine layouts in which two lanes in one 

direction allow two turning movements: left turn/straight through or straight 

through/right turn or one lane allows all three turning movements: left 

turn/straight through/right turn while the lanes in the other direction allow 

only one of the three turning movements: left turn, straight through and right 

turn. Only one set of entrance and exit vehicle counts is needed to determine 

the tiirning proportions. 

Layout 11 can have stages, A (movements are protected for straight-

through and right-turning trafl&c and permitted for left-turning traf&c entering 

the intersection from both the North and South directions), D (movements are 

protected for left-turning, straight-through and right-turning traffic from only 

the North direction and permitted for right-turning traflBc from only the South 

direction) and E (movements are permitted for right-turning traffic from only 

the North direction and protected for left-turning, straight-through and right-

turning traflac from only the South direction). Layouts 12 and 13 can have only 

stages D. 
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3.4.5.1 Layout 11: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way 

Cross Street 

Layout 11 (figure 3.4.5.1.1) illustrates a layout where two lanes in one 

direction allow dual and turning movements. Detectors are required at the 

stop line of each lane and across all downstream lanes in two of three directions, 

North, East and West. Since the layout is asymmetric, another layout can 

be constructed by moving the notation firom layout 11 by 180° (N—>South, 

S—>-North, E^West and W—)-East). 

Common green stage sequences for this layout are: 

1) Stage A alone; 

2) Lagging left arrow (stages A-D); 

3) Leading left arrow (stages D-A); 

4) Unidirectional (stages D-E); and 

5) Stages D-A-E or EJ-A-D. 

Figure 3.4.5.1.1 - Layout 11, Stage A. 

For stage A (figure 3.4.5.1.1), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 
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from each direction are 

On(A) = On,l(A) + On,t(A) + On,r(A) (3.4.5.1.1) 

and 

Os(A) = Os,l(A) + Os.r(A) . (3.4.5.1.2) 

The turning volumes for stage A are 

^n,e(A) = On,l(A) , (3.4.5.1.3) 

^n,s(A) = On,t(A) , (3.4.5.1.4) 

^n,w(A) = On,r(A) , (3.4.5.1.5) 

^s,w(A) = On,l(A) + Os(A) - £>n(A) - De(A) , (3.4.5.1.6) 

ys.N(A) = L>N(A) (3.4.5.1.7) 

and 

ys,e(A) = DE{A) - On,l(A) (3.4.5.1.8) 

when the vehicle counts from the North and East downstream detectors are 

used. If vehicle counts from the West downstream detectors are used instead of 

the East downstream detectors, equations (3.4.5.1.6) and (3.4.5.1.8) are replaced 

by 

ys,w(A) = Z)w(A) — On,r(A) (3.4.5.1.9) 

and 

't^s,e(A) = On,r(A) + Os(A) — r>n(A) - Dw{A.) . (3.4.5.1.10) 
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If vehicle counts jfrom the West downstream detectors are used instead of 

the North downstream detectors, equation (3.4.5.1.6) is replaced by equation 

(3.4.5.1.9) and equation (3.4.5.1.7) is replaced by 

^,n(A) = On,l(A) + On,r(A)Os(A) - De^A) — I>w(A) . (3.4.5.1.11) 
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Figure 3.4.5.1.2 - Layout 11, Stage D. 

For stage D (figure 3.4.5.1.2), the number of vehicles entering the intersection is 

On(D) = On,l(D) + C>n,T(D) + ON,R(D) (3.4.5.1.12) 

and 

Os(D) = OS,R(D) . (3.4.5.1.13) 

The turning volumes for stage D are 

^N,e(E>) = ON,L , 

^N,s(D) = C)N,T , 

^N,W(D) = ON,R 

(3.4.5.1.14) 

(3.4.5.1.15) 

(3.4.5.1.16) 

and 

^s,E(D) = C>s,R . (3.4.5.1.17) 
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Figure 3.4.5.1.3 - Layout 11, Stage E. 

For stage E (figure 3.4.5.1.3), the number of vehicles entering the intersection is 

On(E) = On,r(E) (3.4.5.1.18) 

and 

Os(E) = Os,l(E) + Os,r(E) . (3.4.5.1.19) 

The turning volumes for stage E are 

yn,w(E) = On,r(E) , 

ys,w(E) = Os(E) - £'n(E) - De{E) 

ys,N(E) = DN(E) 

(3.4.5.1.20) 

(3.4.5.1.21) 

(3.4.5.1.22) 

and 

ys,E(E) = D e { E )  (3.4.5.1.23) 

when the vehicle counts from the North and East downstream detectors are 

used. If vehicle counts from the West downstream detectors are used instead 
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of the East downstream detectors, equations (3.4.5.1.21) and (3.4.5.1.23) are 

replaced by 

'^s,w(E) = jdw(E) — on,r(E) (3.4.5.1.24) 

and 

^s,e(E) = On,r(E) + Os(E) — I?n(E) — Dy/{E) . (3.4.5.1.25) 

If vehicle counts from the West downstream detectors are used instead of the 

North downstream detectors, equation (3.4.5.1.21) is replaced by equation 

(3.4.5.1.24) and equation (3.4.5.1.22) is replaced by 

^s,n(E) = On,r(E) + Os(E) — -De(E) - J5w(E) . (3.4.5.1.26) 

For a cycle, the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection are 

On = On (A) + On(D) + On(E) 

and 

0s=0s(A) + 0s(D) + (9s(E) . 

Therefore, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

^N,E(A) + Vn,e(D) 
Cn 

n '^n,s(A) + Vn,s(D) 
^ • 

•Pn.w = 1 - Pn,e - -Pn.s 5 

(3.4.5.1.27) 

(3.4.5.1.28) 

(3.4.5.1.29) 

(3.4.5.1.30) 

(3.4.5.1.31) 
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^s,w(A) + Vs,w(E) 
Ps,w = ^ . (3.4.5.1.32) 

Ps N = + (3.4.5.1.33) 
Os 

and 

-Ps.E = 1 - -Ps,w - -Ps,N • (3.4.5.1.34) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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3.4.5.2 Layout 12: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way 

Cross Street 

Layout 12 (figure 3.4.5.2.1) features a southbound one-way street. A 

layout with a northbound one-way street can be constructed by moving the 

notation from layout 12 by 180° (N—>-South, S—>'North, E—)-West and W—>East) 

for stage E. 

The layout has two lanes in one direction which allow dual turning 

movements. Detectors are required at the stop hne of each lane and across all 

downstream lanes in two of three directions, South, East and West. A cycle 

consists of only stage D. 

For a cycle (figure 3.4.5.2.1), the number of vehicles entering the intersection is 

Figure 3.4.5.2.1 - Layout 12, Stage D. 

ON = ON,l + ON,R - (3.4.5.2.1) 

The turning volumes for a cycle are 

^N,E = De , (3.4.5.2.2) 
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V^,s = Ds (3.4.5.2.3) 

and 

VN,w = — -DE — Ds (3.4.5.2.4) 

when the vehicle counts from the South and East downstream detectors are 

used. If vehicle counts from the West downstream detectors are used instead of 

the East downstream detectors, equations (3.4.5.2.2) and (3.4.5.2.4) are replaced 

by 

T4^,E = — Ds — Dw (3.4.5.2.5) 

and 

• (3.4.5.2.6) 

If vehicle counts from the West downstream detectors are used instead of 

the South downstream detectors, equation (3.4.5.2.4) is replaced by equation 

(3.4.5.2.6) and equation (3.4.5.2.3) is replaced by 

1^,8 = C>N — De, — • (3.4.5.2.7) 

Therefore, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

Pn,E = ̂  , (3.4.5.2.8) 

Pn,S = ^ , (3.4.5.2.9) 

•pn,w = 1 — -pn,e — -pn,s : (3.4.5.2.10) 

Ps,w = 0 ) (3.4.5.2.11) 
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Ps,N = 0 (3.4.5.2.12) 

and 

Ps,E = 0 . (3.4.5.2.13) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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3.4.5.3 Layout 13: One All-Movement Lane, A One-Way 

Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

A d ^ 

~]r~ 
Figure 3.4.5.3.1 - Layout 13, Stage D. 

Layout 13 (figure 3.4.5.3.1) features a southbound one-way street. A 

layout with a northbound one-way street can be constructed by moving the 

notation from layout 13 by 180° (N->South, S—)-North, E^West and W—>-East) 

for stage E. 

The layout has one triple turning movement lane. Detectors are required 

at the stop line of each lane and across all downstream lanes in two of three 

directions, South, East and West. A cycle consists of only stage D. 

For a cycle, the number of vehicles entering the intersection is 

On = Oa • (3.4.5.3.1) 

The turning volumes for a cycle are 

= De , (3.4.5.3.2) 
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^N.s = Ds (3.4.5.3.3) 

and 

^n,w = Oa-De-Ds, (3.4.5.3.4) 

when the vehicle counts from the South and East downstream detectors are 

used. If vehicle counts from the West downstream detectors are used instead of 

the East downstream detectors, equations (3.4.5.3.2) and (3.4.5.3.4) are replaced 

by 

Vn,E = Oa — Ds — Dw (3.4.5.3.5) 

and 

= Dw • (3.4.5.3.6) 

If vehicle counts from the West downstream detectors are used instead of 

the South downstream detectors, equation (3.4.5.3.4) is replaced by equation 

(3.4.5.3.6) and equation (3.4.5.3.3) is replaced by 

^,s = Oa — DE — Dw • (3.4.5.3.7) 

Therefore, the turning proportions for a cycle are 

-Pn.e = , (3.4.5.3.8) 
Cn 

pn,s = ^ , (3.4.5.3.9) 

-Pn,w = 1 — -Pn.e - -Pn,s , (3.4.5.3.10) 

Ps,w = 0 , (3.4.5.3.11) 
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Ps,N = 0 (3.4.5.3.12) 

and 

Ps,E = 0 . (3.4.5.3.13) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 
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3.4.6 Scenario 5: Two Shared Lanes in One Direction, 

One Shared Lane in Other Direction 

Layout Review and Preview 

As before, the bullet (•) indicates the layouts covered in this subsection. 

3.4.2 Scenario 1: All Exclusive Lanes 

3.4.2.1 Layout 1: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.2 Layout 2: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.3 Layout 3: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.4 Layout 4; A One-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

y 3.4.3 Scenario 2: One Shared Lane in One Direction 

3.4.3.1 Layout 5: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.2 Layout 6: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.3 Layout 7: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.4 Layout 8: A One-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

y/ 3.4.4 Scenario 3: One Shared Lane in Each Direction 

3.4.4.1 Layout 9: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.4.2 Layout 10: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

y/ 3.4.5 Scenario 4: Two Shared Lanes in One Direction 

3.4.5.1 Layout 11: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.5.2 Layout 12: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.5.3 Layout 13: One All-Movement Lane, A One-Way Street 

with a Two-Way Cross Street 

• 3.4.6 Scenario 5: Two Shared Lanes in One Direction One Shared Lane 

in Other Direction 
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3.4.6.1 Layout 14: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

• 3.4.7 Scenario 6: Two Shared Lanes in Each Direction 

3.4.7.1 Layout 15: Two Shared Lanes in Each Direction 

3.4.7.2 Layout 16: One Lane with All Movements in One Direction, 

Two Shared Lanes in the Other Direction 

3.4.7.3 Layout 17: All-Movement Lanes in Each Direction 

In this subsection, we examine layouts in which two lanes in one direction 

and one lane in the other direction allow two turning movements: left 

turn/straight through or straight through/right turn while the lanes in the other 

direction allow only one of the three tm-ning movements: left turn, straight 

through and right turn. Only one set of entrance and exit vehicle counts is 

needed to determine the turning proportions. 

Layout 14 can have stages, A (movements are protected for straight-

through and right-turning traffic and permitted for left-turning traffic entering 

the intersection from both the North and South directions), D (movements are 

protected for left-turning, straight-through and right-turning traffic from only 

the North direction and permitted for right-turning traffic from only the South 

direction) and E (movements are permitted for right-turning traffic from only 

the North direction and protected for left-turning, straight-through and right-

turning traffic firom only the South direction). 
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3.4.6.1 Layout 14: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way 

Cross Street 

Layout 14 (figure 3.4.6.1.1) illustrates a layout where two lanes in one 

direction and one lane in the other direction allow dual tiurning movements. 

Detectors are required at the stop line of each lane and across all downstream 

lanes in three of four directions. Since the layout is asymmetric, another layout 

can be constructed by moving the notation from layout 14 by 180° (N—>South, 

S—>-North, E^West and W—>-East). 

Common stage sequences for a cycle with layout 14 (figure 3.4.6.1.1) are: 

1) Stage A alone; 

2) Unidirectional (stages D-E); and 

3) Stages D-A-E or E-A-D. 

For stage A (figure 3.4.6.1.1), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

Figure 3.4.6.1.1 - Layout 14, Stage A. 

^5n(A) = ON,L(A) + ON,R(A) (3.4.6.1.1) 
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and 

Os(A) = Os,l(A) + Os,r(A). (3.4.6.1.2) 

The turning volumes for stage A are 

^n.e(A) = C'n,l(A) , (3.4.6.1.3) 

yN,s(A) = L>s(A) , (3.4.6.1.4) 

^n,w(A) = on,r(A) - r>s(A) , (3.4.6.1.5) 

^s,w(A) = On,l(A) + Os(A) - i?n(A) - £'e(-A.) , (3.4.6.1.6) 

ys,N(A) = PN(A) (3.4.6.1.7) 

and 

ys,e(A) = De{A) - On,l(A) (3.4.6.1.8) 

when the vehicle counts from the North, South and East downstream detectors 

are used. If vehicle counts from the North, South and West downstream 

detectors are used, equations (3.4.6.1.6) and (3.4.6.1.8) are replaced by 

^s,w(A) = Dn(A) + D s { A )  —  On,l(A) (3.4.6.1.9) 

and 

^s,e(A) = On,r(A) + Os(A) - I?n(A) - Z?s(A) — Dy^{A) . (3.4.6.1.10) 

If vehicle counts from the North, East and West downstream detectors are 

used, equations (3.4.6.1.4) and (3.4.6.1.5) are replaced by 

'^,s(A) = On(A) + Os(A) — i)n(A) — De{A) — Z)w(A) (3.4.6.1.11) 
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and 

yN,w(A) = D^{A) + I?E(A) +r'w(A) - ON,L(A) . (3.4.6.1.12) 

If vehicle counts from the South, East and West downstream detectors are 

used, equation (3.4.6.1.6) is replaced by equation (3.4.6.1.9) and equation 

(3.4.6.1.8) is replaced by 

^s,e(A) = On,r(A) + Os(A) — Dn(A) - Ds{A) — r>w(A) . (3.4.6.1.13) 
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Figure 3.4.6.1.2 - Layout 14, Stage D. 

For stage D (figure 3.4.6.1.2), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

on(d) = on,l(d) + on,r(d) (3.4.6.1.14) 

and 

Os(D) = Os,r(D) . (3.4.6.1.15) 

The turning volumes for stage D are 

%,e(d) = on,l(d) , 

Kn,s(D)=Ds(D) , 

Vn,w(D) = On,r(D) - Ds(D) 

(3.4.6.1.16) 

(3.4.6.1.17) 

(3.4.6.1.18) 

and 

Vs,e(D)=Os,r(D) (3.4.6.1.19) 
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when the vehicle counts from the South downstream detectors are used. If 

vehicle counts from the West downstream detectors are used instead of the 

South downstream detectors, equations (3.4.6.1.17) and (3.4.6.1.18) are replaced 

by 

^,s( D )  =  On,R(D) - D-w(D) (3.4.6.1.20) 

and 

^,W(D) = -DW(D) (3.4.6.1.21) 
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Figure 3.4.6.1.3 - Layout 14, Stage E. 

For stage E (figure 3.4.6.1.3) the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

are 

<5N(E) = ON,R(E) (3.4.6.1.22) 

and 

OS(E) = OS,L(E) + OS,R(E) . (3.4.6.1.23) 

The turning volumes for stage E are 

^N,w(E) = ON,RE , 

Vs,w(E) = Os(E) - An(E) - DE{E) 

Vs,s(E) = D^(E) 

(3.4.6.1.24) 

(3.4.6.1.25) 

(3.4.6.1.26) 

and 

^S,e(E)=L)E(E) (3.4.6.1.27) 
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when the vehicle counts from the North and East downstream detectors are 

used. If vehicle coimts from the North and West downstream detectors are 

used, equations (3.4.6.1.25) and (3.4.6.1.27) are replaced by 

^s,w = i^w(E) - ON,R(E) (3.4.6.1.28) 

and 

ys,E = - (3.4.6.1.29) 

If vehicle counts from the East and West downstream detectors are used, 

equation (3.4.6.1.25) is replaced by equation (3.4.6.1.28) and equation 

(3.4.6.1.27) is replaced by 

^s,N = Os + On,R — D-e — £)w . (3.4.6.1.30) 

For a cycle, the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection are 

ON = ON(A) + On(D) + ON(E) (3.4.6.1.31) 

and 

Os = Os(A) + Os(D) + <9s(E) . (3.4.6.1.32) 

Therefore, the turning proportions are 

PN,E = _ (3.4.6.1.33) 
Cn 

I=K,S = , (3.4.6.1.34) 
Cn 

^k,w = 1 — PN,e — PN,S , (3.4.6.1.35) 
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^ Vs,wW + Vs.w(E) (3.4.6.1.36) 

p = ys,N(A) + Vs,N(E) (3.4.6.1.37) 
<^3 

and 

-Ps,E = 1 — Ps,w — -Ps,N • (3.4.6.1.38) 

Note that all the turning proportions are found in one cycle. 



3.4.7 Scenario 6: Two Shared Lanes in Each Direction 

Layout Review and Preview 

As before, the bullet (•) indicates the layouts covered in this subsection. 

a/ 3.4.2 Scenario 1: All Exclusive Lanes 

3.4.2.1 Layout 1: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.2 Layout 2: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.3 Layout 3; A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.2.4 Layout 4: A One-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

y 3.4.3 Scenario 2: One Shared Lane in One Direction 

3.4.3.1 Layout 5: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.2 Layout 6: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.3 Layout 7: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.3.4 Layout 8: A One-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

yj 3.4.4 Scenario 3: One Shared Lane in Each Direction 

3.4.4.1 Layout 9: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.4.2 Layout 10: A Two-Way Street with a One-Way Cross Street 

•y 3.4.5 Scenario 4: Two Shared Lanes in One Direction 

3.4.5.1 Layout 11: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.5.2 Layout 12: A One-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

3.4.5.3 Layout 13: One All-Movement Lane, A One-Way Street 

with a Two-Way Cross Street 
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y/ 3.4.6 Scenario 5: Two Shared Lanes in One Direction One Shared Lane 

in Other Direction 

3.4.6.1 Layout 14: A Two-Way Street with a Two-Way Cross Street 

• 3.4.7 Scenario 6: Two Shared Lanes in Each Direction 

3.4.7.1 Layout 15: Two Shared Lanes in Each Direction 

3.4.7.2 Layout 16: One Lane with All Movements in One Direction, 

Two Shared Lanes in the Other Direction 

3.4.7.3 Layout 17: All-Movement Lanes in Each Direction 

In this subsection, we examine layouts in which all lanes allow two turning 

movements: left turn/straight through, straight through/right turn; or three 

turning movements: left turn/straight through/right turn. 

Layouts 15, 16 and 17 can have stages, A (movements are protected 

for straight-through and right-turning traffic and permitted for left-turning 

traffic entering the intersection from both the North and South directions), D 

(movements are protected for left-turning, straight-through and right-turning 

traffic from only the North direction and permitted for right-turning traffic from 

only the South direction) and E (movements are permitted for right-turning 

traffic from only the North direction and protected for left-turning, straight-

through and right-turning traffic from only the South direction). 
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3.4.7.1 Layout 15: Two Shared Lanes in Each Direction 

Layout 15 (figure 3.4.7.1.1) illustrates a layout where two lanes in both 

directions allow dual turning movements. Detectors are required at the stop 

line of each lane and across all downstream lanes in the North, South and East 

directions. 

Common stage sequences for a cycle with this layout are: 

1) Stage A alone; 

2) Unidirectional (stages D-E); and 

3) Stages D-A-E. 

For stage A (figure 3.4.7.1.1), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction during cycle k are 

Figure 3.4.7.1.1 - Layout 15, Stage A. 

^N(^) — ^n,L(-^) + <^N,R(^) (3.4.7.1.1) 

and 

Cs(A) = Oi,l(A) + Oi,r( A ) .  (3.4.7.1.2) 
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The straight-through volumes are 

V,}-,s(A) = D^{A) , (3.4.7.1.3) 

and 

FJ;N(A) = DS(A). (3.4.7.1.4) 

We estimate Pn,e(A) and Ps,e(A) from methods that we will develop in 

sections 3.7 and 3.8. 
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Figure 3.4.7.1.2 - Layout 15, Stage D. 

For stage D (figure 3.4.7.1.2), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

oS(D) = O§,l(D) + OS,r(D) (3.4.7.1.5) 

and 

Oi(D) = 0|,R(D) . 

The turning volimies for stage D are 

y^.E(D) = D|(D) - Oi,R(D) 

(3.4.7.1.6) 

Vls{0) = Di(D) , 

I'n.WCD) = 0^(0) + Oi.R(D) - D|(D) - D|(D) 

(3.4.7.1.7) 

(3.4.7.1.8) 

(3.4.7.1.9) 

and 

Fs*;B(D) = oi3(D). (3.4.7.1.10) 
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Figure 3.4.7.1.3 - Layout 15, Stage E. 

For stage E (figure 3.4.7.1.3), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

OS(E) = 0& ,(E) (3.4.7.1.11) 

and 

0i(E) = 0i,JE) + 0|a(E). 

The turning volumes for stage E are 

^,w(E) = C)N,I^(E) , 

l/s';w(E) = Ot(E) - D^{E) - D|(E) , 

\/s';N(E) = C5(E) 

and 

(3.4.7.1.12) 

(3.4.7.1.13) 

(3.4.7.1.14) 

(3.4.7.1.15) 

Vs%{E) = B|(E) . (3.4.7.1.16) 



For N cycles, the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection axe 

N 

k=l 

and 

N 

k=l 

Therefore, the turning proportions are 

N 

Y, (o&(A)f'n,e(A) + V^3(D)) 

N 

{O I(A )PS.BW + V'S';E{D) + ̂ S;E(E)) 

N 

E(^s';N(A) + VS';N(E)) 
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On = (Oj^(A) + 0^(D) + 0^(E)) (3.4.7.1.17) 

<^5 = 5] (<^s(A) + Oi(D) + Oi(E)) . (3.4.7.1.18) 

Pn,e = — PS ' (3.4.7.1.19) 
Cn 

53 (^N,s(-^) + ^,s(^)) 

PN , S  = —  , (3.4.7.1.20) 
Cn 

-pn,w = 1 - -pn,e - -pn,s , (3.4.7.1.21) 

N  

Ps , E  =  —  PS • (3.4.7.1.22) 
<^3 

Ps,n = — (3.4.7.1.23) 

and 

-Ps,w = 1 — Ps,E — ^s,N • (3.4.7.1.24) 

If stage A is not included in a cycle, all the turning proportions are found in one 

(iV=l) cycle. If stage A is included in a cycle, then the number (iV) of cycles 

needed to find all turning proportions depends on the estimation method. 
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3.4.7.2 Layout 16: One Lane with All Movements 

in One Direction, Two Shared Lanes 

in the Other Direction 

_IJfl 

Figure 3.4.7.2.1 - Layout 16, Stage A. 

Layout 16 (figure 3.4.7.2.1) illustrates a layout where one lane in one 

direction allow triple turning movements and two lanes in the opposite direction 

allow dual turning movements. Detectors are required at the stop line of each 

lane and across all downstream lanes in the North, South and East directions. 

Common stage sequences for a cycle with layout 16 (figure 3.4.7.2.1) are: 

1) Stage A alone; 

2) Unidirectional (stages D-E); and 

3) Stages D-A-E or E-A-D. 

For stage A (figure 3.4.7.2.1), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction during cycle k are 

^n(A) — + ^n,R(-^) (3.4.7.2.1) 
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and 

Oi(A) = Oi,A(A) . (3.4.7.2.2) 

The straight-through volumes are 

V,J,s(A) = Dl(A) , (3.4.7.2.3) 

and 

I/s'NCA) = £lS(A) . (3.4.7.2.4) 

We estimate PN,E(A) and PS,E(A) from methods that we will develop in 

sections 3.7 and 3.8. 
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Figure 3.4.7.2.2 - Layout 16, Stage D. 

For stage D (figure 3.4.7.2.2)), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

^n(D) — ON,L(D) + On,R(D) 

and 

(3.4.7.2.5) 

Os(D) = Oi,A(D) . 

The turning volumes for stage D are 

yN^,E(D) = D|(D) - Oi,A(D) , 

Fn',S(D) = ni(D), 

I'm'w(D) = OS{D) + Oi.A(D) - £>|(D) - Dl(D) 

and 

(3.4.7.2.6) 

(3.4.7.2.7) 

(3.4.7.2.8) 

(3.4.7.2.9) 

V^s'E(D) = Ol^(D) . (3.4.7.2.10) 
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Figure 3.4.7.2.3 - Layout 16, Stage E. 

For stage E (figure 3.4.7.2.3), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

O^E) = 0^,r(E) (3.4.7.2.11) 

and 

Os'(E) = Ol^{E) . (3.4.7.2.12) 

The turning volumes for stage E are 

^,w(E) = (5N,R(E) , 

N';w(E) = OI,a(E) - FLFE(E) - i)|(E) , 

VsVCE) = •DS(E) 

and 

(3.4.7.2.13) 

(3.4.7.2.14) 

(3.4.7.2.15) 

YS':E(E) = I'I(E). (3.4.7.2.16) 
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For N cycles, the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection are 

N 
ON = E (Og(A) + OS(D) + 0§(E)) (3.4.7.2.17) 

k=l 

and 

N 
Os='£ (Oi(A) + Ot(D) + Oi(E)) . (3.4.7.2.18) 

fc=i 

Therefore, the turning proportions are 

N 
^(o&(A)f>N,E(A) + VN',E(D)) 

PN,E = — Q- , (3.4.7.2.19) 

N 
E (^N,s(A) + V^,s(D)) 

PN,S = — . (3.4.7.2.20) 
Cn 

-pn,w = 1 - Pn,E - PN,S , (3.4.7.2.21) 

N 
(oi(A)Ps,e(A) + Vs';e(D) + Fs'e(E)) 

Ps.E = • (3.4.7.2.22) 
Os 

N 

E (^s;N(A) + Vs';N(E)) 

ft,n = — (3.4.7.2.23) 

and 

Ps,w = 1 - -Ps.e — Ps,K • (3.4.7.2.24) 

If stage A is not included in a cycle, all the turning proportions are found in one 

{N=l) cycle. If stage A is included in a cycle, then the number (iV) of cycles 

needed to find all turning proportions depends on the estimation method. 
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3.4.7.3 Layout 17: All-Movement Lanes in Each Direction 

Layout 17 (figure 3.4.7.3.1) illustrates a layout where one lane in each 

direction allow triple ttirning movements. Detectors are required at the stop 

hne of each lane and across all downstream lanes in the North, South and East 

directions. 

Common stage sequences for a cycle with layout 17 (figure 3.4.7.3.1) are: 

1) Stage A alone; 

2) Unidirectional (stages D-E); and 

3) Stages D-A-E. 

For stage A (figure 3.4.7.3.1), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction for cycle k are 

Figure 3.4.7.3.1 - Layout 17, Stage A. 

On(A) = 0§,a(A) (3.4.7.3.1) 

and 

OliA) = Ol^iA) . (3.4.7.3.2) 
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The straight-through volumes are 

V':J,s(A) = £>t(A), (3.4.7.3.3) 

and 

FS';N(A) = D&(A) . (3.4.7.3.4) 

We estimate PN,E(A) and PS,E(A) from methods that we will develop in 

sections 3.7 and 3.8. 
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Figure 3.4.7.3.2 - Layout 17, Stage D. 

For stage D (figure 3.4.7.3.2)), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

On(D) = OS,a(D) 

and 

Os(D) = Oi,A(D) . 

The turning volumes for stage D are 

VN',E(D) = C|(D) - 0|,^(D) . 

Vn',S(D) = Iii(D) , 

Vn',w(D) = OS(D) + 01,AO) - D^(E) - Dl(S) 

and 

(3.4.7.3.5) 

(3.4.7.3.6) 

(3.4.7.3.7) 

(3.4.7.3.8) 

(3.4.7.3.9) 

1/s':E(D) = S|.A(D) . (3.4.7.3.10) 
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Figure 3.4.7.3.3 - Layout 17, Stage E. 

For stage E (figure 3.4.7.3.3)), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

0&(E) = OJ,a(E) (3.4.7.3.11) 

and 

Os(B) = Oi,A(E) . 

The turning volumes for stage E are 

^n,W(E) = ^n,A(E) 5 

ViM^) = 01j,{E) - D^{E) - D|(E) , 

Vi^^iE) = DUE) 

(3.4.7.3.12) 

(3.4.7.3.13) 

(3.4.7.3.14) 

(3.4.7.3.15) 

and 

VlsiE) = D|(E) . (3.4.7.3.16) 
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For N cycles, the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection are 

N 

ON = E + OS(D) + OS{E)) (3.4.7.3.17) 
a:=l 

and 

N 

Os = Yl (C's(A) + Ot(D) + Oi(E)) . (3.4.7.3.18) 
k=l 

Therefore, the turning proportions are 

N 

(O§(A)A.,E(A) + VS,E(D)) 

PN,E = — Q- . (3.4.7.3.19) 

N 

Pn,S = . (3.4.7.3.20) 

E(^n,S(A) + T^N',S(D)) 

On 

^n,w = 1 - -Pn,e - -Pn,s , (3.4.7.3.21) 

N 

E (oi(A)Ps,e(A) + 

Ps,e = — 7^ , (3.4.7.3.22) 

N 

E (^s'NIA) + V'iNtB)) 

ft.N = — 75 (3.4.7.3.23) 

and 

^s,w = 1 - •Ps,E - -Ps,n • (3.4.7.3.24) 

If stage A is not included in a cycle, all the turning proportions are found in one 

(iV=l) cycle. If stage A is included in a cycle, then the number (N) of cycles 

needed to find all tmrning proportions depends on the estimation method. 
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Figure 3.4.7.3.4 - Layout 17a. 

Layout 17a (figure 3.4.7.3.4) would be used if no detectors were located 

at the stop hnes and only upstream and downstream detectors were available. 

This layout is similar to layout 17 since one lane in each direction allows 

triple turning movements where the detectors are located. Vehicle travel time 

estimates between the upstream detectors and the intersection's entrance are 

needed in addition to the travel time estimates between intersection's entrance 

and the downstream detectors. Detectors are required upstream in the North 

and South directions and downstream in all directions. 

For a cycle k, the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection from each 

direction are 

(3.4.7.3.25) 

and 

ol = oIj , . (3.4.7.3.26) 
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The straight-through volumes are 

: (3.4.7.3.27) 

and 

• (3.4.7.3.28) 

We estimate PN,E(A) and PS,E(A) from methods that we will develop in 

sections 3.7 and 3.8. 

For N cycles, the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection are 

N 
= (3.4.7.3.29) 

k-l 

and 

N 
0s = Yl0^. (3.4.7.3.30) 

k=l 

Therefore, the other turning proportions after Ar,E(A) and Ps,e(A) are found 

are 

N 

S '^N,S 

PN,S = ̂  , (3.4.7.3.31) 
Un 

N 

•Ps,n = , (3.4.7.3.32) 

-pn,w = 1 - -pn.e — •pn,s (3.4.7.3.33) 

and 

-Ps,w = 1 - .Ps,E — Ps,N • (3.4.7.3.34) 
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3.5 Layout Modifications: Adding Lanes and 

Allowing Right Turns on Red and U-Turns 

3.5.1 Introduction 

In this section, we will present methods to estimate turning proportions in 

layouts which have a shght variation to the ones we have previously examined. 

In the subsection 3.5.2, we consider layouts which allow vehicles to turn right 

during red intervals. In subsection 3.5.3, we develop a modified method to 

estimate turning proportions for layouts which have additional lanes. In 

subsection 3.5.4, we will estimate turning proportions in a layout which allows 

U-turns. 
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3.5.2 Considering Right Turns during Red Intervals 

Figure 3.5.2.1 - A Layout where Right Turn are Allowed from N & S. 

In this subsection, we will examine layouts which allow vehicles to turn 

right when the cross-trafSc has the phases such as the right-turning movements 

permitted in Lanes R from the North/South directions in figure 3.5.2.1. 

Since we presented estimation methods for only turning movement from the 

North/South directions, we will only develop the estimation method with the 

right-on-red vehicle counts that affect the estimation of those movements. Let 

us denote the number of vehicles turning right during a red interval from i 

direction as Oi(red). If we defined a cycle as having North/South stages first, 

then the red turners from the North/South directions would be added to the 

next cycle while the East/West red turners during the preceding stages of the 

cycle would be added in the same cycle. 
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Figure 3.5.2.2 - A Layout where Right Turn are Allowed from E & W. 

When a layout has shared lanes such as in figure 3.5.2.2, the vehicle counts 

from the downstream detectors need to be revised by subtracting the vehicle 

counts for the East-to-North and West-to-South right-turning vehicles during 

the North/South stages from the corresponding downstream counts before 

estimating the turning proportions in the North/South directions: 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (3.5.2.1) 

and 

= Ds{A) + DsiB)  +  Ds(C) -t- Ds (D)  + Ds{E)  -  Ow(red) . (3.5.2.2) 

After the the turning proportions from the North/South directions with the 

revised counts, are estimated, we need to adjust them with the right-

turning vehicle counts during the previous red interval. For cycle k,  

Pik n,e — 

/ofc Tyk,Kev 
'-^N-^N,E 

0§ + 0^->(red) ' 
(3.5.2.5) 



r\k pfc.Rev 
pk _ ^N-^N,S 

+ 05-Hred) ' 

Plfc -I pfc pfc •MW — — -I^NT 

Pifc 
C \hT 

N,E ' 

r)k pfc.Rev 
'-^s-^s,w 

N,S 5 

0^ + 0|-\red) ' 

nk pfc.Rev 
>fc ^ ^S-^S,N 

Oi + Or^(red) 
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(3.5.2.6) 

(3.5.2.7) 

(3.5.2.8) 

(3.5.2.9) 

P^h -1 r)fc r^k 
S,E — J- ~ 3,W ~ -'S,N (3.5.2.10) 
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3.5.3 Layouts with Additional Lanes 

Figure 3.5.3.1 - Layout I; Protected T's and R's, Permitted L's from N & S. 

In this subsection, we will develop a method to handle layouts which have 

additional exclusive lanes to those layouts in section 3.4. 

The method for estimating the turning proportions with additional lanes is 

as follows: 

(1) Temporarily "remove" enough exclusive lanes from the layout until a layout 

in section 3.4 can be matched. 

(2) Estimate the turning proportions using the vehicle counts from the lanes in 

the remaining layout. 

(3) Adjust the turning proportions obtained by appropriately adding the 

exclusive lane vehicle counts to the numerator and denominator in the 

estimation expressions. 

The revised layout of layout I (figure 3.5.3.1) is the same as the layout 9 

(figure 3.4.4.1.1) after we temporarily remove the T's and R2's. The numbers 

of vehicles entering the intersection from each direction for the revised layout 
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are 

0^®" = 0N,L + 0N,ri (3.5.3.1) 

and 

0^^^ = 0s,L + 0s.Ri . (3.5.3.2) 

The mimbers of vehicles exiting the intersection from each direction are 

=  Dn-  Os ,T , (3.5.3.3) 

^ ^ (3 5 3 4) 

= Ds-  On,t (3.5.3.5) 

and 

= Dw- On,R2 . (3.5.3.6) 

After the turning proportions, are estimated, to obtain the the turning 

proportions for the original layout, we modify the by including the 

vehicle counts for the temporarily removed exclusive lanes as follows: 

/ORev pRev 
n -̂ N,E r o .TN 
•^n,e - ̂Rev , n Tn ' (3.5.3.7) 

On + ON,T + ON,R2 

+ On t 

on + on,t + on,r2 

•Pn,w = 1 - -Pn.e - -Pn,s , (3.5.3.9) 

aRev pRev 
_ s -^s^w 

Og-®^ + Os,T + Os,R2 

+ Os T 
Ps,N = OR.V , A (3.5.3.11) 

Og + Os,T + Os,R2 

and 

-Ps.e = 1 - -Ps,w — •Ps,N • (3.5.3.12) 

^ (3.5.3.10) 
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Figure 3.5.3.2 - Layout IL Protected T's and R's, Permitted L's from N & S. 

The revised layout of layout II (figure 3.5.3.2) is the same as layout 15 

(figure 3.4.7.1.1) when the Li's and T's are removed. The numbers of vehicles 

entering the intersection from each direction in the revised layout are 

= ON,L2 + ON,R (3.5.3.13) 

and 

= Os,L2 + Os,R . (3.5.3.14) 

The numbers of vehicles exiting the intersection from each direction are 

= Dn — C'S.T , 

= De- On,li 

(3.5.3.15) 

(3.5.3.16) 

(3.5.3.17) 

and 

= Dw - Os,Li • (3.5.3.18) 
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After the turning proportions, are estimated, we estimate the turning 

proportions for the original layout by adding the vehicle counts of the exclusive 

lanes as follows, 

+ on li 
= oR^v.o 4.0 ' + CN,L1 + C'N,T 

+ On T 
^N,S = o R e v , o  (>'n + On,li + On,t 

-pn,w = 1 - Pn,e - pn,s 5 (3.5.3.21) 

_ or-pi^+osM 

- Or-v + Os.Ll + Os.T • 

+  O s T  

and 

Ps,E = 1 - Ps,W - Ps,N (3.5.3.24) 
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Figure 3.5.3.3 - Layout III: Protected T's and R's, Permitted L's from N & S. 

The revised layout of layout III (figure 3.5.3.3) is also the same as layout 

15 (figure 3.4.7.1.1) when the Li's, T's and R2's are removed. The numbers of 

vehicles entering the intersection from each direction of the revised layout are 

= ON,L2 + ON,ri (3.5.3.25) 

and 

Os = Os,L2 + Os.Rl . (3.5.3.26) 

The numbers of vehicles exiting the intersection from each direction are 

P^^^ = PN-Os,T, 

= De- ON,LI - Os,R2 , 

Pf-®^=J9s-0N,T 

(3.5.3.27) 

(3.5.3.28) 

(3.5.3.29) 

and 

= D-w — Os,LlOs,R2 - (3.5.3.30) 
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After the turning proportions, are estimated, we estimate the turning 

proportions for the original layout by adding the vehicle counts of the exclusive 

lanes as follows, 

e + c>n ll 
•pn e = ^ ^ , (3.5.3.31) 

On "^ + ON,LI + C>N,T + C)N,R2 

s" + ON T 
•Pn,s = oR.v...n In—irn • (3.5.3.32) 

On + On,li + On,t + On,r2 

-Pn,w = 1 — -Pn,e — -Pn,s j (3.5.3.33) 

Op^Pj^^ + Os Ll 
^ ' (3.5.3.34) 7^ ^ o 0,vv 

Og-®'^ + Os,Ll + Os,t + Os,r2 

= 0r + 0s.J''0s,x;0s.B. 

and 

•Ps,e = 1 - -Ps.W - -Ps,n (3.5.3.36) 
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3.5.4 Layouts Where U-Turns Can Be Estimated 

Figure 3.5.4.1 - Stage A: Protected T's and R's, 

Permitted U's and L's from N & S. 

We can estimate the U-turning proportion if the layout has all exclusive 

lanes except for the lanes involving the U-turns such as layout 1 (figure 3.5.4.1). 

If there is a shared right-turn lane in the layout, we cannot differentiate 

between the a right-turn/U-turn pair and a straight-through/left-turn pair. For 

example, a vehicle traveling from North to West with another vehicle U-turning 

from South to South has the same origin and destination counts On = 1, 

Os = 1, -Ds = 1 and D-w = 1 as a vehicle traveUng from North to South with 

another vehicle traveling from South to West). Since U-turns typically occur 

much less than right turns, we do not consider U-turning volumes when shared 

right-turn lanes are in the layout. 

The layout of figure 3.5.4.1 is similar to layout 1, stage A (figure 3.4.2.1.1) 

with the U-turns allowed in the left-turn lanes. Detectors are required at the 

stop line of each lane and across all lanes in two of the downstream directions. 
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either North or East and South or West. 

For stage A (figure 3.5.4.1), the numbers of vehicle entering the intersection are 

On(A) = On,l(A) + On,t(A) + On,r(A) (3.5.4.1) 

and 

Os(A) = Os,l(A) + Os,t(A) + Os,r(A) . (3.5.4.2) 

The turning volumes for stage A, including U-turns volumes Vn,n and ys,S! are 

Vn,n(A) = On,l(A) + Os,r(A) — jDe(A) , (3.5.4.3) 

yn,e(A) = DE{A) -  Os,r(A) , (3.5.4.4) 

^n,s(A) = On,t(A) , (3.5.4.5) 

^n,w(A) = On,r(A) , (3.5.4.6) 

Vs,s(A) = On,r(A) + Os,l(A) - Dw(A) , (3.5.4.7) 

^s,w(A) = Dw(A) - On,r(A) , (3.5.4.8) 

Vs,n(A) = Os,t(A) (3.5.4.9) 

and 

^s,e(A) = Os,r(A) (3.5.4.10) 

when the vehicle counts from the East and West downstream detectors are used. 

If vehicle counts from the North downstream detectors are used instead of the 

East downstream detectors, equations (3.5.4.3) and (3.5.4.4) are replaced by 

^n,n(A) = Z>n(A) — Os,t(A) (3.5.4.11) 
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and 

^,e(A) = on,l(A) + Os,t(A) - -Dn(A) . (3.5.4.12) 

If vehicle counts from the South downstream detectors are used instead of the 

West downstream detectors, equations (3.5.4.7) and (3.5.4.8) are replaced by 

Vs,s(A) = Ds{A)  -  On,t(A) (3.5.4.13) 

and 

Vs,w(A) = On,t(A) + Os,l(A) - Ds{A)  (3.5.4.14) 
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Figure 3.5.4.2 - Stage C: Protected U's and L's, 

Permitted R's from N & S. 

For stage C (figure 3.5.4.2), the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection 

from each direction are 

On(C) = On,l(C) + On,r(C) (3.5.4.21) 

and 

OS(C) = OS,L(B) + OS,R(B) . (3.5.4.22) 

The turning volimies for stage C are 

Vn,n(C) = On,l(C) + Os,r(C) - De(C) , 

^n,e(C) = de{c) — Os,r(C) , 

^n,s(c) = on,t(c) , 

^n,e(C) = On,r(C) , 

Vs,s(C) = On,r(C) + Os,l(C) - Z)w(C) , 

(3.5.4.23) 

(3.5.4.24) 

(3.5.4.25) 

(3.5.4.26) 

(3.5.4.27) 
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Vs,w(C) = £>w(C) - On,r(C) , (3.5.4.28) 

X^s,n(C) = Os,t(C) (3.5.4.29) 

and 

Vs.e(C) = Os,r(C) (3.5.4.30) 

when the vehicle counts from the East and West downstream detectors are used. 

If vehicle counts from the North downstream detectors are used instead of the 

East downstream detectors, equations (3.5.4.23) and (3.5.4.24) are replaced by 

Vn,n(C) = Dn(C) - Os,t(C) (3.5.4.31) 

and 

^n,e(C) = On,r(C) + Os,t(C) - Dn(C) . (3.5.4.32) 

If vehicle counts from the South downstream detectors are used instead of the 

West downstream detectors, equations (3.5.4.27) and (3.5.4.28) are replaced by 

^s,s(C) = Ds{C)  -  Os,t(C) (3.5.4.33) 

and 

^s,w(C) = On,r(C) + Os,l(C) - jDw(C) . (3.5.4.34) 
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Figure 3.5.4.3 - Stage D: Protected U's, L's, T's and R's from N, 

Permitted R's from S. 

For stage D (figure 3.5.4.3), the numbers of vehicle entering the intersection are 

ON(D) = ON,L(D) + C>N,T(D) + ON,R(D) 

and 

Os(D) = OS,r(A) . 

The turning volumes for stage D are 

yN,N(D) = ON,L(D) + OS,R(D) - DE{B) , 

yN.E(D) = Z)E(D) - OS,R(D) , 

yN,s(D) = ON,T(D) , 

^,W(D) = C>N,R(D) 

(3.5.4.35) 

(3.5.4.36) 

(3.5.4.37) 

(3.5.4.38) 

(3.5.4.39) 

(3.5.4.40) 

and 

'1^s,E(D) = Os,R(D) (3.5.4.41) 
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when the vehicle coxints from the East downstream detectors are used. If 

vehicle counts from the North downstream detectors are used instead of the 

East downstream detectors, equations (3.5.4.37) and (3.5.4.38) are replaced by 

yN,N(D)=L»N(D) (3.5.4.42) 

and 

14sf,E(D) = ON,L(D) - jDN(D) (3.5.4.43) 
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T  
Figure 3.5.4.4 - Stage E: Permitted R's from N, 

Protected U's, L's, T's and R's from S. 

For stage E (figure 3.5.4.4), the numbers of vehicle entering the intersection are 

(9n(E) = On,r(E) (3.5.4.44) 

and 

Os(E) = Os,l(E) + C>s,t(E) + Os,r(E) . 

The tmrning volumes for stage E are 

Vn,w(E) = On,r(E) , 

Vs,s(E) = On,r(E) + Os.l(E) - Pw(E) , 

"l^s.wce) = r'w(E) - On,r(E) , 

^s,n(E) = Os,t(E) 

(3.5.4.45) 

(3.5.4.46) 

(3.5.4.47) 

(3.5.4.48) 

(3.5.4.49) 

and 

Vs,e(E) = Os,r(E) (3.5.4.50) 
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when the vehicle counts from the West downstream detectors are used. If 

vehicle counts from the South downstream detectors are used instead of the 

West downstream detectors, equations (3.5.4.47) and (3.5.4.48) are replaced by 

Vs,s(E) = I?s(E) (3.5.4.51) 

and 

^s,w(E) = Os,l(E) --Ds(E) . (3.5.4.52) 

For a cycle, the numbers of vehicles entering the intersection are 

On = On (A) + On(B) + On(C) + On(D) + On(E) (3.5.4.53) 

and 

Os = Os(A) + Os(B) + Os(C) + Os(D) + Os(E) . (3.5.4.54) 

The turning proportions for are 

Vn,n(A) + yn,n(C) + yn,n(D) 
ii^,N = , (3.5.4.55) 

„ _ ^n,e(A) + yn,e(C) + yn,e(D) ^ 
-nsr,e = , (3.5.4.56) 

p Fn,s(A) + Fn,s(B) + T/n,s(D) 
-n<,s 7^ , (3.5.4.57) 

Un 

i^n,w = 1 - -Pn,n - -Pn,e — -Pn,s 5 (3.5.4.58) 

Ps.s = ^isW±MC)±M. (3.5.4.59) 

p _ "l^s,w(A) + Vs,w(C) + T^s,w(E) ^ 
^ , (3.5.4.60) 

p •1̂ s,n(A) + ys,n(B) + T^s,n(E) 
•rs,N = ^ (3.5.4.61) 

and 

Ps,e = 1 - Ps,s - Ps,w - • (3.5.4.62) 
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3.6 The Model for the Four-Legged Intersection 

with Maximum Shared Lanes 

3.6.1 Introduction 

JJtL 

Figure 3.6.1.1 - Layout 15, Stage A. 

In this section, we will formulate a mathematical model when more 

than one cycle is needed for estimating turning proportions in four-legged 

intersections. This occurs when there is a shared lane for every turning 

movement. The layouts from section 3.4 which have this feature are layouts 15, 

16 and 17. Layout 15 (figure 3.6.1.1) has two dual-movement lanes in both the 

North and South directions. Layout 16 (figure 3.6.1.2) has two dual-movement 

lanes from the North direction and a triple-movement lane from the South 

direction. Finally, layout 17 (figure 3.6.1.3) has a triple-movement lane in both 

the North and South directions. 
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Figure 3.6.1.2 - Layout 16, Stage A. 

Figure 3.6.1.3 - Layout 17, Stage A. 

The mathematical model for these layouts contain a underdetermined 

system that have many solutions. We will use two basic methods to find 

a unique solution for each system. The first type of methods uses a set of 

prior turning proportions and finds a solution which is the "closest" to this 

set. There can be several "closest" solutions depending on the method that 

the "distance" between the set of turning proportions which solve the system 
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and the set of prior tiirning proportions is measured. The drawback in using 

a set of priors is that the accuracy of these methods is highly dependent on 

the closeness between the prior turning proportions and the true turning 

proportions of the system. The other type of method makes the system 

overdetermined by using several sets of data and then finds the tiirning 

proportions which give the "least" error between the exit volumes from the 

proposed set of turning proportions and the true exit volumes. There can 

be several sets of "least" error for the turning proportions depending on the 

method which the error between proposed and actual exit volumes is measured. 

The drawback to the second type of methods is that several data sets are 

needed so that the estimation time frame increases which impedes these 

methods responsiveness to sudden changes in traffic patterns. 

We will illustrate these ideas with a simple example for finding the 

parameters for the equation of a line, 

We will use two basic methods, (1) a method which uses a single set of data and 

prior estimates, and (2) a method which uses several sets of data. For the first 

method, a data set consists of only one point and we want to find the a and b 

for that data. Suppose our data point is (2,2) and the prior estimate point is 

(3,3). By simply connecting these points, the estimated line becomes 

y{x) = ax + b .  (3.6.1.1) 

y{x) = X ,  (3.6.1.2) 

which is illustrated by the dotted line in figure 3.6.1.4. 
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Figure 3.6.1.4 - Line Using One Data Point and One Prior Point. 

Now consider the second method: linear least-squares. This method does 

not use prior estimates but requires at least 3 data points. The objective of the 

least-squares method is to find the line which minimizes the sum of the squares 

of the differences between that line and the data points, 

3 

min E (3.6.1.3) 

With data points (1,0), (2,2) and (3,3), the estimated line is 

(3.6.1.4) 

which is illustrated as the dotted line in figure 3.6.1.5. 
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Figure 3.6.1.5 - Quadratic Fitted Line Fitting Using 3 Data Points. 

The reason that a quadratic objective function is used is because it is 

convex and it is differentiable everywhere. Therefore, it is easy to compute 

the unique a and b values. Another approach may be to use a linear objective 

function, such as minimizing the sum of the absolute deviations. However, 

a linear functions might not be dijfferentiable at some points and multiple 

solutions might exist if the optimum linear objective lies on a constraint. For 

example, if the data points are (1,0), (2,2), (3,3) and (4,3), the estimated hne 

using the linear objective function, 

min E \yiM-y{xk)\ (3.6.1.5) 
fc=i 

IS 

yi{x) = x-c 

where 

(3.6.1.6) 

0 < c< 1 (3.6.1.7) 
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whicli are all lines that are parallel to and in between the dashed hnes as 

illustrated in figure 3.6.1.6. Note that the estimated line using the quadratic 

objective function 

4 

min^[y2(a;&)-y(a;fc)]^ . (3.6.1.8) 
fc=i 

is a unique line 

y2{x)=x-^ (3.6.1.9) 

which is illustrated as the 

5  

4  

3  

2 

1 

1  2  3  4  5  

Figure 3.6.1.6 - Linear and Quadratic Fitted Lines Using 4 Points. 

In this section, we will develop turning proportion estimation methods, 

using quadratic objective functions from each of the two approaches (prior 

and no prior data) using two type of counts, cycle counts and stage counts. 

Cycle counts include any vehicle count for a time interval greater than the cycle 

time such as hoxirly and daily vehicle counts and have been used in all of the 

previous studies involving the estimation of turning proportions and volumes. 

dotted line in figure 3.6.1.6. 

• 
^ / -

/• /• y / • 
/ y'' • 

• / • 
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First, we develop some estimation methods which use cycle comits and then 

later, extend these models to use stage counts. 
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3.6.2 The Model Using Cycle Counts 

For each cycle, the sum of the number of vehicles turning left, going 

straight-through and turning right from each direction is equal to the number 

of vehicles entering the intersection from that direction, 

^,E + ^N,s + = ON , (3.6.2.1) 

"^^£,3 + Ve,W + VE,N = OE , (3.6.2.2) 

Vs,w + ^s,N + = Os (3.6.2.3) 

and 

^,N + ^,E + ^,s = 0^^ . (3.6.2.4) 

Also, the sum of number of vehicles turning left, going straight-through and 

turning right into each direction is equal to the number of vehicles leaving the 

intersection to that direction, 

^,N + l^s,N + ^w,N = -DN 5 (3.6.2.5) 

^s,E + 'l^w.E + ^N,E = -De , (3.6.2.6) 

^w,s + l^N,s + ^E,s = Ds (3.6.2.7) 

and 

^,w + ^,w + ^s,w = Dw • (3.6.2.8) 

By vehicle conservation within the intersection, the number of vehicles going 

into the intersection equals the number of vehicles coming out of it. 

On + Oe + Os + Ow = i^N + -De + Ds + Dy/ . (3.6.2.9) 
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Equation (3.6.2.8) is eliminated since it is a linear combination of equations 

(3.6.2.1) to (3.6.2.7) and equation (3.6.2.9). Equations (3.3.7) and (3.3.9) 

from section 3.3 are used to modify the vehicle counts to be consistent if an 

inconsistency (equation (3.6.2.9) is not satisfied) exists among the vehicle 

counts. 

The turning proportions are the number of vehicles for each turning 

movement over the number of entering vehicles from the corresponding 

direction, 

(3.6.2.20) 

(3.6.2.18) 

(3.6.2.18) 

(3.6.2.15) 

(3.6.2.14) 

(3.6.2.13) 

(3.6.2.16) 

(3.6.2.17) 

(3.6.2.10) 

(3.6.2.11) 

(3.6.2.12) 
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and 

Pw,s = ̂  - (3.6.2.21) 
Uw 

After substituting the P's in equations (3.6.2.10) to (3.6.2.21) for the F's in 

equations (3.6.2.1) to (3.6.2.7), we get 

-PN,E + -PN,S + -PN,W = 1 , (3.6.2.22) 

-PE,S + Pe,W + -PB.N = 1 , (3.6.2.23) 

Ps,w + Ps,N + -Ps,E = 1 5 (3.6.2.24) 

-Pw,N + Pw,E + Pw,s = 1 ) (3.6.2.25) 

OePE,!^ + OsPs,N + Ow-Pw,N = 5 (3.6.2.26) 

OsPs,E + OwPw,E + OnPn.e = DE (3.6.2.27) 

and 

Ow-fV,s + C>N-PN,S + OePe,s = Ds • (3.6.2.28) 

This is a system of 7 linearly independent equations with 12 unknown variables. 

By solving for Pn,S5 Pb,w, -PsjN ^.nd Pw,e iii equations (3.6.2.22) to (3.6.2.25) 

and substituting them into equations (3.6.2.26) to (3.6.2.28), this system 

reduces to 3 linearly independent equations with 8 unknown variables, 

OEPe,N — OsPs,E — OsPs^w + OwPw,N = — Os , (3.6.2.29) 

ON^'N.e + OsPs^E — Ow-Pw,N — OwPw,s = DE — Ow (3.6.2.30) 
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and 

—C>NPn,E — ON-PN.W + ObPE,S + OwPw,s = Ds-

which is rewritten in matrix form as 

AP = D 

with 

(3.6.2.31) 

0 0 OE 0 -Os -Os Ow 0 
A = ON 0 0 0 Os 0 -Ow —Ow 

—ON —ON 0 OE 0 0 0 Ow 

P = 

and 

D = 

-PN,E 
-PN,W 
-PE,N 
-PE,S 
Ps,e 
-Ps,W 
•Pw,N 
Pw,s 

-Dn — C>s 
jDe — Ow 

_ Ds - On 

The other 4 miknown variables are found from P, 

-Pn,s = 1 — pn,e - ; 

-PE,W = 1 — -PE.N - -PE.S 5 

-Ps,N = 1 - -PS.E - PS,-W 

and 

-Pw,E = 1 - -Pw,N — Pw,s • 

(3.6.2.32) 

(3.6.2.33) 

(3.6.2.34) 

(3.6.2.35) 

(3.6.2.36) 

(3.6.2.37) 

(3.6.2.38) 

(3.6.2.39) 
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3.6.3 The Constraints Using Cycle Counts 

We need to find some of constraints for the turning proportions to ensure 

that they will be feasible. The turning proportions are positive so we make 

all them at least .01 and by equations (3.6.2.22) to (3.6.2.25), each turning 

proportions cannot be greater than .98 since the other corresponding two must 

be at least .01 and the sum of each set of three is equal to one. Then 

•01 < PN,E < -98 , (3.6.3.1) 

•01 < PN,S < -98 , (3.6.3.2) 

.01 < PN,W < -98 , (3.6.3.3) 

•01 < PE,S < -98 , (3.6.3.4) 

•01 < Pe,w < -98 , (3.6.3.5) 

•01 < PE,N < -98 , (3.6.3.6) 

.01 < Ps,w < ^98 , (3.6.3.7) 

•01 < Ps,N < -98 , (3.6.3.8) 

•01 < Ps,E < -98 , (3.6.3.9) 

.01 < Pw,N < ^98 , (3.6.3.10) 

.01 < Pw,E ^ ^98 (3.6.3.11) 

and 

.01 < Pw,s ^ ^98 . (3.6.3.12) 
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The straight-through volumes are less than or equal to the corresponding 

exiting volumes so 

PN,S < ^ , (3.6.3.13) 

Pe,w < 7^ , (3.6.3.14) 
<>'E 

i's.N < ^ (3.6.3.15) 

and 

Dv 
Pw,e < 7^— • (3.6.3.16) 

Cw 

The left-turning volumes are less than or equal to the entering volumes in the 

lanes which allow left turns so 

Pn,e < or , (3.6.3.17) 
On C>N 

Pb.S S ^ or ^ . (3.6.3.18) 

Ps,-w < or ^ (3.6.3.19) 
Cs Us 

and 

n / ow,l ow,a ^ o 
•fw,N < -p:— or — . (3.6.3.20) 

(Jw Uw 

The left-turning volumes are less than or equal to the exiting volumes in the 

left-turn directions so 

Pn,E < 7^ , (3.6.3.21) 
Cn 

PE.S < ^ , (3.6.3.22) 
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Ps,w < ^ (3.6.3.23) 

and 

Pw,N < ^ . (3.6.3.24) 
Uw 

The right-turmng volumes are less than or equal to the vehicle volumes in the 

lanes which allow right turns so 

d . ON,R ON,A fo a O Pn,w < or —^ , (3.6.3.25) 
Un C'N 

Pe,n < or ^ , (3.6.3.26) 
Ce CE 

i^s.E < ^ or (3.6.3.27) 
Cs 

and 

D . Ow,R Ow,A /o c o no\ Pw,s < or —^ . (3.6.3.28) 
Uw 

The right-turning volumes are less than or equal to the exiting volumes in the 

right-turn directions so 

jPN,W < 7^ , (3.6.3.29) 
u N 

•PB,N < 7^ , (3.6.3.30) 
Oe ' 

De 
Os 

Ps,E < ^ (3.6.3.31) 

and 

Pw,s < ^ • (3.6.3.32) 
Uw 
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The maximum value for each constraint is the minimum of all the possible 

maximimi values so we define 

= min |.98, ̂  or ^ j . (3.6.3.33) 

PJi;r = mm|.98,̂ j , (3.6.3.34) 

PS  ̂= min[98,̂  or , (3.6.3.35) 

P,T = min{.98,̂ or̂ .|}, (3.6.3.36) 

Pg?̂  = inin|.98,̂ | , (3.6.3.37) 

PgS' = min|.98.̂ or̂ .̂ }, (3.6.3.38) 

Pg;̂  = min \ .98, ̂  or  ̂ , (3.6.3.39) 

PI"" = min |.98,̂ I , (3.6.3.40) 

PsT = min {.98, ̂  or . (3.6.3.41) 

p™».mi n{ .98 , ^0 r^ , ^} ,  (3 .6 .3 .42 )  

Ow J 
{-98, I (3.6.3.43) 

and 

P :̂f = min{.98,̂ or̂ .|l}. (3.6.3.44) 
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3.6.4 The Model Using Stage Counts 

The mtersection model is separated into two disjoint models, one containing 

the North/South phase and the other one containing the East/West phase. 

We will only examine the model with the North/South phase. Rotating the 

notation by 90° (N—)-East, W—^North, S—)-West and the E-^South) will give the 

development for the East/West directions. 

For the North/South phase, the sum of the number of vehicles turning left, 

going straight-through and turning right from each direction is equal to the 

number of vehicles entering the intersection from that direction, 

^N,E + ^,s + ^N,w = On (3.6.4.1) 

and 

^s,w + "^s.N + ^,E = Os . (3.6.4.2) 

The straight-through volumes are found directly from the exit counts since they 

correspond to only one movement, 

^N,s = Ds (3.6.4.3) 

and 

^s,N = -DN - (3.6.4.4) 

The sum of number of vehicles turning to a specific direction is equal to the 

number of vehicles leaving the intersection to that direction, 

^N,E + ^s,E = De (3.6.4.5) 
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and 

^,w + Vs,w = D^f^ .  (3.6.4.6) 

By vehicle conservation within the intersection, the number of vehicles going 

into the intersection equals number of vehicles coming out of it so 

Equation (3.6.4.6) is ehminated since it is a linear combination of equations 

(3.6.4.1) to (3.6.4.5) and equation (3.6.4.7). Equations (3.3.7) and (3.3.9) are 

used to modify the vehicle counts to be consistent if an inconsistency (equation 

(3.6.4.7) is not satisfied) exists among the vehicle counts. 

The turning proportions are the number of vehicles for each turning 

movement over the number of entering vehicles from the corresponding 

direction, 

On + Os = -DN + + Ds + D^N . (3.6.4.7) 

(3.6.4.8) 

(3.6.4.11) 

(3.6.4.12) 

(3.6.4.10) 

(3.6.4.9) 

and 

(3.6.4.13) 
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After substituting the P's in equations (3.6.4.8) to (3.6.4.13) for the Vs in 

equations (3.6.4.1) to (3.6.4.5), we get 

PN,E + -PN,S + PN,W = 1 : 

•Ps,w + Ps,N + Ps,e = 1 5 

p _ i^N,S = 75- , 
Cn 

•Ps,N = 
-Pn 
Os 

(3.6.4.14) 

(3.6.4.15) 

(3.6.4.16) 

(3.6.4.17) 

and 

On^^N.E + OsPs,E = De . (3.6.4.18) 

This system of 3 linearly independent equations with 4 unknown variables 

reduces to a system of 1 linearly independent equation with 2 unknown 

variables, equation (3.6.4.18), which is rewritten in matrix form as 

AP = D (3.6.4.19) 

with 

A = [ On OS ] , 

P = Pn,E 
•^S,E . 

(3.6.4.20) 

(3.6.4.21) 

and 

D = [De ] .  (3.6.4.22) 

The other 2 unknown variables are found after P is determined by 

jPn,W = 1 — -PN,S — -PN,E (3.6.4.23) 

and 

Ps,w = 1 - - -Ps.E • (3.6.4.24) 
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3.6.5 The Constraints Using Stage Counts 

Now, we find constraints for the turning proportions to ensure feasibility. 

Since straight-through traffic volumes are found directly from vehicle exit 

counts, we only need to find constraints for the right-turning and left-turning 

proportions. The turning proportions are positive so we make all them at least 

.01 and then the unknown turning proportions cannot be greater than .99 minus 

the straight-through turning proportions by equations (3.6.4.14) and (3.6.4.15). 

Then 

. 01<PN,E< .99 -PN,S, (3.6.5.1) 

.01 < -PNJW ^ -99 — PN,S ? (3.6.5.2) 

•01 < Ps.w < .99 - Ps,N (3.6.5.3) 

and 

-01 < Ps,E < .99 - Ps,N • (3.6.5.4) 

The left-turning volumes are less than or equal to the entering volumes in the 

lanes which allow left turns so 

„ / <^N,L ON,A fr ,  c  c PN,E < or —^ (3.6.5.5) 
Cn 

and 

D ^ Os,L Os,A n K r\ Ps,w < -p:— or — . (3.6.5.6) 
Us Us 

The left-turning volumes are less than or equal to the exit volumes to the left-

turn direction so 

D-p 
PN,E < -Q^ (3.6.5.7) 
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and 

Ps,w < ^ . (3.6.5.8) 
C's 

The right-turning volumes are less than or equal to the vehicle volumes entering 

the intersection in the lanes which allow right turns so 

D ^ ON,R ^ ON,A /o e c pn,w < -p^— or —— (3.6.5.9) 
On ON 

and 

Ps,E < ^ or ^ . (3.6.5.10) 

The right-turning volumes are less than or equal to the exit volumes to the 

right-turn direction so 

Pn,W < 7^ (3.6.5.11) 
On 

and 

Ps,e < ^ . (3.6.5.12) 

The maximum value for each constraint is the minimum of the maximum values 

so we define 

PSlf = mm |.99 - PN.S, ^ or , (3.6.5.13) 

= min (.99 - PN,S, ̂  or , (3.6.5.14) 
L ON ON ON J 

•Ps^w = rnin |.99 - Ps,n, ̂  or (3.6.5.15) 
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and 

PsX = mm |.99 - PS.N. ^ or . (3.6.5.16) 

The left-turning volumes greater than or equal to the entrance volumes minus 

the maximum numbers of vehicles which can turn right or go straight-through 

from that direction, 

-pn,e > 1 - jpn,s - (3.6.5.17) 

and 

-Ps,w > 1 - -Ps,N - • (3.6.5.18) 

The right-turning volumes are greater than or equal to the entrance volumes 

minus the maximum numbers of vehicles which can turn left or go straight-

through from that direction, 

-PN.W > 1 — -PN.S — (3.6.5.19) 

and 

Ps,e > 1 - Ps,n — Ps^w • (3.6.5.20) 

The minimum value of each constraint is the maximum of the possible minimum 

values so we define 

= inax {.01,1 - pn,s - : (3.6.5.21) 

= max {.01,1 - Pn,s--P^e"} > (3.6.5.22) 

•p̂ w = max{.01,1 - Ps,N - Ps^^} (3.6.5.23) 

and 

p|̂ |" = max{.01,l-ps,n--p̂ w} • (3.6.5.24) 
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3.7 Turning Proportions Estimation Methods Using 

Prior Turning Proportions 

3.7.1 Introduction 

In this section, we will review several estimation methods which require 

prior turning proportions and cycle counts. Since priors are used, only one set 

of cycle counts is needed for these estimation methods. The initial prior turning 

proportions, used for the first cycle, are based on historical data or guesses such 

as (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) or (1/4, 1/2, 1/4) for the left-turning, straight-through and 

right-turning proportions, respectively. After the initial cycle, the posterior 

turning proportions from the previous cycle are used as the priors which makes 

the methods dynamic. Later in this section, we will adapt these methods to use 

stage counts. 

In some methods, prior turning volumes are used. The prior turning 

volumes are found by multiplying the prior turning proportions by the 

corresponding entrance volumes. 

— ^n-PN,E ! (3.7.1.1) 

(3.7.1.2) 

(3.7.1.7) 

(3.7.1.4) 

(3.7.1.5) 

(3.7.1.6) 

(3.7.1.3) 
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^,N — ^S-Ps,N ' 

^S,E = OsP^E , 

(3.7.1.8) 

(3.7.1.9) 

^,N — ^W-fw,N ' 

E = OwPw,E (3.7.1.11) 

(3.7.1.10) 

and 

g — C)w-Fw,s (3.7.1.12) 

where the primes, ('), denotes that these are prior estimates. For methods 

•using stage counts, the prior turning proportions must be adjusted since Pn,s 

and Ps,N are found directly from the vehicle counts. We will denote these 

known turning proportions as Pn,s and Ps,N, respectively. Since all turning 

proportions are positive, if 

Pn,S < -01 (3.7.1.13) 

then set 

-PN.S = -01 (3.7.1.14) 

and if 

•Ps,N < -01 (3.7.1.15) 

then set 

-Ps,N = -01 (3.7.1.16) 
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The priors must be modified, now denoted by double primes, ( "), such that 

-Pn,e + •Pn,w = 1 — Pn,S (3.7.1.17) 

and 

-^s'E + -^s'w — ^ ~ -Ps,N • (3.7.1.18) 

We want the prior estimates to be scaled proportionally so that 

p" p" 
^ ^ (3.7.1.19) 
-^N,E •'^N,W 

and 

jp/f  -nil  
^ = (3.7.1.20) 
•^S,E •'^S.W 

From equations (3.7.1.17) to (3.7.1.20), we find that 

p„ _-PN,E (1 - ̂N,s) 
•'N,E - —57 ZTpi ' (3.7.1.21) 

•^N,E -^N.W 

•PN.w = 1 ~ -PN,S ~ -PN.E ' (3.7.1.22) 

pn _ Ps,E (1 ~ -Ps,N) ^ 
-^s,E - —57 (3.7.1.23) 

-'^S.E •^S,w 

and 

Plw = 1 - ̂S,N - Pi',E (3.7.1.24) 
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3.7.2 Maximum Entropy Method Using Cycle Counts 

Mekky (1979), Van Zuylen (1979), and Hauer, Pagitsas and SMn (1981) 

used a maximum entropy/minimum information method which has the objective 

function, 

T> 1 , (Vks\  , ,7 , fVkw\ 
max VN,Eln — + 14c,sin + yN,wln 77^ 

\Vn,E/ V^N,S/ \^N,W/ 

, T> 1 , T> 1 , w 1 (^e,N\ +yE,s In — + T4;,w hi — + Fe,n In — 
\ */E,S J \ VE,W J \ VE,N J 

+ys,w In + 1/s.N In f + V's.B In f 
\ V%,W J \ V's,N J \ Vs,E J 

+V'w,N In (pai'l + In f + t>w,s In f . (3.7.2.1) 
\  Vw,N /  \  Vw ,E /  \  Vw,S J 

The "distance" which is being minimized is the sum of differences between the 

natural logarithm of the estimated volumes and the natiiral logarithm of the 

prior volumes with the estimated volumes as weights. Since 

V'-
Plj  = -^foTaRiJ ,  (3.7.2.2) 

objective (3.7.2.1) is rewritten as 

(N,E,S,W) (N.E,S,W) /p! . \  (N.E.S.W) 
Oi\nOi . (3.7.2.3) 

i J \ J i 

Note that the last term is constant so that 
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T/ 1 , \ , v> 1 / -PN,S \ , T> ^ f -^N.W 
max yN,E In ( — + ^n,s In 77-^ + Vk,w In -^rr^ 

, ^N,E Y V VN,S J \ VN,W 

+^,S IN I IN ( + VE,N IN 
^E,S J ' \ t^E,W J ' \ 

+V's,wlB (^) + f +ys,.to (^ 
\ V^S,W ) \ VS,N / \ Vs,E , 

+PW,N to (+ Vw,E In {2!^) + V'w.s In {(3.7.2.4) 
\ Vw,N ) \ Vw,E J \ Vw,S ) 

has the same solution as function (3.7.2.3). The solution for objective (3.7.2.4) 

is of the form 

Vi J = AiBjPl j for z, i = N, E, S, W; if i ^ j  (3.7.2.5) 

where 

i = N. E, S, W (3.7.2.6) 

E BJPIJ 
j 

and 

D 
fory = N.E.S.W. (3.7.2.7) 

E 
i 

Ai and Bj are found by using a Furness (1965) iterative method from Hauer, 

Pagitsas and Shin (1981) as follows: 

Step 1. A"'" = E s% i = N. E. S, W . (3.7.2.8) 

'E O. 
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Step 2. Bj = 
D, 

(N,E,S,W) 

E 
i 

steps. = — 
^ (N,E,S,W) 

for i = N,E,S,W . 

for i = N,E,S,W . 

E 
3 

Step 4. If and are sufficiently close for all z, 

then the iteration stops. 

Otherwise, for i = N, E, S, W 

and the iteration continues at Step 2. 

After the iteration stops, the turning proportions are 

-i^,E = — 
"l^.E + '^N,S + ^N,W 

-PN,S = — ^N,S 

^N,E + "^4^,8 + ^N,W 

-PN,W = 1 - PN,E - Pn,S , 

f> _ "^2,3 
-rE,S — j 

^,N + ^E,S + ^E,W 

„ _ "^E,W 
•̂ E,W — ::: 

"t^E.N + ^E,S + ^E,W 

-i^.N = 1 - •PE,S - -PE,W , 

-Ps,w = 

Ps,N = 

^S,N + "t^S.E + l^S.W 

^S,N 

Vs,N + ^,E + ̂ S,W 

(3.7.2.9) 

(3.7.2.10) 

(3.7.2.11) 

(3.7.2.12) 

(3.7.2.13) 

(3.7.2.14) 

(3.7.2.15) 

(3.7.2.16) 

(3.7.2.17) 

(3.7.2.18) 
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Ps,e = 1 - Ps,w - Ps,N 5 (3.7.2.19) 

Pw.N = . (3.7.2.20) 
nV,N + V^W,E + l^W,S 

AV,E = ^ (3.7.2.21) 
^V,N + ^,E + ^,S 

and 

Av,s = 1 — AV,N + AV,E • (3.7.2.22) 

Mountain and Steele (1983), Maher (1984), Mountain, Maher and 

Maher (1986), Adebisi (1987) and Schaefer (1988) also used a maximum 

entropy/minimum information method to find turning volumes. 
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3.7.3 Maximum Entropy Method Using Stage Counts 

The maximum entropy method with stage counts decomposes the 

optimization problem into two subproblems, each solved in closed form, imlike 

the method with cycle counts. We will only look at the method for the 

North/South phase; it is simple to transform it into East/West form by only 

changing notation. The objective function is 

T> 1 f, v> 1 /'-^N,w max Vn,e hi + Vn,w In 7^^ 
\ ̂N,E J \ %,w 

+ys,w to f + Vs,e In f ^ I • (3.7.3.1) 
V V's.W J \ Vs,E , 

The straight-through volumes, Vn,s and Vs^n are found directly from the exit 

counts so that we do not need to estimate them. The P/'- are determined 

by equations (3.7.1.13) to (3.7.1.16) and (3.7.1.21) to (3.7.1.24). Objective 

(3.7.3.1) is rewritten as 

F = max Vn,e In -Pn.e + ^n,w In Pn,w + In Pg ^ + Vs,w In Ps'w 

-yN,Eln VN,E —^N,v^ln ^N,w —^,Eln t^s ,E — l^s,w In Fs,w • 

(3.7.3.2) 

From equations (3.6.4.1) to (3.6.4.7), we get 

^s,E = De- t^N,E , (3.7.3.3) 

= On — Ds — t^,E (3.7.3.4) 

and 

^s,w = Os — JDN — De + • (3.7.3.5) 

Substituting of equations (3.7.3.3) to (3.7.3.5) into equation (3.7.3.2), objective 

(3.7.3.2) becomes 
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F — max Vn,e Pn,e ~ Ds — lii -Pn.w 

+ [DE — In -Ps'E + {ps — — DE + In -Ps'w 

—yN,E In <5n + Ds + t̂ .E  ̂In ^C>N — Ds — t̂ N,E  ̂

+ (jDe + t^,E j In (DE — t^.E^ 

+ + -Dn + De — In — Dn - De + Vn,e) • 

(3.7.3.6) 

Now, we find the maximum of F by taking a partial derivative and setting it to 

zero, 

dF 

dV^ 
— In P^ E ~ -^N-W^ ~ In Ps E + In Ps.w — In t^3 — 1 

N,E 
N,W S,E 

+ In ^On — Ds — Vn,ej + 1 + In ^jDe — Vn.e^ + 1 

— In ^Os — Dn — De + t^N,E^ — 1 

= 0 . (3.7.3.7) 

This happens when 

In 
•pt! -ptr 
•^N,E-^S,W 
pt' p" 
•'^N,W-'^S,E 

= ln 
"^N.E - JDN - De + t^N.E j 

^On — Ds - 1^N,E) (De - ̂N,E) 

(3.7.3.8) 

By letting 

P" p" 
p„ _ -^N,E-'S,W 

P// P// 
•^N,W" S,E 

(3.7.3.9) 
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and rearranging equation (3.7.3.8) after exponentiating both sides of the 

equation, we get the following equation, 

(P" - 1) + [-Os + Di, + DE + P" (ON - DE + Ds)] FN,E 

-\-P" (On-C>E — DsDE) = 0 . (3.7.3.10) 

If P" = 1 then there is one solution for objective (3.7.3.2), 

Y _ (DeON-DS) 
- On + OS-PN-BS • 

If P" ^ 1 then there are two solutions, 

T>A ~ Vb^ — 4ac 
T^n.e = 2^ (3.7.3.12) 

and 

(3.7.3.13) 

where 

a = P" - 1 (3.7.3.14) 

b = -P"ON - OS + X>N + (1 - P")r>E + P"Ds , (3.7.3.15) 

and 

c = P"De (ON — Ds) • (3.7.3.16) 

We need to choose a solution which is positive. If both solutions are positive, 

we pick the solution with the left-turning proportion closes to its prior 

proportion as follows. Let 

^n,e = ^ , (3.7.3.17) 
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then we choose 

otherwise, 
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and 

pB _ 
•^N,E — 

^,E 
On 

(3.7.3.18) 

^N,E ^ 0 pA _ p" 
-'n.E -'N,E < 

pB p// 
•'N,E - -MST.E (3.7.3.19) 

-PN,E = -PN,E (3.7.3.20) 

i^N.E = iN,E • (3.7.3.21) 

The remaining turning proportions are 

-PN,W = 1 — .PN,S - PN,E 5 

^S,E = ^E - ON-PN,E 
Os 

and 

(3.7.3.22) 

(3.7.3.23) 

Ps,W = 1 — Ps,N - -Ps,E • (3.7.3.24) 
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3.7.4 Generalized Least-Squared Error Method 

Using Cycle Counts 

For the generalized least-squared error method, the "distance" which is 

being mininiized is the sum of squared differences between the prior turning 

volumes and the estimated turning volumes. The objective function is 

2 2 2 

min (Vn.e - I'n.E) + (^'n.s - In,s) + (I'n.w - I'n.w) 

+ (•f'E.S - + (VE,N -

+ (v's.W - V?,w) ' + (Vs.N - % (v's.E - I'i.E) ' 

/ 2 2 2 

+ (t^W,N - KT.N) + (^W,E - - ̂ w,s) • (3.7.4.1) 

Pij's are substituted for the Vij's and -P/j's are substituted for the V^j's using 

equations (3.6.2.10) to (3.6.2.21) with hats and primes added to the Pij's and 

Vij's, respectively. Then objective (3.7.4.1) becomes 

min N 

+0| 

+0l 

/ 2 2 2' 

^-Pn,E - -PN,E) + (-AM,S - -PN,S) + (-PN,W - -PN.W) 

2 2 
^•Pe,S - Pe,S) + ^-PB,W — -PE,W) + (-PE,N — -PE.N) 

2 2 2 
^-PS,W - PS,W^ + (PS,N - -PS,N) + {PS,E - -PS.E) 

2 2 
(AV,N - -PW,N) + (AV,E - Pw,e) + (AV,S - -Pw,s) +0^ 

*• » i- t ,  .  • >— TWjfc./y 

(3.7.4.2) 

Solving for PN,SJ -PE,W, Ps,n and AV,E in equations (3.6.2.22) to (3.6.2.25) and 

substituting them into objective (3.7.4.2), it becomes 
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min On \(Pn,e, - -Pn.e) + (~ Aj,e - -Pn,w + -Pn.e + -Pn,w) 

+ ^Ai,w - -PN,W) + {Pe,S - -PE,S) 

2 * 

+ (--PE,S - -PE,N + PE,S + -PE,N) + (-PE,N - -PE,N) 

+0^ 
2 ' 

(-Ps,W - -Ps.w) + (--Ps,w - Ps,e + Ps,w + Ps,e) 

+ ^-Ps.E — Ps,Ej  + (Av,N — -PW.N) 

2 * 

+ AV,N — Av,S + -Pw,N + -^W.S) + (AV,S — PW,S^ 

or 

min 20n (AI,E - •FN,E) + {PN,E - -PN,E) - -PN.W) 

+ ̂-PN,W - -PN,W) + ^PE,S — PE,S) 

+ (•PE,S - -PE,S) (-PE,N - -PE.N) + [Pe,N - -PE.N) 

+20s (Ps,W - -Ps,w) + (-PS.W - -PS,W) (-PS,E - -PS,E) 

2" " 2 
+ ^-Ps,E — Ps,E^ + ^Av,N — -PW.N) 

+ (AV,N - -PW,N) (AV,S - -Pw,s) + (AV,S - Pw,s) 

(3.7.4.3) 

(3.7.4.4) 

The overall least-squared error optimization can be written in standard matrix 

form as 

T 
min (P-P') i^(P-P') (3.7.4.5) 
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subject to 

AP = D (3.7.4.6) 

from equation (3.6.2.32), 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

P < .99 (3.7.4.7) 

and 

P > .01 (3.7.4.8) 

where 

P = 

-Pn,E 
-PN,W 
-PE,N 
Pe,s 
Ps,E 
-Ps,W 
-Pw,N 

Av,s 

(3.7.4.9) 

u = 

A = 

20^ 0^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
02 20^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 20| 01 0 0 0 0 
0 0 01 20| 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 20i Oi 0 0 
0 0 0 0 oi 20i 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 20W Oh 
0 0 0 0 0 0 I 

o
 

(M 

0 0 OE 0 -Os -Os Ow 0 
ON 0 0 0 Os 0 -Ow -Ow 

—ON —ON 0 OE 0 0 0 Ow 

(3.7.4.10) 

(3.7.4.11) 
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and 

-Dn — Os 
D = De — 0-w 

Ds — On 
(3.7.4.12) 

The solution to equation (3.7.4.5) with equation (3.7.4.6) by a Lagrange 

multipher method is 

If constraint (3.7.4.7) is not satisfied then one of the two methods 

(normalization and projection) described by Nihan and Davis (1987) can be 

used to modify the turning proportions to satisfy it. If constraint (3.7.4.8) is 

not satisfied then a truncation method presented by Nihan and Davis (1987) 

can be used to modify the turning proportions to satisfy it. 

The remaining turning proportions are 

P = P' + z/A^ (Ai/A^)"^ (D - AP') . (3.7.4.13) 

-pn,s = 1 - pn,e — pn,w (3.7.4.14) 

Pe,w = 1 - -Pe,n - -Pe.s , (3.7.4.15) 

-Ps.N = 1 — -Ps,E - Ps,W (3.7.4.16) 

and 

Pw,B = 1 — -Pw.N - Pw,S (3.7.4.17) 
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3.7.5 Generalized Least-Squared Error Method 

Using Stage Counts 

We now convert the method in subsection 3.7.4 to use stage comits instead 

of cycle counts. We will only develop the method for the North/South phase 

since it is simple to transform it into East/West form by changing notation. 

Again, we want to determine the turning proportions which minimize the sum 

of squared differences between the prior turning volumes and the estimated 

turning volumes with the constraints given in subsection 3.6.5. The objective 

function is 

The straight-through volumes, Vn^s and are foimd directly from the 

substituted for the t^j's and V"jS> by equations (3.6.4.8) to (3.6.4.13) with 

hats and double primes added to the Pi,jS and Vi,j's, respectively. The P/^-'s 

are determined by equations (3.7.1.13) to (3.7.1.16) and (3.7.1.21) to (3.7.1.24). 

Objective (3.7.5.1) can then be rewritten as 

mm in (VN,E - VS'E)% (T>N,W - VN'W)' + (v's.E - '''SIE)' 

(3.7.5.1) 

exit counts so that we do not need to estimate them. Pi ,'s and R''-'s are 

mm in On ^•Pn,e — Pn.e) + (-Pn,w — -Pn,w) 

+<^3 (-Ps.E - Ps,e) + (Ps.w - -Ps.w) (3.7.5.2) 

Since 

.PN,E + -PN,W = 1 — -PN.S , (3.7.5.3) 
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Ps,W + -Ps.e = 1 - -Ps,n , 

•^N.E + -PN,W = 1 ~ •PN,S 

(3.7.5.4) 

(3.7.5.5) 

and 

-Ps'w + Ps,E — 1 — -Ps.N , (3.7.5.6) 

then 

-pn.w — -pn,e "t" -^niw ~ -pn.e (3.7.5.7) 

and 

Ps,w — Ps,E + P3,w — Ps,B • (3.7.5.8) 

Substituting for JPN,W and Ps,w into objective (3.7.5.2) and dividing by two 

which does not change the solution, objective (3.7.5.2) becomes 

min On n (^n,e - P^,e)'1 + Oi [(Ps,E - (3.7.5.9) 

Then the overall least-squared error optimization in the standard matrix form 

can be written as 

t 
min (P-P") I/(P-P") (3.7.5.10) 

subject to 

AP = D , 

P < 1-P 

(3.7.5.11) 

(3.7.5.12) 
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and 

P > .01 (3.7.5.13) 

where 

P = 

P" 

P = 

V 

-PN,E 

^S,E 

P" •^N,E 
P" 

Pn,s 
J'S.N 

On 0 
0 01 

A = [ On, OS ] 

(3.7.5.14) 

(3.7.5.15) 

(3.7.5.16) 

(3.7.5.17) 

(3.7.5.18) 

and 

D = [Z)E] • (3.7.5.19) 

The solution for objective (3.7.5.10) with constraint (3.7.5.11), using a 

Langrange multiplier technique, is 

TN-l 
P = P" + {AuA^y (D - AP") 

which is rewritten as 

_ On-PE + QS-^n,E ~ ^N^S-Ps,E 

(3.7.5.20) 

Pn,E = 
0^ + 0^ 

(3.7.5.21) 

and 

^s,E = 
Os.De — ONOSPN^E + ON-PS,E 

O^ + Oi 
(3.7.5.22) 
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Since objective (3.7.5.10) is a convex function, if ot Ps,e do not satisfy the 

constraints (3.7.5.12) and (3.7.5.13) then they are moved to the nearest active 

constraint. So if 

-PN,E < (3.7.5.23) 

then 

Pn,E = PN-E (3.7.5.24) 

and 

Ps,E = ' (3.7.5.25) 

If 

Ps,E < Ps?E (3.7.5.26) 

then 

-Ps,E = Ps?E (3.7.5.27) 

and 

f> De- OsPs,e 
-n^,E — • (3.7.5.28) 

The remaining turning proportion estimates are 

-PN,W = 1 — Pn,s — -Pn,b (3.7.5.29) 

and 

Ps,w = 1 - Ps,N - Ps,e • (3.7.5.30) 
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3.8 Turning Proportions Estimation Methods 

without Prior Turning Proportions 

3.8.1 Introduction 

In this section, we will develop weighted least-squared error estimation 

methods which do not require prior estimates. The equations for each cycle 

are weighted according to the entering vehicle counts for that cycle. When we 

use stage counts, we will only examine the phases in the North/South direction 

since the model can be easily transformed into a East/West direction model by 

a change of notation. 
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3.8.2 Least-Squared Error Method Using Cycle Counts 

In this subsection, we develop a method to determine the turning 

proportions which minimize the weighted squared "error" between the 

corresponding exit volumes and the actual exit volumes for the intersection 

model in subsection 3.6.2 using n data sets, 

Tl ' 2 ' 

fc=l 

where the weights are 

W'' = (O^ + 0| + oi + O^) . 

(3.8.2.1) 

(3.8.2.2) 

t^j's are substituted for the Z>j's by equations (3.6.2.5) to (3.6.2.8) with hats 

added to all the variables. Then objective (3.8.2.1) becomes 

min ̂  (^E,N + + ̂ w,n ~ -^n) 
fc=i 

+ 

+ 

+ 

{yS,E + ̂,E + ~ -̂ E) 

(^W,S + ^N,S + ^E,S ~ -^s) 

(^,W + "^E.W + ~ -^w) (3.8.2.3) 

Now, Pij's are substituted for the t^j's by equations (3.6.2.10) to (3.6.2.21) 

with hats on the Pij's and Vij's. Then objective (3.8.2.3) becomes 
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t h ~  t  
(0|PE,N + 0iPs,N + 0iAv,N-i^^)' 

fc=i 

+ (psPs,E + o^av.e + on-pn,e - -de) 

+ {o^Pw,s + C)N-PN,s + OE-PE,S - -Ds) 

+ ^On-Pn,w + Oe^e,w + Os-Ps,w -

Since the total proportions must sum to one, 

PN,E + PN,s + PN,W = 1 , 

PE,S + -PE.W + -PE,n = 1 5 

•Ps,W + -Ps.N + Ps,E = 1 

(3.8.2.4) 

(3.8.2.5) 

(3.8.2.6) 

(3.8.2.7) 

and 

•Pw,N + Pw,E + Pw,S — 1 . (3.8.2.8) 

Solving for PN.S, Pe,w, JPS,N and AV,E in the previous four equations and 

substituting them into objective (3.8.2.4), which becomes 
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n r « 

min {Os + C'IPe.n - O^Pg.E - OfPg.w + A^^,N -
k=l 

+ + On-Pn,E + C)s^S,E - Ow Av,N - O^Pw,S - -Oe j 

+ (^N ~ <^n-PN,e - O^JPN.w + Oe-PE,S + O^Pw,s - -Ds) 

+ ^0| + Ai,w - OePE,N - C>|A:,s + OqPs^w -

(3.8.2.9) 

The vehicle counts are consistent so that 

On + Oe + Os + Ow = -Dn + De + -C^s + -C^w • (3.8.2.10) 

Solving for Dw in equation (3.8.2.10) and substituting it into objective 

(3.8.2.9), which is then is rewritten as 

min^ [fi + /I + /I + /1/2 + /1/3 + 72/3] 
fc=i 

(3.8.2.11) 

where 

/i = Og + Oe-PE,n - OSPS,E - OsPs.w + O^AV.N - , 

f2 = Ow + + OsPS,E - O^Pw,N - O^Pw,s - DE 

and 

/a = ~ C>NAJ,E - ONPN,W + 0|PE,S + OwPw,s — • 

(3.8.2.12) 

(3.8.2.13) 

(3.8.2.14) 

If the system is underdetermined with n data sets then an additional data set 

from a previous cycle is used to expand the rolling horizon. That is, we use 
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a rolling horizon with enough independent equations (jBrom the set of vehicle 

counts) so that the number of unknown variables is less than the number of 

linearly independent equations. 

Since the solution for objective (3.8.2.11) is the same without constant 

terms, we transform the model into the standard form excluding constant terms: 

min ^P^QP + c^P (3.8.2.15) 

subject to 

AP < D (3.8.2.16) 

and 

P > .01 (3.8.2.17) 

where 

P = -̂ E,s (3.8.2.18) 

Q1 Q2 
^ Q3 Q4 (3.8.2.19) 
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Ql = 

n , 2  

Q2 = 

Q3 = 

2j;^W'=(0^) , , 0, -Yw'^Ol.O^ 
fc=l fc=l fe=l 
n n n n 

(ofe)'. (o§)'.-EW'OSO|,-2^W'=OSO| 
&=1 fc=l k=l fc=l 

0, -E w^'ogol, 2^^ W'' (o|)(^E)' 
fc=l fc=l fc=l 

-E »''OnO|. -2E E (''E)^ ^E W' (Oe)' 
fc=l fc=l fc=l fc=l 

, (3.8.2.20) 

n n n 

fc=l k=l fc=l 
n n 

0, E^^'OnOI, 0, -Ew'oJoS, 
k=l k=l 

n n n 
-J])w'=0|0i,-2^t^'=0|0|, 0 

k=X k-1 k-X 
n n 

0, -E»'''0|0i, 0. Y,^''OsOw 
k=l k=l 

, (3.8.2.21) 

n n 

Eji^'ONOS. 0, -Ew'oloi, 0, 
fc=l A:=l 

n n n 

0, Y. W" 01,01 -2^ -Y W^OiOl 
k=l fc=l fc=l 

n n 

-E^'OnOW, 0. E^'OEOW, 0, 
A:=l /c=l 
n n n 

-E^'OSOJ^-EW^'OnOW. 0. ^w'oloi 
A:=l k=l k=l 

, (3.8.2.22) 
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Q4 = 

c = 

n n n n 

2^ w' (oi)^ E (oi)'' -^E w'oio^, -E w^'oioi 
A:=l A:=l fc=l fc=l 

n n n 

E W' (Oi)', 2E H'" (Oi)', -E W'OsOw. 0 
k=l k=l k=l 

n n n n 
-2EW=oio(i„-Ew'''oio^.2^w'^ (o^)',Ew'= (OW' 

A:=l fc=l k=l k=l 

-Ew^'oioi, 0, E»''(0?,)',2E»''(0|,)' 
fc=l A:=l fc=l 

, (3.8.2.23) 

n 

E (-0^ + - £)| + Dl) 
k-1 
n 
^ (-20^ - 0| - + J3| + 2Dl)  
k=l 
n 

(O^ + 20l + Oi - 2D^ -Dl,- Dl) 
k=l 
n 

(20^ + 0l + 0^-D^-Dl;- 2Dl) 
k==l 
n 
E W^'Oi (-Oi + + dS - £||) 
k=l 

n 

J2 (-On - 20l -0^ + 2D^ + i?| + D^) 
k=l 
n 
E W'Oi (Oi - Ol, - Dg + Bl) 
fc=l 
n 

E I '̂Ow (ON - OW + - -Ds) 
fc=l 

(3.8.2.24) 
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A = 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 

(3.8.2.25) 

and 

D = 

.99 

.99 

.99 

.99 
pmax 
-'^N,E 
pmin 
-^N,E 
pmax 

pmin 

pmax 
•^E,N 
pmin 

TDmax 
^S,E 
pmin 
-'S,E 
pmax 

pmin 
•^S,W 
pmax 
-'W,N 
pmin 
-'W.N 
pmax 
•'w.s 
pmin 

. W,S 

(3.8.2.26) 

A quadratic programming method is used to find P. 
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The remaining turning proportions are 

•PN.S = 1 — -PN,E - Pn,W , (3.8.2.27) 

Pe,w = 1 — Pe,s - Pe,n , (3.8.2.28) 

-Ps,N = 1 — ^s,w - -Ps.E (3.8.2.29) 

and 

AV,N = 1 — AV,N - Av,s • (3.8.2.30) 
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3.8.3 Least-Squared Error Method Using Stage Counts 

We now convert the method in subsection 3.8.2 to use stage counts instead 

of cycle counts. We will only develop the method for the North/South phase 

since it is simple to transform it into East/West form by changing notation. 

Again, we want to determine the turning proportions which minimize the 

weighted squared "distance" between the exit volumes corresponding to the 

estimated turning volumes and the actual exit volume for the intersection model 

in subsection 3.6.4. We use a rolling horizon which consists of the last n data 

sets. In subsection 3.6.4, we found that the model reduces to one equation with 

two unknown variables. This means that at least n=3 sets of stage counts are 

needed to make it an overdetermined system so that we can perform a least-

squares error estimation. Our objective function is 

r 2 ' 

fc=l 

where the weights are 

(3.8.3.1) 

= (0^ + Ol) . (3.8.3.2) 

VijS are substituted for the jDj's by equations (3.6.4.5) and (3.6.4.6) with hats 

on all the variables. Then objective (3.8.3.1) becomes 

min £ ir' [ (Pg,E + -£>!)'+ (v'n'w + ' 
fc=l 

(3.8.3.3) 

Now, Pij's are substituted for the Vij's by equations (3.6.4.8) to (3.6.4.13) with 

hats on the Pi/s and X^j's. Then objective (3.8.3.3) becomes 
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71 r , 

mmY.W" (0£PN,e + OiPs,E - -D|)• 
fc=l 

+ ^OnPn,W + OgPs.w - -Ow) 

Since the total proportions sum to one, 

jpn,e + -pn,s + -pn,w = 1 

and 

^s,w + -Ps,N + -Ps,e = 1 

and from vehicle conservation, 

Ol + = D% + Di + D^ + DIj . 

(3.8.3.4) 

(3.8.3.5) 

(3.8.3.6) 

(3.8.3.7) 

Solving for Pn,w, -Ps,w and -Dw previous three equations and 

substituting them into objective (3.8.3.4) and knowing that the straight-through 

turning proportions depend only on exit counts, 

Di •pk s 
^N,S - pp- (3.8.3.8) 

and 

pk _ -^N 
^S,N - , (3.8.3.9) 

then objective (3.8.3.4) is rewritten as 

n 2 

min2^^r^(0^A.,E + 0^Ps,B-I?|) - (3.8.3.10) 
k=l 
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After dividing objective (3.8.3.10) by 4 which will not change the solution, the 

optimization problem can be rewritten in the standard quadratic programming 

form as 

min ip^QP + c^P 

subject to 

AP < D , 

P > .01 , 

where 

P = -Pn,E 
•Ps,E 

Q = k=l 
n 

k=l 
n 

k=l fc=l 

^W'O^D^ 
k=l 

n C = -

k=l 

A = 

1 0 
-1  0 

0 1 
0 -1  

and 

D = 

pmax 
-'^N,E 
pmin 

-MSr,E 
pmax 
•^S,E 
pmin 
-^S,E . 

(3.8.3.11) 

(3.8.3.12) 

(3.8.3.13) 

(3.8.3.14) 

(3.8.3.15) 

(3.8.3.16) 

(3.8.3.17) 

(3.8.3.18) 
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The elements of D, defined in equations (3.6.5.13) to (3.6.5.16), (3.6.5.21) and 

(3.6.5.24), are 

= min |.99 - ftj.s. ^ or , (3.8.3.19) 

= m3B{.99 - PN.S. ^ or , {3.8.3.20) 

?^^=mm{.99-Ps,K.^or^,:§^} , (3.8.3.21) 

PsT = ™{-99--Ps.N,^or^,^| . (3.8.3.22) 

•P^E ~ max {.01,1 — -Pn,s ~ -^^w} (3.8.3.23) 

and 

~ ^ ~-^SjN ~-P^w } • (3.8.3.24) 

The cumulative means for the straight-through turning movements are 

P»max 
N^w 

Dmaoc 
-^S w 

n 

E-dI 
k=l 

Pn,s = (3.8.3.25) 

EOn 
k=l 

and 

n 

t,Dl, 

ft.N = ^ • (3.8.3.26) 

Eoi 
k=i 

Since all turning proportions are positive, if 

PN,S < -01 (3.8.3.27) 
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then set 

PN,S = .01 

and if 

-Ps,N < -01 

then set 

-Ps,N = -01 . 

Then, the solution to the unconstrained problem is 

P  =  - { Q ) - ' c  

(3.8.3.28) 

(3.8.3.29) 

(3.8.3.30) 

(3.8.3.31) 

So 

P = 

(of) 
k=l k=l k-l k~l 

n n n n 

Y ^ (0^)^ Y1 W'O^D 
k=l k=l k=l k=l 

E (''N)' E (Os)' - E W'OnOS 
k=l k=l U=1 

(3.8.3.32) 

If the denominator in equation (3.8.3.32) is zero, it is because we do not 

have enough linear independent data sets. To resolve this problem, we can 

either expand the rolling horizon until the denominator is non-zero or use the 

generalized least-squared error method with the turning estimates from the 

previous cycle as the priors. 
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Since objective (3.8.3.10) is a strictly convex function, if its unconstrained 

solution, equation (3.8.3.32), is not within the bounds of the constraints, then 

the constrained solution is on the closest active boundary. So if 

PN,E < (3.8.3.33) 

then 

Pn,E — (3.8.3.34) 

and 
n 

Y.V'Ol (ZJ| - 0&PN,E) 

Ps.E = — 5 . (3.8.3.35) 

k=l 

If 

Ps,e < Ps"e (3.8.3.36) 

then 

Ps,e = Ps"e (3.8.3.37) 

and 
n 

(o| - OlPs,e) 

PN,E = — s • (3.8.3.38) 

k=l 

The remaining turning proportion estimates are 

-PN,W = 1 — Pn,S — PN,E (3.8.3.39) 

and 

Ps,w = 1 - -Ps.N - ̂s,E- (3.8.3.40) 
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3.8.4 Least-Squared Error/ 

Generalized Least-Squared Error Method 

with Stage Counts 

The least-squared error/generalized least-squared error method is an 

approach to improve the least-squared error method. If the solution to the 

constrained least-squared error problem lies on the boundary of the constraints 

then it is very hkely that the solution to the unconstrained least-squared error 

problem was infeasible and that this solution had to be moved to the boundary 

to make it feasible. Since the actual turning proportions usually do not lie 

on the boundary of the constraints, the turning proportion estimates from 

the least-squared error method which lie on a constraint might be improved 

by applying the generalized least-squared error method using the turning 

proportion estimates from the previous cycle as the prior turning proportions. 

The generahzed least-squared error method was chosen since it has a closed-

form solution while the maximum entropy/minimum information method does 

not. This least-squared error/generalized least-squared error method can 

only be used after the fourth cycle since three cycles are needed to the turning 

proportion estimates by the least-squared error method. 
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3.9 Experimental Results 
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Figure 3.9.1 - Turning Proportions of Data Set 1. 

We developed Data Set 1 for figure 3.1.3 where the proportion of left-

tiurning vehicles fironi direction Z at intersection A decrease when an incident 

occurs at X. Z is to the north of intersection A and X is east of Intersection 

A. Figure 3.9.1 illustrates the values of the left-turning proportions for the 15 

cycles in Data Set 1. The cumulative proportions is the weighted average of the 

last 3 turning proportions. 

We now compare the maximum entropy (ME) method in subsection 3.7.2.1 

which uses cycle counts with the ME method in subsection 3.7.2.2 which uses 

stage counts. The estimated turning proportions from the previous cycle are 

used as the prior turning proportions for the current cycle. The initial prior 

turning proportions were made to match the actual turning proportions for the 

initial cycle. They are 0.3 for N-)-E, 0.6 for N^S, 0.1 for N->W, 0.3 for E^S, 
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0.4 for E—>W, 0.3 for E—)-N, 0.1 for S—)-W, 0.5 for S^N, 0.4 for S—)-E, 0.1 for 

W—>N, 0.7 for W—>-E and 0.2 for W—)-S. For the figures in this subsection, the 

numbers in parentheses are the initial prior turning proportion estimates for left 

turns firom the North, right turns from the North, left turns from the South and 

right turns from the South, respectively when the phase is North/South. 

Figure 3.9.2 illustrates the actual turning proportions and the two ME 

estimated tiarning proportions by using the sum of the vehicle counts for the 

previous three cycles. When using cycle counts, the maximum absolute error 

was 10.8% and the average absolute error was 4.10%. When using stage counts, 

the maximum absolute error was 1.6% and the average absolute error was 

0.44%. 

Figure 3.9.3 also illustrates the actual turning proportions and the two ME 

estimated turning proportions by using the sum of the vehicle counts for the 

previous three cycles. Now, the initial prior turning proportions were changed 

to 0.1 for N^E, 0.5 for N—)-S, 0.4 for N^W, 0.1 for E—>-S, 0.5 for E—>W, 0.4 for 

E-^N, 0.1 for S->W, 0.5 for S^N, 0.4 for S^E, 0.1 for W-^N, 0.7 for W^E 

and 0.2 for W—>S. When using cycle counts, the maximum absolute error was 

20.2% and the average absolute error was 14.79%. When using stage counts, 

the maximum absolute error was 8.7% and the average absolute error was 

7.07%. 

Figures 3.9.2 and 3.9.3 show that the ME method is better when stage 

count are used instead of cycle counts. 
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Figure 3.9.2 - Maximum Entropy Method 

with the Actual Proportions as the Initial Prior. 
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Figure 3.9.3 - Maximum Entropy Method 

with Errors in the Initial Prior. 
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Now we compare the generalized least-squared error (GLS) method in 

subsection 3.7.3.3 which uses cycle counts with the GLS method in subsection 

3.7.3.3 which uses stage counts. The estimated turning proportions from the 

previous cycle are used as the prior turning proportions for the current cycle. 

The initial prior turning proportions were made to match the actual turning 

proportions for the initial cycle. They are 0.3 for N-)-E, 0.6 for N—J-S, 0.1 for 

N^W, 0.3 for E^S, 0.4 for E^W, 0.3 for E->N, 0.1 for S->W, 0.5 for S^N, 

0.4 for S-)-E, 0.1 for W->N, 0.7 for W^E and 0.2 for W^S. 

Figure 3.9.4 illustrates the actual turning proportions and the two GLS 

estimated turning proportions by using the sum of the vehicle counts for the 

previous three cycles. When using cycle counts, the maximum absolute error 

was 17.1% and the average absolute error was 6.42%. When using stage counts, 

the maximum absolute error was 4.0% and the average absolute error was 

1.29%. 

Figure 3.9.5 also illustrates the actual turning proportions and the two GLS 

estimated turning proportions by using the sum of the vehicle counts for the 

previous three cycles. Now, the initial prior turning proportions were changed 

to 0.1 for N-)-E, 0.5 for N->-S, 0.4 for N->W, 0.1 for E—>-S, 0.5 for E-)-W, 0.4 for 

E-^N, 0.1 for S->W, 0.5 for S->N, 0.4 for S^E, 0.1 for W->N, 0.7 for W->E 

and 0.2 for W^S. When using cycle counts, the maximum absolute error was 

26.8% and the average absolute error was 18.22%. When using stage counts, 

the maximum absolute error was 10.5% and the average absolute error was 

5.80%. 

Figures 3.9.4 and 3.9.5 show that the GLS method is better when stage 

count are used instead of cycle counts. 
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Figure 3.9.4 - Generalized Least-Squared Error Method 

with the Actual Proportions as the Initial Prior. 
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Figure 3.9.5 - Generalized Least-Squared Error Method 

with Errors in the Initial Prior. 
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Now we compare the least-squared error (LS) method in subsection 3.8.2 

which uses cycle counts with the least-squared error method in subsection 3.8.4 

which uses stage counts. Figure 3.9.4 illustrates the actual turning proportions 

and the two LS estimated turning proportions by using the vehicle counts for 

the previous three cycles. When using cycle coimts, the maximum absolute 

error was 80.0% and the average absolute error was 14.31%. When using stage 

counts, the maximum absolute error was 10.0% and the average absolute error 

was 2.75%. 
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Figure 3.9.6 - Least-Squared Error Method. 

Figure 3.9.6 illustrates that the LS method was better when stage count are 

used instead of cycle counts. 

Figures 3.9.2 to 3.9.6 illustrate that all the methods which we tested gave 

better turning proportion estimations with stage coxmts than with cycle counts. 
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Figure 3.9.7 - Two Methods Using Stage Counts. 

Figure 3.9.7 illustrates that the GLS estimates can be better or worse than 

the LS estimates depending on the initial prior estimates. For the best GLS 

method, the actual turning proportions was used for the initial prior estimates. 

The maximum absolute error was 4.0% and the average absolute error was 

1.29%. For the GLS method which used another initial prior estimates, the 

maximum absolute error was 10.5% and the average absolute error was 5.80%. 

For the LS method which does not need priors, the maximum absolute error was 

10.0% and the average absolute error was 2.75%. 
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Figure 3.9.8 - Three Methods Using Stage Counts. 

The least-squared error/generalized least-squared error (LS/GLS) method 

from subsection 3.8.5 was compared with the LS and the GLS methods. Figure 

3.9.8 illustrates that the LS method can be improved if the turning proportion 

estimates lie on the constraints, by applying the generalized least-squared error 

method using the previous turning proportion estimate as the prior turning 

proportion estimate. This method can only be used after the fourth cycle 

since three cycles are needed for the initial tmrning proportion estimates by 

the least-squared error method. For the best GLS method, the actual turning 

proportions were used as the initial prior estimates. The maximum absolute 

error was 4.0% and the average absolute error was 1.29%. For the LS method, 

which does not need prior estimates, the maximum absolute error was 10.0% 

and the average absolute error was 2.75%. For the LS/GLS method, which also 

does not need priors, the maximum absolute error was 2.2% and the average 
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absolute error was 0.41%. 
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Figure 3.9.9 - Three Method Using Stage Counts from Real Data. 

Figure 3.9.9 use data collected at the Speedway Blvd./Mountain Ave. 

intersection in Tucson, AZ. The initial prior estimates were the actual values 

for initial cycle so that the GLS method having the best results could be 

compared with the other methods. The maximum absolute error was 14.6% 

and the average absolute error was 4.94%. For the LS method, which does not 

need prior estimates, the maximum absolute error was 22.5% and the average 

absolute error was 9.40%. For the LS/GLS method, which does not need prior 

estimates, the maximimi absolute error was 22.50% and the average absolute 

error was 7.54%. 

In summary, all methods tracked the turning proportions well. The 

LS/GLS error method improved the LS method, and performs better than the 
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others when the prior estimates are not too accurate. 
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3.10 Predicting Turning Proportions for 

Four-Legged Intersections 

After we have estimated the turning proportions for a cycle based on the 

most current detector data, and if necessary, prior expectations, we need (for 

adaptive traffic control) to predict the turning proportions for the next cycle. 

For estimation methods which use vehicle counts from 3 cycles, the underlying 

model assumes that the turning proportions are smoothed estimates of the last 

3 cycles. Hence, we may predict that the turning proportions for the next cycle 

are simply the current estimated proportions. 

Estimated turning proportions which are determined with only one set 

of vehicle counts are actually observed turning proportions. We present 3 

methods to smooth the observed turning proportions so that we may predict the 

txurning proportions for the next cycle: the moving simple average, the moving 

exponential average and the moving cumulative average. In what follows, the 

Pi,j's will denote the estimated turning proportions and the Pi,j's will denote 

the predicted turning proportions. 

In the moving simple average method, we take the average of the turning 

proportions from the last N cycles to predict the turning proportions for the 

next cycle, 

k 

(3.10.1) 

k 

(3.10.2) 
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E pk w 

. (3.10.3) 

t ^.w 
= i=!̂  , (3.10.4) 

t ^l,N 

.P|,N = (3.10.5) 

and 

Pis- = • (3.10-6) 

E Pi. 
k-N+: 

S,E ~ JY 

For moving exponential average method, we find weighted averages between 

the estimated turning proportions from the last cycle, and the predicted 

turning proportions for that cycle, to predict the turning proportions for 

the next cycle, 

= ̂ ^N,E + (1 - «)P^,E , (3.10.7) 

P̂ '̂  = Q:Pn,s + (1 ~ Q̂ )-Pn,S 5 (3.10.8) 

= <^-Pn,W + (1 ~ <^)-PN,W : (3.10.9) 

-^s,w = ̂ Ps,w + (1 ~ <^)-Ps,w ! (3.10.10) 

•^S,N^ = Q:-Ps,n + (1 ~ <^)-Ps,N 5 (3.10.11) 

Ps^ = + (1 ~ <^)^s,E 5 (3.10.12) 

where a is a parameter, 

0 < a < 1 . (3.10.13) 
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In this method, the parameter a , as well as the initial prior estimates Pij^s 

need to be specified. 

The moving cumulative average method takes the number of tiirning 

vehicles in the last N cycles, 

Vij = OfPtj . (3.10.14) 

and divides it by the total number of entering vehicle corresponding to that 

turning movement's entrance in the last N cycles to predict the turning 

proportions for the next cycle, 

k 

ptj-l ̂  t=k-N+l ^ P 

E 01 
£=k-N+l 

By using equation (3.10.14), equation (3.10.15) can be rewritten as 

^ On-PN,I 

P&S = > (3.10.16) 

£=k-N+l 

On-PN,S 

, (3.10.17) 

e=k-N+l 

^ On-PN,W 

' (3-10.18) 

^=fc-JV+l 
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^s-Ps,w 
t= 

's,w PsM = , (3.10.19) 

1] 
£=k-N+l 

^ ^S-^S,N 
£=k-N+l pk+i ^ t-k iv+i (3.10.20) 

E 'S 
£=k-N+l 

and 

E 0S^S,E 
pM ^ e=i-N+i _ ^3 

E OS 
e=k-N+i 

The moving cumulative average method should perform better than the 

moving simple average method if there is a high variance in the vehicle entrance 

counts since the proportions in the moving cumulative average method are 

weighted by the vehicle entrance counts. For example, if the number of straight-

through vehicles was 1, 3 and 15 for 5, 6 and 20 entering vehicles, respectively, 

the simple average would be 

- + - + — 
^ \ ^  =  . 4 8 3  ( 3 . 1 0 . 2 2 )  

o 

while the cumulative average would be 

^  ^  5  +  6 ( 2 0  =  

which is a better predictor of the probabihty that the next vehicle will be a 

straight-through one. 
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We used the moving cimaulative average method to find the cumulative 

average of the actual turning proportions over 3 cycles (the circles) in all the 

figures in section 3.9. 
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3.11 Application of the Intersection Models to the Streets 

In this section, we discuss some issues in applying our estimation methods 

in the field. Our methods apply to the intersection layout scenarios which 

require vehicle counts at several locations surrounding the intersection. 

Most prevalent detectors used on signalized arterial streets and at freeway 

on-ramps are presence detectors and passage detectors. A presence detector 

is activated when a vehicle is occupying the the detector's zone. When the 

percentage of time the detector is occupied (referred to as occupancy) is close 

to 100%, the presence detector registers a presence of a vehicle. Normally a 

presence detector indicates whether or not there is a standing queue of vehicles. 

A passage detector is activated when a vehicle passes through the detection 

zone and is used to count the vehicles that pass through its detection zone for 

a specified time interval. Passage detectors are used to measure the traffic in 

a lane or a road. A common practice is to have presence detectors at some 

of the stop lines and, sometimes, passage detectors halfway between adjacent 

signalized intersections or a few hundred feet upstream. 

For every scenario discussed in this chapter, we need vehicle counts for 

each lane at the stop line. In the ideal situation for our methods, we would 

like to have passage detectors placed in all the lanes of the entrance to the 

intersection. In scenarios with shared lanes, we need exit passage detectors. 

Furthermore, information on the signal status also needs to be included in 

the data collection process so that the counts for each stage can be recorded 

correctly. Practically, it may not be possible to implement exit detectors at 

an intersection although Varaiya (2002) shows a photograph where Caltrans 
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has installed two exit loop detectors in each lane at an intersection to count 

vehicles and measure vehicle speeds. If such exit detectors are not available, we 

still need to estimate the exit flow, for each stage, when needed. An approach 

to do this is to estimate this flow from counts through available downstream 

detectors, regardless of their distance downstream. Since the number of 

vehicles that move through the intersection is needed for each stage, the counts 

from the downstream detectors need to be corrected for the travel time from the 

stop line detectors to the downstream detectors. Hence, this travel time needs 

to be given in our methods. 

There can be several sources of counting errors which were ignored 

throughout our intersection analyses except when the vehicle counts were 

inconsistent (see section 3.3). Detectors errors could be caused by (1) defective 

devices or (2) vehicles activating none or two detectors at a time. Detection 

errors not due to detector malfunction include (3) vehicles leaving or entering 

the system between the entrance and exit counts because of side streets, 

driveways or on-street parking, and (4) vehicles making illegal movements such 

as red-light running. Also, an error in the asstmied travel time between the 

upstream and downstream detectors can place vehicles in the wrong stages, 

resulting in significant errors in the turning proportions. Sensitivity and error 

analysis of om: estimation methods are topics of future research. 
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3.12 Summary and Conclusions 

In this chapter, we examined, developed and tested several techniques to 

estimate the turning proportions of vehicles for common four-legged intersection 

layouts. New models using vehicle counts according to the lane and the stage 

of the phase which were developed in this dissertation. We assumed that 

the vehicle detection system had the ability to record the signal status when 

the detected vehicles enter the intersection and that travel time estimates are 

available to determine the stage of exiting vehicles. 

The turning proportion estimation method for a specific intersection 

depended on its layout and stages. There are 5 basic North/South stages 

during a cycle: (1) Protected straight-through and right-turn movements, and 

permitted left-turn movements for vehicles arriving from both directions; (2) 

Protected straight-through and right-turn movements for vehicles arriving from 

both directions; (3) Protected left-turn movements and permitted right-turn 

movements for vehicles arriving from both directions; (4) Protected left-turn, 

straight-through and right-turn movements for vehicles arriving from the North 

direction, and permitted right-turn movements for vehicles arriving from the 

South direction; and (5) Protected left-turn, straight-through and right-turn 

movements for vehicles arriving from the South direction, and permitted right-

turn movements for vehicles arriving from the North direction. There are 6 

basic intersection layout scenarios for vehicles arriving at the intersection from 

the North and South direction: (1) No shared lanes; (2) One share lane in one 

dfrection; (3) One shared lane in both direction; (4) Two shared lanes in one 

direction; (5) Two shared lanes in one direction and one shared lane in the other 
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direction; and (6) two shared lanes in both directions. 

The estimation methods for turning proportions for scenarios (1-5) and 

for all stages (A-E) and scenario 6 for the stages B-E, are simple and straight 

forward to perform and require stage counts for one cycle. A model was 

developed to estimate U-turns proportions for intersections under the scenario 

1. 

Estimating turning proportions for scenario 6, stage A is difficult to 

estimate and we developed several estimation methods for it. One approach 

(GLS) required prior turning proportion estimates and stage counts for one 

cycle. The other approach (LS) required no prior turning proportion estimates 

but stage counts for three cycles. 

Along with these new models using stage counts, we developed 

corresponding models which used cycle counts so that we could compare our 

stage-count based results to previous studies which used counting times which 

were greater than a cycle such as an hour or a day. 

Simulated and actual data was used to compared the estimation methods. 

The methods using stage counts always performed faster and were more 

accurate than the methods which used cycle counts. The accuracy of the 

methods which used prior estimates varied according to the accuracy of the 

initial prior estimates. The least-squared error method had better accuracy 

when compared with the maximum entropy and generahzed least-squared 

methods with poor prior estimates. A least-squared error/generalized least-

squared error method was developed to improve the constrained least-squared 

error method when estimates were located at the boundary of active constraints. 

This method did improve some estimates and never worsened any. It is 
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recommended that this method be used when stage counts are available for 

the more difficult layouts and for applications such as real-time adaptive traffic 

control. 
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"They were rushing down that freeway, messed around and got lost. 

They didn't care, they were just dyin' to get off" 

-The Eagles in Life in the Fast Lane 

4 
THE ESTIMATION 

OF SPLIT PARAMETERS 
ON FREEWAYS 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we will extend two methods that we developed to rapidly 

estimate turning proportions for intersections in chapter 3 to rapidly estimating 

split parameters for freeways. The first method uses a generalized least-squared 

error method which requires prior split parameter estimates with one set of 

vehicle counts. The second method, based on least-squared error minimization 

requires no prior split parameter estimates but requires several sets of vehicle 

counts. Both of these methods use a fixed number of steps. 

By "freeway", we will mean a stretch of highway that has only grade-

separated interchanges and full access control. We will examine only one 

direction of the freeway since the analysis of the model is the same for vehicles 

traveling in the opposite direction. We will assume that a system is available 

which monitors vehicles and accurately estimates vehicle travel times between 

the vehicle detectors - so that a group of vehicle movements can be predicted 

between detectors. 

The origins are entrances and the destinations are the exits on the 
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freeways. Since there is only one path which a vehicle can take to go from an 

origin to a destination on a freeway, each origin-destination (OD) pair has a 

unique route. The split parameters are the proportions of vehicles travehng 

from an origin to downstream destinations. The vehicle flow on a route is 

found by multiplying the vehicle flow at the route's origin with the route's spht 

parameter. The vehicle flow at any location on a freeway is the sum of the 

vehicle flows of the routes which traverse that location. Thus, if vehicle flows 

and split parameters at the origins can be accurately predicted then we can 

accurately predict the vehicle flows down the freeway. 

To manage the traffic flow on a freeway, one needs to predict the flow based 

on current conditions. When a nonrecurrent incident occurs on a busy freeway, 

rerouting methods such as DMS (Dynamic Message Signs) and HAR (Highway 

Advisory Radio), and traffic signal controls for surrounding intersections and 

freeway ramps, are the "controls" which allow one to manage the freeway. 

There are three major types of nonrecurrent incidents on freeways 

1) "Rubbernecking". No lanes are closed. The most common reason is 

drivers slowing to view a wrecked vehicle or a vehicle stopped by pohce. 

2) Partial Closxnre. Some lanes are closed. Vehicle breakdown; vehicle 

collision, road construction/maintenance; and debris such as dead 

animals are common causes for some lanes to be closed temporarily. 

3) Total Closure. All lanes are closed. The usual cause is for road 

construction/maintenance, clean-up of snow/ice, chemicals and vehicles 

from multiple-collision accidents. Also included are roads which collapse 

from heavy rains, earthquakes and other disasters. 

During an unexpected traffic slowdown, vehicles which are short distances 
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from their planned freeway exit tend to make last moment detours to avoid 

extra traffic by leaving the freeway before their intended exits, while vehicles 

which have planned to exit farther downstream are more inclined to remain 

on the freeway. To forecast the increase of traffic flow exiting the freeway 

upstream from the incident, a rerouting model needs to know the vehicle flows 

at the off-ramps which are the product of the split parameters and the freeway 

entrance volumes. 

W X. E 

Di O, 1>3 0̂  A O .  

A —— B C F -
n i l  1 1 1 — 1 1 1 — 1 1  r  

Figure 4.1.1 - A Four-Interchange Freeway with an Incident. 

For example, in figure 4.1.1, a vehicle breakdown at X blocks a eastbound 

lane of a 4-interchange segment of freeway. Stop-and-go traffic builds up 

behind the incident. The following rerouting strategies during the incident wiU 

likely occur: 

1) Some vehicles from W which planned to exit the freeway at interchange 

2 and go to intersection B will now exit the freeway at interchange 1 and 

turn left at intersection A to reach intersection B. 

2) Some vehicles from W which planned to exit the freeway at interchange 

3 and go to intersection C will now exit the freeway at interchange 1 and 
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turn left at intersection A to reach intersection C or will exit the freeway 

at interchange 2 and turn left at intersection B to reach intersection C. 

3) Some vehicles from W which planned to exit the freeway at interchange 

4 and go to intersection F will now exit the freeway at interchange 1 

and turn left at intersection A, exit at interchange 2 and turn left at 

intersection B, or exit at interchange 3 and turn left at intersection C 

to reach intersection F. 

4) Some vehicles from W which did not plan to leave this freeway segment 

will now exit the freeway at interchange 1 and turn left at intersection 

A, exit at interchange 2 and turn left at intersection B, or exit at 

interchange 3 and turn left at intersection C to reach intersection F 

where they will turn left and then enter the freeway at interchange 4. 

5) Some vehicles which were going to enter the freeway at interchange 1 

and exit at interchange 2, 3 or 4, enter at interchange 2 and exit at 

interchange 3 or 4, or enter at interchange 3 and exit at interchange 4, 

will now not even enter the freeway. 

6) Some vehicles which were going to enter the freeway at interchange 1, 

2 or 3 to continue on the freeway past E will now enter the freeway at 

interchange 4. 

Prom these rerouting strategies, the sum of split parameters from W to 

all the destinations upstream of the incident (interchanges 1, 2 and 3) will 

increase while ones downsteam of the incident (interchange 4 and the end of 

the freeway segment, E) will decrease. The split parameters with origins at the 

interchanges before the incident (1, 2 and 3) to the end of the freeway segment 

(E) will also decrease. We would like to determine these changes in the split 
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parameters as soon as they occur. 

Some split parameter estimation methods need only one set of vehicle 

counts but a prior split parameter estimation is required. The accuracy of 

these methods is highly dependent on the accuracy between the prior estimates 

and the actual values. Other spht parameter estimation methods need no prior 

estimates but require a a longer time frame which hurts their responsiveness. 

Current estimation methods are highly inaccurate when they are needed 

the most for traffic management, during times of sudden and highly irregular 

changes in the split parameters due to vehicle rerouting caused by unforeseen 

events such as nonrecurrent incidents. To address this problem, a least-squared 

error method with a rolling horizon is developed which relies only on short-term 

vehicle counts. 

We will present the virtual box approach which attempts to consider 

consistent vehicle counts. The approach assumes that the beginning of each 

freeway segment and all the on-ramps and off-ramps have vehicle detectors. 

Furthermore, it assumes that the time for the virtual box to travel from the on-

ramp and arrive at the off-ramp is known. For example, some type of speed 

detector might be able to estimate the travel time of the virtual box. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: section 4.2 gives the 

notation of the models; section 4.3 develops standard freeway models for one, 

two, three, four and N on-ramp/off-ramp pairs and develops the virtual box 

vehicle counting method; section 4.4 develops a spht parameter estimation 

method which needs prior split parameter estimates; section 4.5 develops a 

spht parameter estimation method which does not need prior spht parameter 

estimates; section 4.6 combines the methods in sections 4.4 and 4.5; section 
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4.7 examines and compares the results of the estimation methods; and the 

final section, 4.8, simimarizes the results and discusses the conclusions of this 

chapter. 
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4.2 Nomenclature 

Dj - The location j where the vehicles exit the freeway segment. 

Dj - The niimber of vehicles that exited the freeway segment at j. 

Dj - The number of vehicles that exited virtual box k Sit j. 

Oi - The location i where the vehicles enter the freeway segment. 

Oi - The number of vehicles that entered the freeway segment at i. 

Of - The number of vehicles in virtual box k that entered the freeway at i. 

The split parameter (proportion) of vehicles that travel from i and to j. 

Sij - The estimated split parameter (proportion) of vehicles that travel from i 

and to j. 

The average split parameter (proportion) of vehicles that travel from i 

and to j. 

S'i j - The prior estimated split parameter (proportion) of vehicles that travel 

from i and to j. 

S'/j - The adjusted prior estimated split parameter (proportion) of vehicles 

that travel from i and to j. 

Ti - The location where the vehicles cross interchange 

Vij - The number of vehicles that travel from i and to j. 

Vij - The estimated number of vehicles that entered the freeway segment at i 

and exit at j. 

VK - The estimated number of vehicles in virtual box k that entered at i and 

exit at j. 

Vij - The average number of vehicles that entered the freeway segment at i 

and exit at j. 
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VIj - The prior estimated number of vehicles that entered the freeway segment 

at i and exited at j. 

Vl'j - The adjusted prior estimated number of vehicles that entered the freeway 

segment at i and exited at j. 

Note that Dj and Oi in italic type are volimaes while Dj and Oj in standard 

type are locations. 
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4.3 The Standard Freeway Model 

4.3.1 Introduction 

In this section, we develop a traflfic flow model for a standard freeway. 

Vehicles are allowed to enter and exit the freeway only at the freeway ends 

and at interchanges. Vehicles are not allowed to make U-tm-ns. (Although law 

enforcement vehicles are allowed to make U-turns on the freeway, these traffic 

flows may be negligible since a very few such vehicles perform these U-turns.) 

An interchange usually contains ramp pairs (successive off-ramp and on-

ramp) such as the diamond interchange (figure 4.3.1.1) which has one ramp pan-

in each direction and the cloverleaf interchange (figure 4.3.1.2) which has two 

ramp pairs in each direction. The ramp order for a 4-level stack interchange 

(figure 4.3.1.3) usually is off-ramp, off-ramp, on-ramp and on-ramp in each 

direction. In our model, we consider only diamond interchanges. For the 

other types of interchanges, we combine the exit volumes of the off-ramps 

together and we combine the entrance volumes of the on-ramps. After the 

spUt parameters are estimated, each ramp's spht parameters is determined by 

its ramp vehicle coimt proportion to the combined ramp vehicle count. For 

example, if the estimated split parameter to a two off-ramp interchange is 0.3 

and 10 vehicles exited from the first off-ramp and 20 vehicles exited from the 

second off-ramp of the interchange, we estimate the spht parameters to be 0.1 

for the first off-ramp and 0.2 for the second off-ramp (since the second off-ramp 

had twice as many vehicles exiting it than the first off-ramp and the sum of the 

split parameters of these off-ramps needs to be equal to 0.3). 

Chapter 5 presents another approach which transforms a cloverleaf 
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interchange into two diamond interchanges and a 4-level stack interchange into 

three diamond interchanges. Using this approach, the split parameters for each 

ramp of the interchange are estimated separately. 

Figure 4.3.1.1 - A Diamond Interchange. 



Figure 4.3.1.2 - A Cloverleaf Interchange. 
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I 

Figure 4.3.1.3 - A Four-Level Interchange. 
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4.3.2 The Virtual Box Model 

For our estimation models, we need a series of vehicle counts. A popular 

method for counting vehicles as they progress down the freeway is to count 

the vehicles for a constant time interval and start the count for the next 

downstream detector when the first vehicle is expected to arrive and end the 

count when the last vehicle is expected to pass over the detector. This method 

leads to inconsistent (entrance volumes do not equal exit volumes) vehicle 

counts between detectors since the speed of vehicles vary; there is an undercount 

when vehicles are slower than the expected speed or an overcount when the 

vehicles are faster than the expected speed. We would like a vehicle counting 

system where the vehicle counts do not need to be changed to eliminate 

inconsistencies. A change in counts will increase error in the estimates. 

We now present a virtual box concept for vehicles counts which do not 

have vehicle count inconsistencies. The virtual box idea was developed from 

viewing helicopter video which followed a vehicle platoon above a freeway. 

If we can identify each vehicle in the video, then we can easily calculate the 

split parameter for each platoon. The virtual box method tries to imagine a 

box containing a platoon progressing down a freeway using passage detectors 

such as induction loops, sonar and video which follow the virtual box. At the 

beginning of the freeway segment, boxes either have a uniform time length 

or a constant vehicle count. For example, all the boxes contain the number 

of vehicles that passed over the initial detector in 30 seconds or a block of 50 

vehicles that passed over the initial detector. The box count remains constant 

between interchanges. Vehicle are subtracted from the box when they exit the 

freeway at an off-ramp and are added to the box when they enter the freeway 
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at an on-ramp. When the straight-through count plus the off-ramp count at 

an interchange equals the number of vehicles in the box that left the previous 

interchange, the box is regarded as having passed that interchange and no more 

vehicles entering from the on-ramp can be added to the box. 

A good estimate of travel time between the location of the off-ramp and 

on-ramp detectors and the freeway is needed to determine which box a vehicle 

enters and exits. A good estimate of the lead vehicle's travel time between 

interchanges is necessary for vehicles to stay within their box and not be 

counted in another box. 

Figure 4.3.2.1 - One Virtual Box at 6 Instances in Time. 

Figiire 4.3.2.1 illustrates one virtual box at 6 different times as it progresses 

down a freeway. The times are at 0, 70, 130, 220, 330 and 410 seconds. 

Suppose the leading edge of the box was traveling at 80 mph before 

interchange 1 and after interchange 6. The leading edge was traveling at 30 

mph at interchange 4. The average speed of the box's leading edge through the 

freeway segment was 70 mph. 
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Figure 4.3.2.2 - 7 Virtual Boxes at an Instant in Time. 

The group of virtual boxes can be thought of as a train with a set of 

boxcars where the boxcars can be compressed or expanded lengthwise but 

remain in the same order. Figure 4.3.2.2 illustrates a group of 7 boxes at 

an instant in time. These boxes started with the same length in time, one 

minute. Box 4 is the shortest of all the boxes because there is a bottleneck at 

interchange 4 which is causing the vehicles to slowdown and that also increases 

vehicle density on the freeway between interchanges 3 and 4. 

In figure 4.3.2.3, vehicles 1 and 3 are in Box A and vehicles 2 and 4 are in 

Box B before the interchange. At the interchange (figure 4.3.2.4), vehicles 3 

and 4 exit the freeway and vehicles 5 and 6 enter the freeway. Vehicle 5 enters 

Box A and vehicle 6 enters Box B and remain in those boxes as they travel 

down the freeway (figure 4.3.2.5) 

B 

Figure 4.3.2.3 - A Border before an Interchange. 
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Figiire 4.3.2.4 - A Border at an Interchange. 

Figure 4.3.2.5 - A Border after an Interchange. 

The vehicle count in every box remains constant between interchanges. 

When the frontmost vehicle in a box passes the rearmost vehicle in the 

preceding box, the vehicles change boxes so that boxes do not become 

intertwined and the vehicle count in both boxes remains the same. 

In figures 4.3.2.6 and 4.3.2.7, vehicle A is the last vehicle in the lead Box 1 

and vehicle B is the first vehicle in the following Box 2. Vehicle A is travehng 

slower than vehicle B. In figure 4.3.2.8, vehicle B has drawn even with vehicle 

A so that the two boxes are adjoint. In figures 4.3.2.9 and 4.3.2.10, vehicle B 

has passed vehicle A and vehicle B is moved to Box 1 while vehicle A is moved 
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to Box 2 so that the number of vehicles in both boxes remain the same. 

Figure 4.3.2.6 - Two Boxes Traveling in Succession. 

Figure 4.3.2.7 - Two Boxes Traveling in Succession. 

Figure 4.3.2.8 - Two Adjoint Boxes Traveling in Succession. 
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Figure 4.3.2.9 - Two Boxes Traveling in Succession. 

Figure 4.3.2.10 - Two Boxes Traveling in Succession. 

In the succeeding subsections, we will estimate split parameters using 

vehicle counts from successive virtual boxes. 
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4.3.3 Freeways with One Interchange 

Is:;;: 

Figure 4.3.3.1 - A Freeway with One Interchange 

Figure 4.3.3.1 illustrates a freeway segment with one interchange. We 

need the minimum of 5 detector locations, one at each of the 2 origins (the 

beginning of the freeway segment, W and the on-ramp at interchange 1), one at 

each of the 2 destinations (the end of the freeway segment, E and the off-ramp 

at interchange 1) and one at the interchange crossing. There are 3 OD pairs: 

W—^Di, and Oi—^E. 

The split parameters are 

(4.3.3.1) 

(4.3.3.2) 

and 

- "or • 
(4.3.3.3) 

The nimabers of vehicles entering the freeway segment are 

Ow = ^,Di + ^,E (4.3.3.4) 

and 

Oi = Vbi.E • (4.3.3.5) 
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The numbers of vehicles exiting the freeway segment are 

Dx = yw,Dx (4.3.3.6) 

and 

De = Vw,E + ^Oi,E • (4.3.3.7) 

Substituting the Vij's from equations (4.3.3.4) to (4.3.3.6) into equations 

(4.3.3.1) to (4.3.3.3), the split parameters are rewritten as 

S'w.Di = 77^ 5 (4.3.3.8) 
Cw 

= 1 - 'S'w.Di (4.3.3.9) 

and 

5oi,E = 1 • (4.3.3.10) 

Note that all the split parameters for freeway segments with one interchange are 

found directly from the vehicle counts. 
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4.3.4 Freeways with Two Interchanges 

Figure 4.3.4.1 - A Freeway with Two Interchanges. 

Figure 4.3.4.1 illustrates a freeway segment with two interchanges. We 

need a minimum of 8 detector locations, one at each of the 3 origins (the 

beginning of the freeway segment, W and the on-ramp at interchanges 1 and 

2), one at each of the 3 destinations (the end of the freeway segment, E and the 

oflF-ramp at interchanges 1 and 2) and one at each of the 2 interchange crossings. 

There are 6 OD pairs; W—^Di, —^D2) —^E, Oi—^D2) and O2—^E. 

The split parameters are 

(4.3.4.1) 

(4.3.4.2) 

(4.3.4.3) 

(j _ ypuD. 
(4.3.4.4) 

(4.3.4.5) 

and 

O _ ̂ 02 ,E 
So2,E • (4.3.4.6) 
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The niunbers of vehicles entering the freeway segment are 

Ow = ^,Di + ^,D2 + ̂ ,E 5 (4.3.4.7) 

01 = Vb„D3+Vb„B (4.3.4.8) 

and 

02 = T/o2,E . (4.3.4.9) 

The numbers of vehicles exiting the freeway segment are 

Di = Vw,Di ' (4.3.4.10) 

D2 = Vw.Dz + ^Oi,D2 (4.3.4.11) 

and 

De = Vw,B + ^Oi,E + ^02,E • (4.3.4.12) 

Substituting the Vij's from equations (4.3.3.7) to (4.3.3.11) into equations 

(4.3.3.1) to (4.3.3.6), the split parameters are rewritten as 

'S'w.Di = 5 (4.3.4.13) 

Ow'S'W,D2 + OiSoi,D2 = ^2 , (4.3.4.14) 

S-w,E = 1 - 5'W,Di — S-w,D2 ' (4.3.4.15) 

'S'oi.E = 1 -'5OI,D2 (4.3.4.16) 

and 

5O2,E = 1 . (4.3.4.17) 
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There axe 4 unknown split parameters, Sw.Da) ^Oi,D2 'S'oi.E-

All split parameters are positive so we make them at least .01. The sum of 

the split parameters with the same origin equals one, thus, 

Sw,Di + 'S'w.Da + 'S'w,E = 1 (4.3.4.18) 

and 

Soi,D2 + Soi,E = 1 • (4.3.4.19) 

The constraints for the unknown spht parameters are 

5W,D2 > -01 , (4.3.4.20) 

Sw,E > -01 , (4.3.4.21) 

So^,D, > .01 (4.3.4.22) 

and 

So,,E > .01 - (4.3.4.23) 

Since 5w,Di is known and 5w,e and 5oi,e are found by the other unknown 

split parameters from equations (4.3.4.15) and (4.3.4.16), using constraints 

(4.3.4.21) and (4.3.4.23) with equations (4.3.4.18) and (4.3.4.19), we get the 

constraints 

3^,02 < (-99 —5w,Di) (4.3.4.24) 

and 

< -99 , (4.3.4.25) 

respectively. 
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4.3.5 Freeways with Three Interchanges 

— 
—^or 

Figure 4.3.5.1 - A Freeway with. Three Interchanges. 

Figxire 4.3.5.1 illustrates a freeway segment with three interchanges. We 

need a minimum of 11 detector locations, one at each of the 4 origins (the 

beginning of the freeway segment, W and the on-ramp at interchanges 1 to 3), 

one at each of the 4 destinations (the end of the freeway segment, E and the 

off-ramp at interchanges 1 to 3) and one at each of the 3 interchange crossings. 

There are 10 OD pairs: W—^Di, 'W—^D25 —^E, Oi—^D2) Oi—^Ds, 

Oi—^E, O2—O2—^E and O3—>-E. 

The split parameters are 

0„ • 
(4.3.5.1) 

c ^W,D2 
ow,D2 - n 

Cw 
(4.3.5.2) 

c, _ '^W,D3 
~ Ow ' 

(4.3.5.3) 

II H (4.3.5.4) 

0 . ^^1 ,D2 
'^OijDa : (4.3.5.5) 

c. •^OijDs 5 (4.3.5.6) 

50i,E , (4.3.5.7) 
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•So„o. = , (4.3.5.8) 
C/2 

5o=,E = ̂  (4.3.5.9) 

and 

So.,E = (4.3.5.10) 

The numbers of vehicles entering the freeway segment are 

Ow = Vw,Di + "^,02 + + ^,E , (4.3.5.11) 

01 = Vo„d2 + ^Oi,D3 + ^o„E , (4.3.5.12) 

02 = VO3.D3+VO2,E (4.3.5.13) 

and 

03 = Fo3,E . (4.3.5.14) 

The numbers of vehicles exiting the freeway segment are 

= yw,Di , (4.3.5.15) 

D2 = Vw,D2+V-o„i3. , (4.3.5.16) 

Dz = ^w.Ds + ^Oi,£)3 + ^02,Dz (4.3.5.17) 

and 

Db = ^W,E + ^Oi,E + ^02,E + ^Oa.E • (4.3.5.18) 

Substituting the V^j's from equations (4.3.5.11) to (4.3.5.17) into equations 

(4.3.5.1) to (4.3.5.10), the split parameters are rewritten as 

'S'w,Di = 77^ : (4.3.5.19) 
Cw 
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Ow'S'w,D2 + <5i'5'oi,D2 = D2 , (4.3.5.20) 

OwSw,Dz + OI'5oi,D3 + 025O2,D3 = Dz , (4.3.5.21) 

Sw,E = 1 - ('S'w.Di + Sw,D2 + '5W,D3) ' (4.3.5.22) 

501,E = 1 - (*S'OI,D2 + 'S'OI,D3) 5 (4.3.5.23) 

502,e = 1 - SO2,D3 (4.3.5.24) 

and 

503,E = 1 • (4.3.5.25) 

There are 8 unknown spht parameters, 5w,D2) 'S'w.Dsj Sw,e, Soi,D2^ -^01,035 

5OI,E, -502,03 and so2,e-

All split parameters are positive so we make them at least .01. The sum of 

the split parameters with the same origin equals one, thus, 

'S'w,Di + 'S'w.Da + 'S'w,D3 + 'S'w,E = 1 , (4.3.5.26) 

-^01,02 + 'S'oi,D3 + 'S'oi.E = 1 (4.3.5.27) 

and 

^Oa.Ds + 5'O2,E = 1 • (4.3.5.28) 

The constraints for the unknown split parameters are 

5w,d, .  > -01 ,  i  =  2 ,3 ,  (4 .3 .5 .29 )  

-^w.E ^ -01 , (4.3.5.30) 
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5o„d, >.01, i = 2,3, (4.3.5.31) 

501,E > -01 , (4.3.5.32) 

502,D3 > -01 (4.3.5.33) 

and 

'502,E > .01 . (4.3.5.34) 

Since 5w,Di  is known and Sw.e, Soi,e and 5o2,e are found by the other 

unknown split parameters from equations (4.3.5.22) to (4.3.5.24), using 

constraints (4.3.5.30), (4.3.5.32) and (4.3.5.34), and equations (4.3.5.26) to 

(4.3.5.28), we get the constraints 

*S'W,D2 +'S'WjDs < (.99 —S'w,Di) 5 (4.3.5.35) 

'S'oi,D2 +'S'OI,D3 < .99 (4.3.5.36) 

and 

5O2,D3 < .99 , (4.3.5.37) 

respectively. 
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4.3.6 Freeways with Four Interchanges 

Figure 4.3.6.1 - A Freeway with. Four Interchanges. 

Figure 4.3.6.1 illustrates a freeway segment with four interchanges. We 

need a minimum of 14 detector locations, one at each of the 5 origins (the 

beginning of the freeway segment, W and the on-ramp at interchanges 1 to 4), 

one at each of the 5 destinations (the end of the freeway segment, E and the 

off-ramp at interchanges 1 to 4) and one at each of the 4 interchange crossings. 

There are 15 OD pairs: W^Di, W-4D2, W^Ds, W^D4, W-^E, Oi^-D2, 

Oi—Oi—^D4, Oi—>-E, O2—O2—^04, O2—^E, O3—^D4, O3—^-E and O4—^E. 

The split parameters are 

(4.3.6.1) 

(4.3.6.2) 

(4.3.6.3) 

(4.3.6.4) 

(4.3.6.5) 

c, _ Vbi,D2 
So^,D, 

q _ ^Oi,D3 

(4.3.6.6) 

(4.3.6.7) 



S0i,D4 = ̂ Oi.D4 
Oi 

_ V"Oi,E 
5OI,E , 

^02 jDs 

S02,D4 = 

So2,E = 

'S'03,D4 = 

So2,E 

^02 .D3 
O2 ' 

^02,D4 
02 ' 

0̂2 ,E 
02 ' 
^03,D4 

03 ' 

^03 .E 
03 

and 

'S'o4,E = ^04 ,E 
O4 

The numbers of vehicles entering the freeway segment are 

Ow = Vw-.Di + ^,D2 + ̂ ,D3^W,D4 + ̂ ,E J 

01 = Vbi,D2 + ^Oi,D3 + ^OI,D4 + ^Oi,E 5 

02 = ^02,D3 + V02,r>4 + ^02 ,E , 

O3 = "1^03,D4 + '^b3,E 

and 

O4 = V'o4,E • 

The numbers of vehicles exiting the freeway segment are 
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(4.3.6.8) 

(4.3.6.9) 

(4.3.6.10) 

(4.3.6.11) 

(4.3.6.12) 

(4.3.6.13) 

(4.3.6.14) 

(4.3.6.15) 

(4.3.6.16) 

(4.3.6.17) 

(4.3.6.18) 

(4.3.6.19) 

(4.3.6.20) 

Di = Vw,Di ' (4.3.6.21) 
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D2 = VW,D,+VO^,D, , (4.3.6.22) 

D3 = Vw.Ds + ^Oi,D3 + ̂ Oa.Ds (4.3.6.23) 

and 

D4 = VW,D4 + ^Oi,D4 + ^02,D4 + ^03,D4 (4.3.6.24) 

and 

De = VW,E + Vbi,E + '^b2,E + Vba.E + ^04,E • (4.3.6.25) 

Substituting the from equations (4.3.6.16) to (4.3.6.24) into equations 

(4.3.6.1) to (4.3.6.15), the split parameters are rewritten as 

Sw,D. = ̂  , (4.3.6.26) 
Uw 

OWSW,D2 + OiSoi,D2 = ^2 , (4.3.6.27) 

Ow'S'w.Ds + OI5oi,D3 + C>25'O2,D3 = Dz , (4.3.6.28) 

OW'S'W,D4 + OiSoxj)4, + 02502,04 + OzSozj>A — -^4 > (4.3.6.29) 

'S'w,E = 1 - ('S'w,Di + "S'w.Ds + •S'W,D3 + 'S'W,D4) 5 (4.3.6.30) 

'S'Oi.E = 1 - (^Oi.Dz + 'S'Oi.Ds + 'S'Oi,D4) : (4.3.6.31) 

'S'oz.E = 1 - ('S'O2,D3 + 'S'O2,D4) 5 (4.3.6.32) 

5'O3,E = 1 - 5O3.D4 (4.3.6.33) 

and 

5O4,E = 1- (4.3.6.34) 
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There are 13 unknown split parameters, 5w,D2 5 'S'w,D3 5 S-w,D4, S-w,e, 

5'oi,D35 'S'oi,D4! Sq^^e, 5'o2,D3, 502,04? 'S'o3,D4 and 5o3,e-

All split parameters are positive so we make them at least .01. The sum of 

the split parameters with the same origin equals one, thus, 

'S'w,Di + 5'W,D2 + 'S'w.Ds + 'S'W,D4 + 'S'w.E = 1 , 

'S'Oi.Da + -^Oi.Ds + 'S'OI,D4 + •S'Oj.E = 1 j 

*^02JD3 5O2,D4 *^02,E 1 

(4.3.6.35) 

(4.3.6.36) 

(4.3.6.37) 

and 

'S'o3,D4 + 'S'O3,E = 1 • (4.3.6.38) 

The constraints for the unknown split parameters are 

Sw,Dj > -01 , j = 2,3,4 , 

5W,E > -01 , 

'S'oi,Dj. >-01 , j = 2,3,4, 

'S'oi,E > -01 , 

'S'o2,DJ. >-01 , i = 3,4, 

'S'o2,e > -01 , 

503,04 > -01 

and 

(4.3.6.39) 

(4.3.6.40) 

(4.3.6.41) 

(4.3.6.42) 

(4.3.6.43) 

(4.3.6.44) 

(4.3.6.45) 

'S'o3,e > -01 (4.3.6.46) 
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Since 5w,Di is known and Sw,e, •S'oi.e, 5'o2,e and 5o3,e are found by the 

other unknown split parameters from equations (4.3.6.30) to (4.3.6.33), using 

constraints (4.3.6.40), (4.3.6.42), (4.3.6.44) and (4.3.6.46), and equations 

(4.3.6.35) to (4.3.6.38), we get the constraints 

Sw,Dn + SW,D3 + 'S'W,D4 ^ (-99 ~ 'S'w,Di) ^ (4.3.6.47) 

'S'OI,D2 + 'S'oi.Ds + 'S'OI,D4 < -99 , (4.3.6.48) 

'S'o2,D3 +'S'o2,D4 < -99 , (4.3.6.49) 

and 

5O3,D4 < -99 , (4.3.6.50) 

respectively. 
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4.3.7 Freeways with N Interchange 

Ml 
Figure 4.3.7.1 - A Freeway with N Interchanges. 

Figure 4.3.7.1 illustrates a freeway segment with N interchanges. We need 

a minimum of (3JV + 2) detector locations, one at each of the {N + 1) origins 

(the beginning of the freeway segment, W and the on-ramp at interchanges 1 to 

N), one at each of the {N + 1) destinations (the end of the freeway segment, E 

and the off-ramp at interchanges 1 to N) and one at each of the N interchange 

crossings. There are {N'^/2 + SN/2 + l) OD pairs: W—>Di, ..., W—^•Djv, W—^E, 

Oi—^D25 - • • 5 Oi—^DjV) Oi—^E, ..., On—i—^DjVj Ojv—i—and Ojv—^E. 

The split parameters are 

(4.3.7.1) 

(4.3.7.2) 

=  i  =  l , N - l ,  j  =  i  +  l , N  (4.3.7.3) 

and 

S0„E = i^, i = (4.3.7.4) 

The numbers of vehicles entering the freeway segment are 

N 

Ow = ̂ 2 + '^W,E 
i=i 

(4.3.7.5) 
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and 

N 

O i =  Vbi,Dj+'l^O;,E , i = l,JV. (4.3.7.6) 
j=i+l 

The numbers of vehicles exiting the freeway segment are 

Dj = yw,D, + Y. , i = 1, iV (4.3.7.7) 
i=l 

and 

N 

De = Vw,E + ̂  ̂i,E • (4.3.7.8) 
i=l 

Substituting the Vjj's from equations (4.3.7.5) to (4.3.7.7) into equations 

(4.3.7.1) to (4.3.7.4), the spht parameters are rewritten as 

S'w.Di = 'q^ ' (4.3.7.9) 

i-i 
OwSw,Di + ̂  OiSoi,Dj = Dj , j = 2,N , (4.3.7.10) 

i=l 

AT 

'S'w.E = 1 — 'S'w.Di — X^'5'w,Dj- 5 (4.3.7.11) 
J=2 

N 

Si,E = 1-1] i = 1, iV - 1 (4.3.7.12) 
j=i+l 

and 

So^,E = 1 • (4.3.7.13) 

There are (iV^/2 + 3N/2 — 1) unknown split parameters, Sw,Dj with j from 2 to 

N, 5w,E) Soi,Dj with i from 1 to (AT — 1) and j from i+1 to N, and Sq^^e with 

i from 1 to (N — 1). 
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All split parameters are positive so we make them at least .01. The smn of 

the split parameters with the same origin equals one, thus, 

N 

Sw,T>j + Sw,E = 1 (4.3.7.14) 
i=2 

and 

N 

Soi,Dj + Soi,E = 1 , 2 = 1, iV - 1 . (4.3.7.15) 
j=i+l 

The constraints for the imknown split parameters are 

Sw,Dj > -01 , j = 2,... ,N , (4.3.7.16) 

Sw,E > -01 , (4.3.7.17) 

SouDj > .01 , i = l,N-l , j = i + l,N (4.3.7.18) 

and 

Soi,E > .01 , i  =  l , N - l  ,  (4.3.7.19) 

Since 5W,Di known and 5W,E and Sq^e for I = l,iV — 1 are found by the 

other unknown split parameters from equations (4.3.7.11) to (4.3.7.12), using 

constraints (4.3.7.17) and (4.3.7.19), and equations (4.3.7.14) to (4.3.7.15), we 

get the following constraints: 

N 

Sw,Dj < (-99 - 5w,Di) (4.3.7.20) 
j=2 

and 

N 

52 < -99 , i = 1, iV - 1 (4.3.7.21) 
i=2 

respectively. 
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4.4 Generalized Least-Squared Error Method 

for the Freeway Model 

4.4.1 Introduction 

In this section, we will develop a generalized least-squared error method 

which require prior split parameters. Since prior split parameters are assumed, 

only one complete set of counts from a virtual box is needed for the estimation 

method. The initial prior split parameters, assumed for the first box, maybe 

based on historical data or simply guesses such as equal ratios (1/iV,... ,1/iV) 

for the N off-ramps from a freeway entrance. After the initial prior split 

parameter estimates are used on the first box, the posterior split parameters 

from each previous box are used as the priors which makes the method a 

dynamic one. 

We denote Sw,Di which is determined directly from vehicle counts as 

5w,Di • of parameters are positive, so if 

< -01 (4.4.1.1) 

then set 

^w.Di = -01 . (4.4.1.2) 

Since 5w,Di is known, the other prior spht parameters from origin W must be 

modified such that for N interchanges, 

N 

+ '^W.E = 1 ~ , (4.4.1.3) 
i=2 

where and g are the adjusted prior split parameters. We want all 

of the prior split parameters for the iinknown split parameters to be scaled 
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proportionally so that 

qii c" 
•^W.D • D 

J  =  2 , i V - l ,  m = j + l,N (4.4.1.4) 
^W,D„ 

and 

q" Q// 
D • "Jw p 

=  j  =  2 , N - l .  (4.4.1.5) 
'^W,E 

where and ^ are the given prior estimates of the spht parameters. 

From equations (4.4.1.3) to (4.4.1.5), we find that 

^ , j = 2,N (4.4.1.6) 

5^ + 5w,E 
m=2 

and 

5;^,E = . (4.4.1.7) 

^ "^W.D^ + ^W,E 
m=2 

The prior split parameters for the other entrances do not need to be adjusted so 

^Oi,Dj = ̂ Oi,Dj 5 i = 1,N — 1 , j = i + 1,N (4.4.1.8) 

and 

^Oi,B — ^Oi,B : i = 1, iV — 1 . (4.4.1.9) 

The estimated split volume from entrance i to exit j is 

Voi,Vj = 0iSoi,Oj (4.4.1.10) 
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while the adjusted prior split volume is 

K'uPj = . (4.4.1.11) 

In this approach, we determine the split parameters corresponding to 

spht volumes which minimize the sum of the squared diflFerences between them 

and adjusted prior split volumes. The standard matrix form of the objective 

function is 

T 
min (V-V") ^V-V") . (4.4.1.12) 

and S'/ys are substituted for the Vi^s and ^'^s by using equations 

(4.4.1.10) and (4.4.1.11). The S'/jS are determined by equations (4.4.1.1), 

(4.4.1.2), (4.4.1.6) and (4.4.1.7). Then objective (4.4.1.12) is rewritten as 

min (S-S") z/(S-S") (4.4.1.13) 

subject to 

AS = D , (4.4.1.14) 

BS < C (4.4.1.15) 

and 

S > .01 . (4.4.1.16) 

We will specify S, S", u, A, B, C and D for a freeway segment with 2, 3, 4 

and N interchanges in the succeeding subsections. The solution to optimize 

objective (4.4.1.13) with constraint (4.4.1.14) using a Lagrange multipher 

method is 

S = S" + x/A^ (Ai/A^)'^ (D - AS") . (4.4.1.17) 
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4.4.2 Freeways with Two Interchanges 

Dj O] Oj 

Figure 4.4.2.1 - A Freeway with Two Interchanges. 

Figure 4.4.2.1 illustrates the freeway segment with two interchanges from 

subsection 4.3.4 for which objective function (4.4.1.12) becomes 

min (Vw.Dj - 14/,Ds) + (^w,e - I'w.e) 

+ {Vo,.D, - + (^'o.,E - VS..e)' . (4.4.2.1) 

The Vi^s and V^'^s are replaced using equations (4.4.1.10) and (4.4.1.11) and 

then objective (4.4.2.1) is rewritten as 

min ^'5W,D2 ~ 'S'WJDS) — Sw,b^ 

+0? (So.,D. - SX.,t,,)' + Of (So.,E - SS.,e)' • (4.4.2.2) 

The 5i,E's and ^j-'g's are replaced using equations (4.3.4.15) and (4.3.4.16) with 

hats and double primes on the variables Sij's, respectively. Since they are both 

equal to "SwiDn 

5W,Di = ^w,Di • (4.4.2.3) 

After dividing by two, which does not change the solution, objective (4.4.2.2) 

can be rewritten as 

min (^Sw,D2 — '^'^,02) + (*^01,02 — "^01,02) (4.4.2.4) 
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and in standard matrix form, 

T 
min (^S-S") 

subject to 

AS = D , 

BS < C 

and 

S > .01 

(4.4.2.5) 

(4.4.2.6) 

(4.4.2.7) 

(4.4.2.8) 

where 

S = 

S" = 

V = 

A = 

"^01,02 

c" *^W,D2 
C" 
'^Oi,r>2 

Oh 0 
0 of 

Ow Oi 

D = p2] , 

B = 1 0 
0 1 

c = .99 — 5'w,Di 
.99 

(4.4.2.9) 

(4.4.2.10) 

(4.4.2.11) 

(4.4.2.12) 

(4.4.2.13) 

(4.4.2.14) 

(4.4.2.15) 

Constraints (4.4.2.7) and (4.4.2.8) are from constraints (4.3.4.20), (4.3.4.22), 

(4.3.4.24) and (4.3.2.25). 
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Equation (4.4.1.17), the solution to the optimization of objective (4.4.2.5) 

using only equation (4.4.2.6) reduces to 

'i'W,D2 = -^w.D, + I Q^ I (4.4.2.16) 

and 

OOi,D2 = ^Oi.Da + i I • (4.4.2.17) 

Note that except for notation, equations (4.4.2.16) and (4.4.2.17) are the same 

as equations (3.7.5.17) and (3.7.5.18) for the generalized least-squared error 

method to estimate turning proportions using stage counts. If the 5j,j's found 

in equations (4.4.2.16) and (4.4.2.17) do not satisfy constraints (4.4.2.7) and 

(4.4.2.8), methods presented in Nihan and Davis (1987) can be used to find 

5i,j's which will satisfy them. 

The remaining split parameters are 

= 1 - -^w.Di - '5W,D2 (4.4.2.18) 

and 

"^Oi.E = 1 — • (4.4.2.19) 
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4.4.3 Freeways with Three Interchanges 

Figure 4.4.3.1 - A Freeway with Three Interchanges. 

Figure 4.4.3.1 illustrates the freeway segment with three interchanges from 

subsection 4.3.5 for which objective function (4.4.1.12) becomes 

min (Vw.Da - + (^w,D3 - ̂w.Ds) + (^w,e - 1^w,e) 

+ (>b.,D. - + (Vo. A - + {yo,.E - Vi'„Ey 

+ - Vo,.D,y + (Vo,.B - • (4.4.3.1) 

The Vij^s and V/ys are replaced using equations (4.4.1.10) and (4.4.1.11) and 

then objection function (4.4.3.1) is rewritten as 

min Ow ~ -S'w.Do) + ^'5w,D3 — •S'w.Ds) 

+^W ('^W,E - 'S'W,E) + ('^Oi,D2 - 'S'o^ j 

+0; (So.,D. - Sg.,0,)' + of (So„E - SS.,e)' 

+O2 ^5O2,D3 ~ •^02,03) + *^2 (^Oj,E — • (4.4.3.2) 

The Si^E^s and S^'^s are replaced using equations (4.3.5.22) to (4.3.5.25) with 

hats and double primes added on the variables Si^s, respectively. Since they 

are both equal to 5w,Di , 

5w,Di = '^w.Di • (4.4.3.3) 



Objective function (4.4.3.2) is rewritten as 

2 

min 20^ (S w ,D2  ~ ^w ,D2 ^  

+201 (5oi,D. - + 20? (SOI,D3 -

+20i(5o„D3-5^„D3)'  

+20%f (5W,D2 - *5^,02) (-^WjDs - 'S'w^Ds) 

+20I (5OI,D2 - '5O,,D,) (-501,03 - -501,03) 

and in standard matrix form, 

T 
min (S-S") 1/(s - S") 

subject to 

AS = D , 

BS < C 

and 

S > .01 

where 

Sw,D2 
'5W,D3 
-^OijDs 
-^OijDs 
5O2,D3 
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v = 

to
 

0
 

Olvr 0 0 0 
oi 20|^ 0 0 0 

0 0 201 01 0 
0 0 01 201 0 
0 0 0 0 201 

(4.4.3.10) 

A = 

D = 

B = 

Ow 0 Ox 0 0 
0 Ow 0 Oi O2 

D 2  
D z  

1 1 
0 0 

0 0 0 
1 1 0  

and 

C = 

0 0 0 0 1 

.99 - 5W,Di 
.99 
.99 

(4.4.3.11) 

(4.4.3.12) 

(4.4.3.13) 

(4.4.3.14) 

Note that using hats and double primes on the 5i,j's in equation (4.4.3.9) gives 

the S and S", respectively. The constraints (4.4.3.7) and (4.4.3.8) are from 

constraints (4.3.5.29), (4.3.5.31), (4.3.5.33), and (4.3.5.35) to (4.3.5.37). 

Equation (4.4.1.17), the solution to the optimization of objective (4.4.3.5) 

using only equation (4.4.3.6), becomes 

S = S" + {AuA^)'^ (D - AS") . (4.4.3.15) 

If the Si/s found in equation (4.4.3.15) do not satisfy constraints (4.4.3.7) 

and (4.4.3.8), methods presented in Nihan and Davis (1987) can be used to find 

5ij's which will satisfy them. 

The remaining split parameters are 

'S'w.E = 1 — -^W.Di - 'S'w.Dz ~ (4.4.3.16) 
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-^OI.E = 1 —-^OI.DS --^OI.DS (4.4.3.17) 

and 

SO2,E = 1 - ̂OS.DS • (4.4.3.18) 
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— 

— îSroz— ôr— 

Figure 4.4.4.1 - A Freeway with Four Interchanges. 

Figure 4.4.4.1 illustrates the freeway segment with four interchanges from 

subsection 4.3.6 for which objective function (4.4.1.12) becomes 

min (Vw.D, - + (^%,Da - I'w.Ds) + (I'WiD, - VJJ.D,) 

+ (Vw,E - V^,E)' + (vb.,D. - + (l^O.,D, - VJ'.,!,,)' 

+ (V'0„D. - + {Vo,.B - V6'.,e)' + (V'C.D. -

+ (vb^D. - + {Vo„E - VS„e)' + (vb.,D. -

+ (vbs.E - Vq^.e) • (4.4.4.1) 

The Vi^s and Kj's are replaced using equations (4.4.1.10) and (4.4.1.11) and 

then objective (4.4.4.1) is rewritten as 
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2 2 

min 0%j ~ 'S'w,D2) ^'^w,D3 ~ '^'wjDs) 

('^W,D4 ~ 'S'W,D4) + ^'5W,E ~ 'S'W,E) 

+0l (So^,-D2 - -^Oi.Dz) + Ol (So^,-Dz - -^Oi.Ds) 

+0l (5o,D. - + Ol (5O„E -

+ 0| (5O2,D3 - -^Oo.Ds) + O l  (5O2,D4 - -^02,04) 

+0l {So..,e - 5^2,e)' + (5o3,d4 - 5^^3,0,)' 

+0| ̂ '?03,E ~ '^'63,• (4.4.4.2) 

The 5i,E's and 5j''e's are replaced using equations (4.3.6.30) to (4.3.6.33) with 

hats and double primes on the variables Sij's, respectively. Since they are both 

equal to 5w,Di 5 

5w,Di = 3W,D, • (4.4.4.3) 

Objective function (4.4.4.2) is rewritten as 
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"^W.Do) + ^'^W,D3 — 'S'W,D3) 

+20%j ^<SW,D4 ~'S'W,D4) +2O1 (<^01,02 - ^0.02)' 

+20l (5oi,D3 -5O„D3)'  + 20? (-501,04 - •^01,04) 

+201 ^5O,,D3 ~ -^02.03) + 20| (502,04 — •^02,04) 

+2O2 (5O3,D4 - '^'03,04) 

+20w - *S'W,D2) ('^W,D3 - <5^,03) 

+20w ^*5W,D2 - 'S'w.Do) (*^W,D4 - 'S'W,D4) 

+20%j ^5W,D3 - ('5W,D4 - *5^,04) 

+20I (So^x>2 ~'^01,02) (*^01,03 ~ '^Oi,D3^ ) 

+20f (5OI,D2 -•^Oi.Da) (^Oi,D4 ~ "^01,04^ ) 

+2O1 (5OI,D3 ~'^0I,D3) (<^01,04 ~ *^01,04^ ) 

+2O2 (^02,03 ~ "^02 .Dg) (-^02,04 ~ *^02,04^ ) (4.4.4.4) 

and in standard matrix form, 

T 
min (S-S") (4.4.4.5) 

subject to 

AS = D , (4.4.4.6) 

BS < C (4.4.4.7) 



w 

-I r -1 r 
o o o b b b >(^ CO to o o o 
o o o hJ 1 1 

o o o I-' o o o 

o o t-' o 

o o M o 
o o o 

o o h-i o 
o o p 

o •-' o o 

o H-' o o o o l-» o 

I—" o o o 
O o o 

O O o lO 

O O O O O O Q 
to 

o o o o o 

^ c*^ 
o o o o o 

^ ̂  O o o o o o o 

o o o O q O o o o  

O O o oi^i^o o o 

rs ' ^ O o o o o o o  

r> o o Kx c c d o o o o  lolo""^ 

to 
O o o o o o o o o  tOlO 

to to 

(/) 

CoijlCoCoCoCoCoCoCo O O O O O O <! <! ̂  
b  b  b  b  b  b  b  b  b  ^  u  c i  ^  ̂  t Y  ^  

(T> H CD (/)> 

IV 

b 

P5 l=! 
a. 

i o  bo 
co co 
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and 

C = 
.99 — 5W,Di 

.99 

.99 

.99 

(4.4.4.14) 

Note that using hats and double primes on the Si^s in equation (4.4.4.9) 

gives S and S", respectively. The constraints (4.4.4.7) and (4.4.4.8) are 

from constraints (4.3.6.39), (4.3.6.41), (4.3.6.43), (4.3.6.45), and (4.3.6.47) to 

(4.3.6.50). 

Equation (4.4.1.17), the solution to the optimization of objective (4.4.4.5) 

using only equation (4.4.4.6) becomes 

S = S" + {AuA^y^ (D - AS") . (4.4.4.15) 

If the Sij's foimd in equation (4.4.4.15) do not satisfy constraints (4.4.4.7) 

and (4.4.4.8), methods presented in Nihan and Davis (1987) can be used to find 

5ij's which will satisfy them. 

The remaining split parameters are 

5'W,E = 1 - Sw,Di ~ SW,D2 ~ '5W,D3 — 'S'W,D4 j 

*^Oi,E 1 *^01,00 *^Oi,D3 ^OI,D4 : 

^02 jE 1 *^02 jDs ^02 ,D4 

(4.4.4.16) 

(4.4.4.17) 

(4.4.4.18) 

and 

•^OsjE 1 ^Os,G4 • (4.4.4.19) 
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4.4.5 Freeways with N Interchcinge 

• ». o.^ — •^^ToiT" 

Figure 4.4.5.1 - A Freeway with N Interchanges. 

Figure 4.4.5.1 illustrates the freeway segment with N interchanges from 

subsection 4.3.7 for which objective function (4.4.1.12) becomes 

N 

E (^W,Dj - + (^W,E - 1^W,E) 
3=2 

+ E E (^o.D, + (t>o.E-1^6'.E)' • (4.4.5.1) 
i=l j=i+l i—1 

The t^ij's and V^'^s are replaced using equations (4.4.1.10) and (4.4.1.11) and 

then objective (4.4.5.1) is rewritten as 

N 

min y^Q|y ^5w,Dj — — •S'^.e) 
3=2 

N-l AT 2 

+ E E O? (So„Dj - + E O? (So„E - Sg,3) .(4.4.5.2) 
2=1 j=i+l i=l 

*»// The 5i,E's and are replaced using equations (4.3.7.11) to (4.3.7.12) with 

hats and double primes on the respectively. Since they both equal 

S'WjDi 5 

'S'WjDi — 'S'w (4.4.5.3) 
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Objective function (4.4.5.2) is rewritten as 
N N 

min 20^^2 - 'S'w,Dm) 
j=2 m=j 

+2E0? E E (So,Di -  Sg.,r , j)  (So„i>.  -
i=l j=i+lm=j 

and in standard matrix form, 

T 
min u(s~s"^ 

subject to 

AS = D 

BS < C 

and 

S > .01 

where 

(4.4.5.4) 

(4.4.5.5) 

(4.4.5.6) 

(4.4.5.7) 

(4.4.5.8) 

S = 

row 

1 
2 

N - 1  
N  

2 N - 2  
2 N - 1  

3iV-4 
3JV-3 

N ^ / 2  +  N / 2 - 2  
N ^ / 2  +  N / 2 - 1  

Sw,D2 
Sw,D3 

5W,D;v 
*^Oi ,D2 

502 jDs 

503 ,D4 

^0N — 2y^N 

^ON-i,DN 

(4.4.5.9) 
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v = 

i/w 0 

0 vi 

0 

vz 

0 

Z/jV-2 0 

0 

a {N"^ jl + A^/2 — 1) X [N^ 12 + A^/2 — 1) square matrix with 

(4.4.5.10) 

row 

1 

2 

column 
2  N - 2  N - 1  

^AV = 

N - 2  
N - 1  

row 

20^ 01, 

Oh 

Oi 
01 

w 
w 202 w 

1 

2 

i/i = 

N - 2  
N - 1  01 

row 1 

1 

r/2 = 

Ar-3 
N - 2  

column 
2  N - 2 N  

201 01 Ol 

Of 

201 . 

Oi •••  • 

Oi . . .  .  

Of 20? 

column 
2  N - Z N - 2  

. . .  Oi 

Oi 
Oi 20i 

(4.4.5.11) 

(4.4.5.12) 

(4.4.5.13) 



row 
coliunn 

2  N - 4 N - 3  

1 

2 
I's = 

iV-4 
iV-3 

20i Oi . 

oi 

Oi 

Oi 

Oi 
Oi 20i 

^N-2 
20^_2 0^_2 
0^_2 20^_2 

and 

I'iV-l 

A = 

20|,_i 

Aw Ai A2 A3 . . .  Ajv-2 AJV-1 

a (iV — 1) X (JV^/2 + iV/2 — 1) matrix with 
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(4.4.5.14) 

(4.4.5.15) 

(4.4.5.16) 

(4.4.5.17) 

row 1 
1 

Aw = 

AT- 2 
JV- 1 

Ow 0 

0 

column 
2 iV-2Ar-l 

... 0 

0 
0 Ow 

(4.4.5.18) 

column 
row 1 2 iV — 2iV—1 

... 0 

Ai = 

1 

2 

N - 2  
N - l  

Oi 0 

0 

0 
0 Oi 

(4.4.5.19) 
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A2 = 

row 
1 

2 

3 

N - 2  
N - 1  

1 
0 

O2 

0 

column 
2  N - Z N - 2  

. 0 

0 
0 O2 

(4.4.5.20) 

A , =  

row 
1 
2 

3 

4 

N - 2  
N - 1  

1 
0 
0 

O3 

0 

column 
2  N - 4 N - 3  

0 
0 

0 
0 O3 

(4.4.5.21) 

row 

•^N-2 = iV - 3 

N - 2  
N - 1  

0 
ON - 2  0 

0 ON - 2  .  

and 

An-I = 

row 
1 

N - 2  
N - 1  

0 
On-1 

D = 
D2 

Dn 

(4.4.5.22) 

(4.4.5.23) 

(4.4.5.24) 



B = Bw Bi B2 . . .  Biv-2 Bjv-]  

a iV X (iV^/2 + N / 2  —  1) matrix with 

column 
row 1 — 1 

Bw = 

1 
2 

N  

.. 1 

. 0 

. 0 

column 
r o w  1  N  —  1  
1 
2 

Bi = 3 

N  

0 . . 0 
1 . . 1 

• 
0
 

• 
0
 

0 . . 0 

column 
r o w  1  N  —  2  

1 
2 
3 

B2 = 4 

N  

row 
1 '0 0 

N - 2  0 0 
N - 1  1 1 

N  0 0 

(4.4.5.25) 

(4.4.5.26) 

(4.4.5.27) 

(4.4.5.28) 

(4.4.5.29) 

and 
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Bjsr_i = 

row 

N - 1  
N  

(4.4.5.30) 

and 

C = 

row 
1 
2 

N  

.99 — 5w,Di 
.99 

.99 

(4.4.5.31) 

Note that using hats and double primes on the Sij's in equation (4.4.5.9) gives 

the S and S", respectively. The constraints (4.4.5.7) and (4.4.5.8) are from 

constraints (4.3.7.16), (4.3.7.18), (4.3.7.20) and (4.3.7.21). 

Equation (4.4.1.17), the solution to the optimization of objective (4.4.5.5) 

using only equation (4.4.5.6) becomes 

S = S" + i/A^ (Ai/A^)'^ (D - AS") . (4.4.5.32) 

If the -S's found in equation (4.4.5.32) do not satisfy constraints (4.4.5.7) and 

(4.4.5.8), methods presented in Nihan and Davis (1987) can be used to find 5's 

which will satisfy them. 

The remaining split parameters are 

N 

5w,E = 1 - 5w,Di - ̂ 2 
0=2  

(4.4.5.33) 

and 

N 

5oi,E = l- i = 
j=i+l 

(4.4.5.34) 
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4.5 Least-Squared Error Method for the Freeway Model 

4-5.1 Introduction 

In this section, we develop a least-squared error estimation method which 

does not require prior spUt parameters. It determines the split parameters 

that minimize the weighted squared "error" between the corresponding exit 

volumes and the actual exit volumes for the freeway models of section 4.3, using 

n virtual boxes. The objective function for a N interchange freeway is 

71 N 2 2 
min ^ --De) (4.5.1.1) 

fc=i j=i k=i 

where 

N-l 

W'' = 0^+Y^0f, (4.5.1.2) 
i=l 

that is, the squared differences for each virtual box are weighted according 

to the number of vehicles which enter the virtual box for the entire freeway 

segment. 

The estimation method uses a rolling horizon which requires vehicle 

counts from several virtual boxes so that the system is overdetermined. The 

minimum number of virtual boxes, rimin, required is dependent on the number 

of interchanges. If the system is underdetermined with nmin virtual boxes then 

one of the data sets is a hnear combination of the other virtual boxes and the 

rolling horizon needs to be expanded until the systems becomes overdetermined. 

The Dj's are replaced by t^j's using equations (4.3.7.7) and (4.3.7.8) with 

hats on all the variables. Then objective (4.5.1.1) becomes 
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mil E w " Z f ^w,D,+£Vo„D,--D,^ 
A:=l j=l \  i=l 

n / N \  ̂  

+ E Ve + E '^O..E - •^'E • (4-5-1-3) 
k=l \ i=l / 

The Vi^s are replaced by Si^s using equations (4.3.7.1) to (4.3.7.4) with hats 

on the Sij s and X^j's. 5w,Di found directly from vehicle counts, 

5w,Di = ^ • (4.5.1.4) 

Objective function (4.5.1.3) is rewritten as 

n N / j- l  N ^ 

™ E E + E Oi So„Dj - D>l 
k=l j=l \  i=l 

n / N \  2 

+ E W' Ow5W,E + E 0?So„E - D| . (4.6.1.5) 
fc=l \ i=l / 

The vehicle counts for a virtual box are consistent so 

N N 

Ow + E = E + •f'E • (4-5.1.6) 
i=l j=l 

De, S'w,e and Sq.^e, in expression (4.5.1.5) are replaced using equations 

(4.5.1.6) and (4.3.7.11) to (4.3.7.13). Objective function (4.5.1.5) is then 

transformed into standard quadratic programming form, 

min ^S^QS + b^S (4.5.1.7) 

subject to 

BS < C (4.5.1.8) 
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and 

S > .01 . (4.5.1.9) 

We will specify S, Q, b, B and C for a freeway segment with 2, 3, 4 and 

N interchanges in the succeeding subsections. We denote 5w,Di which is 

determined directly from vehicle counts as 5w,Di which is 

71 

•5W,D. = ^ • (4.5.1.10) 

EOw 
fc=l 

All of the split parameters are positive, so if 

5W,Dx < -01 (4.5.1.11) 

then set 

•^WjDi = -01 (4.5.1.12) 

A quadratic programming method is used to find S from the optimization of 

objective (4.5.1.7) subject to constraints (4.5.1.8) and (4.5.1.9). 
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4.5.2 Freeways with Two Interchanges 

Figure 4.5.2.1 - A Freeway with Two Interchanges. 

Figure 4.5.2.1 illustrates the freeway segment with two interchanges from 

subsection 4.3.4 for which objective function (4.5.1.1) becomes 

2 / _ X 21 

fc=i 
min {D2-DI) +(De-D|)' (4.5.2.1) 

where 

. (4.5.2.2) 

Vij's are substituted for the J9j's using equations (4.3.4.11) and (4.3.4.12) with 

hats on all the variables. Then objective (4.5.2.1) becomes 

min (yw,D, + Vo,,D, -D^y 
k=l 

+ + 1^02,e --Oe) - (4.5.2.3) 

The Vij's are replaced by Sij's using equation (4.3.4.2) to (4.3.4.6) with hats 

on the 5ij's and Vi^s. Objective function (4.5.2.3) is rewritten as 

^ \ 2 
min ^ ^Ow5w,D2 + OiSo^x>2 ~ -^2) 

fc=i 1-

+ ^C>W5W,E + OI5oi,e + C>25O2,E - -^E) • (4.5.2.4) 
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The 5i,E's are replaced using equations (4.3.4.15) to (4.3.4.17) with hats on 

the variables Si^s. Equation (4.5.1.6) is used to replace while equation 

(4.5.1.4) is used to replace Di. Objective function (4.5.2.4) then becomes 

^ 2 
min 2 ̂  (0^5w,d. + - D^) (4.5.2.5) 

fc=i 

Since there are two unknown variables with one error term, 

~-D2 ,  (4.5.2.6) 

in objective (4.5.2.5), we need at least 3 equations to make the system 

overdetermined so nmin = 3 . 

We divide objective (4.5.2.5) by 4 and drop the constant terms, which does 

not change the solution to the optimization. The objective in standard matrix 

form becomes 

min ^S'^QS + b'^S (4.5.2.7) 

subject to 

BS < C (4.5.2.8) 

and 

S > .01 (4.5.2.9) 

where 

1^'°' , (4.5.2.10) 
yOi,D2 
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Q = 

n 2 ^ 

k=l k=l 
Tt 71 2 

^W^O^Ol 
fc=l fc=l 

b = 
^W"=05i,£>t 
k-l 

n 

W^O^Dl 
k=l 

B is the same as in equation (4.4.2.14), 

B- ° 
[o 1 

and C is the same as in equation (4.4.2.15), 

C = .99 — 5w,Di 
.99 

with 

ry /C= 
iw,Di = — 

fc=i 

Eo 
fc=i 

k 
W 

All of the split parameters are positive, so if 

^W.Di < -01 

then set 

Sw,Di = -01 

(4.5.2.11) 

(4.5.2.11) 

(4.5.2.13) 

(4.5.2.14) 

(4.5.2.15) 

(4.5.2.16) 

(4.5.2.17) 

A quadratic programming method is used to find S which optimizes objective 

(4.5.2.7) with constraints (4.5.2.8) and (4.5.2.9). 
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4.5.3 Freeways with Three Interchanges 

D| Oj Oj D3 O3 

Figure 4.5.3.1 - A Freeway with Three Interchanges-

Figure 4.5.3.1 illustrates the freeway segment with three interchanges from 

subsection 4.3.5 for which objective function (4.5.1.1) becomes 

' 2 2 2^ 
min +(£>3-D|) + (Pe - n|) (4.5.3.1) 

k=l L -J 

where 

. (4.5.3.2) 

t^j's are substituted for the Dj's using equations (4.3.5.16) to (4.3.5.18) with 

hats on all the variables. Then objective (4.5.3.1) becomes 

n r 

mm J2w' ' \(yw,D,+Vo„D,-Diy 
k=l 

+ + ^Oi,D3 + ^02,D3 - -Df) 

+ (^W,E + ̂CI,E + "^02 ,E + ̂03,E - J^E) (4.5.3.3) 

The Vi^s are replaced by 5ij's using equation (4.3.5.2) to (4.3.5.10) with hats 

on the Si^s and Vij-'s. Objective (4.5.3.3) is rewritten as 
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n r 

min ^Ow'5w,D2 + ^1'^0i,D2 ~ 
fc=i 

+ ^OW5W,D3 + OI5oi,D3 + C>25O2,D3 - -^s) 

+ (OwSw,E + OiSoi,E + 025O2,E + Os^Oa.E " .(4.5.3.4) 

The Sj^e's are replaced using equations (4.3.5.22) to (4.3.5.25) with hats on the 

5ij's. Equation (4.5.1.6) is used to replace while equation (4.5.1.4) is used 

to replace D^. Objective (4.5.3.4) then becomes 

n 

min 2 ^ W ' '  { f f  + /| + /1/2) (4.5.3.5) 
fc=i 

where 

/i = 0^Sw,D2 + C>I5oi,D2 — D2 (4.5.3.6) 

and 

/2 = Ow5w,D3 + C^l-^Oi.Ds + <^2*^02,03 - 1^3 • (4.5.3.7) 

Since there are five unknown variables with two error terms, fi and /2, 

in objective (4.5.3.5), we need at least 3 equations to make the system 

overdetermined so Umm = 3 . 

We divide objective (4.5.3.5) by 2 and drop the constant terms, which does 

not change the solution to the optimization problem, which in standard matrix 

form becomes 

min is'^QS + b'^S (4.5.3.8) 
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subject to 

BS < C 

and 

S > .01 

where 

S = 

Q = 

'S'w,D2 
Sw,D3 

'^Oi,D2 

^02 jDs 

2Qw,w <3w,w 2(3w,i Qw,i Qw,2 
Qw,w 2Qw,w Qw,i 2(5w,i 2(3w,2 
2<5w,i <3w,i 2(3i,i (5i,2 
Qw,i 2Qw,i Qi,i 2Qi,i 2Qi,2 
(3W,2 2(3W,2 <3I,2 2(3I,2 2(52,2 . 

with 

Qw,w = ^2 (^w) 
fc=l 

Qw, I  = ̂ W''0^0^, , 
k=l 

n 

<3W,2 = 
k=l 

<3i, i=E»"(0f) ' .  
k=l 

n 

Qi,2 = X^W'=0M 

(4.5.3.9) 

(4.5.3.10) 

(4.5.3.11) 

(4.5.3.12) 

(4.5.3.13) 

(4.5.3.14) 

(4.5.3.15) 

(4.5.3.16) 

(4.5.3.17) 
k=i 



and 

Q2,2=Y,w'={oiy, 
fc=i 

b = -

n 

k=l 
n 

Y,W''0^{dI + 2DI) 
k~l 

n 

k=l 
n 

(d^ + 
k=l 

n 

Y,W^0l{D^ + 2D'i) 
k=l 

B is the same as in equation (4.4.3.13), 

B = 
1 1 0  0  0  
0  0  1 1 0  
0 0 0 0 1 

and C is the same as in equation (4.4.3.14), 

C = 
.99 — 5W,Di 

.99 

.99 

with 

r* «= 
iw.Di = — 

E^f 
A:=l 

k=l 

k 
W 

All of the split parameters are positive, so if 
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(4.5.3.18) 

(4.5.3.19) 

(4.5.3.20) 

(4.5.3.21) 

(4.5.3.22) 

5W,Di < -01 (4.5.3.23) 
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then set 

5w,Dx = -01 (4.5.3.24) 

A quadratic programming method is used to find S to optimize objective 

(4.5.3.8) with constraints (4.5.3.9) and (4.5.3.10). 
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4.5.4 Freeways with Four Interchanges 

E 

—zsWiz =sW2= zLWiz • 

Figure 4.5.4.1 - A Freeway with Four Interchanges. 

Figure 4.5.4.1 illustrates the freeway segment with four interchanges from 

subsection 4.3.6 for which objective function (4.5.1.1) becomes 

^ r 2 2 2 
min +(£)3-dJ)  +(ht-D'i \  

fc=l 

+ ( i iE-Dl) (4.5.4.1) 

where 

+ Of + Of + . (4.5.4.2) 

Vij-'s are substituted for the Dj''s using equations (4.3.6.22) to (4.3.6.25) with 

hats on all the variables. Then objective (4.5.4.1) becomes 

n r 

niin (vW,D. + t>o„D.-i^2)' 
fc=i 

+ ("i^V^,D3 + ^Oi.Dg + ^02,D3 - •C'S) 

+ (^W,D4 + ^Oi,D4 + ^02,D4 + ^03,D4 - -^4) 

+ ^AV,E + ̂ Oi,E + ̂ 02,E + t^03,E + ̂ 04,E - -DE) (4.5.4.3) 
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The Vi^s are replaced by 5ij's using equation (4.3.6.2) to (4.3.6.15) with hats 

on the -Sjj's and V^j's. Objective (4.5.4.3) is rewritten as 

r 2 
min (0w5w,d. + OiSo^,d, -

k=l l-

+ (OwSw,D3 + Oi-Soi.Da + C>2'^02,D3 " -C's) 

+ {0wS^^v,D4 + OI5OI,D4 + 02SO2,D4 + C>35O3,D4 - ̂ 4) 

+ (OwS-W,E + C>I5oi,E + 02SO2 ,E + OSSQ^^E + <54504,E 

-Dl^y . (4.5.4.4) 

The 5i,e's are replaced using equations (4.3.6.30) to (4.3.6.34) with hats on the 

Si/s. Equation (4.5.1.6) is used to replace while equation (4.5.1.4) is used 

to replace D^. Objective (4.5.4.4) then becomes 

n 

min 2 ^ (/^ + /I + /I + /1/2 + /1/3 + /a/s) (4.5.4.5) 
k=l 

where 

fi = 0^Sw,D2 + OiSoi,D2 - D2 , (4.5.4.6) 

/2 = O^Sw,Ds + <5i50i,D3 + <^2*^02,Da " -^>3 (4.5.4.7) 

and 

/s = 0^S-w,D4 + OI5OI,D4 + <^2^02,04 + ^>3^03,04 -• (4.5.4.8) 

Since there are nine unknown variables with three error terms, /i, /2 and 

fs, in objective (4.5.4.5), we need at least 4 equations to make the system 

overdetermined so nmin = 4 . 
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We divide objective (4.5.4.5) by 2 and drop the constant terms, which does 

not change the solution to the optimization problem, which in standard matrix 

form becomes 

min is'^QS + b^S (4.5.4.9) 

subject to 

BS < C (4.5.4.10) 

and 

S > .01 (4.5.4.11) 

where 

S = 

5w,D2 

'?W,D4 
^0\,D2 
•^OijDs 
^01,04 
^02,T>3 
S02,D4 
'S'03,D4 

(4.5.4.12) 

Q = 

to
 

Qi Qi 2Q2 Q2 Q2 Qz Qz QA 

Qi 2Qi Qi Q2 2Q2 Q2 2Qz Qz Qa 

Qi Qi 2Qi Q2 Q2 2Q2 Qz 2Qz 2Q4 
2Q2 Q2 <32 2Q5 Qs Qs Qe Qe Qy 

Q2 2Q2 Q2 Qs 2Q5 Qs 2Qe Qe Qi 
Q2 Q2 2Q2 Qs Qs 2Qs Qe 2Qe 2Q7 

Qz~ 2Q3 Qz Qe 2Q6 Qe 2Qs Qs Qq 

Qz Qz 2Qz Qe Qe 2Qe Qs 2Qs 2Q9 
Q4 Qa 2Q4 Qt Qr 2Q7 Qs 2Qg 2Q10 

(4.5.4.13) 



with 

k=l 

n 

k=l 

n 

fc=l 

n 

fc=l 

n 

fc=l 

and 
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2 

ei = E'^'(^w) . (4.5.4.14) 

Q2='J^W''0^0^, (4.5.4.15) 
k=l 

n 

Q3 = J2^''OwOI , (4.5.4.16) 

Q4 = ^W'0|,0J, (4.5.4.17) 
fc=l 

2 

Qh^Y^W'lO^J ,  (4 .5 .4 .18)  

Qs^J^W'O^Ol , (4.5.4.19) 
k=l 

n 

Q7 = J2 , (4.5.4.20) 

(58 = ̂ W'=(0t) , (4.5.4.21) 
k=l 

n 

Q^ = Y^W^0^01 (4.5.4.22) 

n 2 
<5io = , (4.5.4.23) 

k=l 
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b = -

n 
(2D^ + D^ + 

fc=l 
n 

(D^ + 2D^ + 
k=l 
n 

k=l 
n 

Y W^0\ (2DI + D^+ Dfj 
k-1 
n 

Y (D^ + 2Dl + Df) 
k=l 
n 

Y W'O^ [pi + D^ + 2D^ 
k=l 
n 

Y [pi + 2D^ + Dl^ 
fc=l 
n 

Y W^ol [DI + DI + 2DI^ 
k=l 
n 

Y [pi + Dl + 2D^ 
k=l 

B is the same as in equation (4.4.4.13), 

B = 

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  

and C is the same as in equation (4.4.4.14), 

C = 

.99 — 5W,Di 
.99 
.99 
.99 

with 

5^^,01 = 
k=l 
n 

Eo 
k=l 

k 
W 

(4.5.4.24) 

(4.5.4.25) 

(4.5.4.26) 

(4.5.4.27) 
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All of the split parameters are positive, so if 

5W,Dx < -01 (4.5.4.28) 

then set 

Sw,Di = -01 (4.5.4.29) 

A quadratic programming method is used to find S to objective (4.5.4.9) with 

constraints (4.5.4.10) and (4.5.4.11). 
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4.5.5 Freeways with N Interchange 

Jy. 

"̂ or ôr 

(X.::::::te 

®N QN 
Figure 4.5.5.1 - A Freeway with N Interchanges. 

Figure 4.5.5.1 illustrates the freeway segment with N interchanges from 

subsection 4.3.7 for which objective function (4.5.1.1) becomes 

mm 

where 

in 
k=l 

N 2 

E(A- -Df)  +(r 'E-o | ) '  
J=1 

(4.5.5.1) 

N 

= 0^ + Y^0f (4.5.5.2) 
i=l 

t^j's are substituted for the £)j's using equations (4.3.7.7) and (4.3.7.8) with 

hats on all the variables. Then objective (4.5.5.1) becomes 

mm in 
k=l 

N 

Erw,D,+Ei^O„D,-I>f  
j=2 i=l 

N 

+ ( ^W,E + Y2 ~ ̂  
i=l 

(4.5.5.3) 

The Vij^s are replaced by Si^s using equation (4.3.7.1) to (4.3.7.4) with hats 

on the 5ij's and T^j's. Objective (4.5.5.3) is rewritten as 
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nun 
k=l 

N 

owsw,dj + - dj 
j=2 i=l 

N 

+ I OwSw,E + E OiSoi^E — 
i=l 

(4.5.5.4) 

The 5i,E's are replaced using equations (4.3.7.11) to (4.3.7.13) with hats on the 

5ij's. Equation (4.5.1.6) is used to replace while equation (4.5.1.4) is used 

to replace D^. Objective (4.5.5.4) then becomes 

riV-l N-2 N-l 

min 2^W'' 
k=l L£=l 

5^ /I + X] 
£=1 m=£+l 

(4.5.5.5) 

where 

fj = C>w5w,Dj+x -Dj+i • (4.5.5.6) 

Since there are iV^/2 + Nf 2 — 1 unknown variables with N — 1 error terms, /^'s, 

in objective (4.5.5.5), 

n-Tviin 
N 

2 
+ 2 (4.5.5.7) 

is the minimum nimaber of equations to make the system overdetermined. 

We divide objective (4.5.5.5) by 2 and drop the constant terms, which does 

not change the solution to the optimization problem, which in standard matrix 

form becomes 

min ^S'^QS + b'^S (4.5.5.8) 
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subject to 

BS < C (4.5.5.9) 

and 

S > .01 (4.5.5.10) 

where 

row 
1  
2  'S'W,D3 

N -  1  
N '5'0I,D2 

2N 
2N 

-2 
-  1  '5'02,D3 

C
O

 
C

O
 

- 4  
- 3  

^02,DN 
^OS ,D4 

N ^ / 2  +  N / 2  
N ^ / 2  +  N / 2  

- 2  

- 1  _ SOn-I,^N _ 

Qw,w 
Qi,w 
Q2,W 

Qw,l QW,2 
Ql,l Qi,2 
Q2,1 Q2,2 

QW,JV-2 
QI,N-2 
Q2,iV-2 

Qw,i\r-i 
Qi,N-1 
Q2,iV-l 

QJV-2,W 

QjV-l,W 

QjV-
QjV-

2,1 QiV-2,2 • • • QN - 2 , N - 2  
1,1 QiV-1,2 • • • QjV-l,iV-2 

QN - 2 , N -

QN - I , N -

(4.5.5.12) 

a (iV^/2 + N / 2  — 1) X { N ' ^ / 2  +  N / 2  —  1) square matrix with 
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column 
row 

1 

2 

Qw,w = 

N - 2  
N - 1  

0%, 

01 W 

N - 2 N - 1  

... 0%,' 

0%j 20^ 

(4.5.5.13) 

row 

1 

Qw,i = 

N - 2  
N - 1  

column 
1 2 N 

20wOi OwOi 

OwOi 

OwOi 

iV-1 

OwOi 

OwOi 
Ow^i 20wC^i 

(4.5.5.14) 

row 

1 

2 

column 
2 Ar-3  iV-2 

QW,2 = 

N - 2  
N - 1  

0w02 OwOs 

20W02 

OwC>2 

OwC>2 

0w02 
0w02 20-W02 

(4.5.5.15) 

Qw,iV-2 

row 

A/ ' -3  
iV-2 
AT-l  

OWOn-2 O^ON-2 

O^nON-2 '• 
20wojv-2 owojv-2 
owon-2 20won-2 

(4.5.5.16) 
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Qw,^'-i = 

row 

N - 2  
N - l  

OwON-1 

OwC>jv-i 
20-wOjv-i 

(4.5.5.17) 

row 1 

1 

column 
2  N - 2 N -

Qi,i 

N - 2  
N - l  

201 01 Ol 

01 • • •  • • •  • • •  :  

01 
. ••• 01 
. 01 201 

(4.5.5.18) 

row 

1 

2 

column 
2  N - Z  N - 2  

QI,2 = 

N - 2  
N - l  

O1O2 O1O2 

2O1O2 

O1O2 

O1O2 

O1O2 
O1O2 2O1O2 

(4.5.5.19) 

Qi ,N - 2  =  

row 

N - 3  
N - 2  
N - l  

O i O j V - 2  O i O N - 2  

O I O N - 2  

20i0N-2 OION-2 
OiON-2 20X0N-2 

(4.5.5.20) 



Qi,iv-i = 

row 

N - 2  
N - 1  

OIOn-1 

OiON-I 
20i0jv-i 

row 1 

1 "" 

Q2,2 = 

iV-3 
N - 2  

201 01 

01  • • •  

0? . . .  

column 
2  N - Z N - 2  

oi 

oi 20? 

row 

1 O2OJV-2 O2ON-2 

Q 2 , N - 2  =  AT - 4 
iV-3 
^•-2  

O2OJV-2 : 
2O2ON-2 O2OJV-2 
O2ON-2 2O2ON-2 

Q 2 , N - 1  =  

row 

iV-3 
iV-2 

O2OJV-1 

O2OJV-1 
2O2OJV-1 

Q N - 2 , N - 2  =  

Q N - 2 , N - 1  =  

20^_2 
Ojv-2 20a N-2 

On-20 N-1 
20N-20N-I 



and 

Qiv-i,Ar-i = 20^_i 

where 

QiJ = for J = W, 1,2,..., iV - 2, A/" - 1 ; 

b = -

bw 
bi 
b2 

biV-2 
b;V-l 

a (JV^/2 + N/2 — l)-row column vector with 

row 

bw = 

N - 2  

N - I  

N  

k=l j=3 

N  

+ 2Dl + 
fc=i j=4 

N  

Y  \ D ^  +  D ^  +  2 D l  +  
j=5 fc=l 

' N - 2  

E E 
k=l \j=2 

n /N -1 

k=l \  j=2 
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bi = 

row 

fc=i 

N 

j=3 

N 

Y I + 2Dl + Y 
j=4: k=l 

N 

Y W'O^ I + 2D^ + Y Dj 
j=5 k=l 

N - 2  

N - 1  

' N - 2  

Y  +  D %  
k=l \ j=2 

n /N-1 

J2 W'O'l X] 
fc=l \ j=2 

(4.5.5.30) 

row 

bo = 

N 

Y W'Ol Id^ + 2D^ + Y Dj 
k=l j = 4: 

N 

I D ^  +  D ^  +  2 D l  +  
fc=i j=5 

N 

\D'^ + D^ + DI + 2DI + J2^j 
k=l \  j=6 (4.5.5.31) 

n /N-2 

N - 3  +  D  
k=l \ j=2 

n /N - 1  \  

N - 2  I ]  
fc=l \ j=2 ) 

k 
N  
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t>Ar_2 = 

n /jV-2 

E E 
k=l \j=2 

n f N-l \  

EW'O^-2 E-°i+2-fAr 
fc=l  \ j=2 J  

and 

(4.5.5.32) 

bjv-i = 
n / N—1 

fc=l  \ j=2 
(4.5.5.33) 

B is the same as in equations (4.4.5.25) to (4.4.5.30), 

B = Bw Bi  B2 . . .  BJV-2 B;v^_]  (4.5.5.34) 

&  N  X  (iV^/2 + N / 2  — 1) matrix with 

column 
row 1 A'" — 1 

Bw = 

1 
2 

N  

1 ... 1 

0 ... 0 

0 ... 0 

(4.5.5.35) 

column 
r o w  1  N — 1  

1 
2 

Bi = 3 

N  

(4.5.5.36) 



coluron 
r o w  1  N  —  2  

B,= 

1 
2 
3 
4 

N  

row 
1 [O 0 

BJV-2 =  N  - 2  0 0 
N - 1  1 1  

N  [ o  0  

and 

Biv-i = 

row 

N - 1  
N  

and C is the same as in equation (4.4.5.31), 

C = 

row 
1 
2 

N  

.99 - 5w,Di 
.99 

.99 

with 

n fc=l 
^W,Di = -7^ 

EOw 
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All of the split parameters are positive, so if 

5W,Di < -01 (4.5.5.42) 

then set 

5w,Di = -01 (4.5.5.43) 

A quadratic programming method is used to find S to optimize objective 

(4.5.5.8) with constraints (4.5.5.9) and (4.5.5.10). 
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4.6 Least-Squared Error/ 

Generalized Least-Squared Error Method 

The least-squared error/generahzed least-squared error method is an 

approach to improve the least-squared error method in the last section. If the 

solution to the constrained least-squared error problem lies on the boundary of 

the constraints then it is very hkely that the solution to the unconstrained least-

squared error problem was infeasible and that this solution had to be moved to 

the boundary to make it feasible. Since the actual split parameters usually do 

not lie on the boundary of the constraints, the split parameter estimates from 

the least-squared error method which lie on a constraint might be improved by 

applying the generalized least-squared error method developed in section 4.4 

using the split parameter estimates from the previous virtual box as the prior 

estimates. This least-squared error/generalized least-squared error method can 

only be used after at least one set of split parameters are estimated by the least-

squared error method, since this method does not require an initial set of prior 

split parameters as for the generalized least-squared error method. 
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4.7 Experimental Results 
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Figure 4.7.1 - Split Parameters of Data Set. 

We developed a data set for the scenario depicted in figure 4.1.1, for a 4-

interchange freeway segment where the split parameters from the entrance at 

interchange 2, O2, to the exit at interchange 4, D4 decrease when an incident 

occurs at X. Figure 4.7.1 illustrates the values of the split parameter 52,4 for 

the 24 virtual boxes. The cumulative proportions is the weighted average of 

the last 4 virtual boxes. For oiu experiments, the data from the last 4 virtual 

boxes were combined in one box when using the generalized least-squared error 

(GLS) method so that the GLS method uses all of the data which the other 

methods would be using. 

Entrance O2 to Exit D4 

O Cumulatiye, 4 Virtual Boxes 

• 1 Virtual Box 
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Figure 4.7.2 - Comparison of Three Methods. 

The least-squared error/generalized least-squared error (LS/GLS) method 

from section 4.6 was applied and compared with (i) the least-squared error 

(LS) method (for a 4-interchange freeway segment) from subsection 4.5.4 and 

(ii) the GLS method (for a 4-interchange freeway segment) from subsection 

4.4.4. Figure 4.7.2 illustrates that the GLS method keeps the split parameter 

estimates fairly constant while the LS method sometimes considerably 

overshoots the actual values. Figure 4.7.2 illustrates that the overshoot of 

the estimates from the LS method can be decreased by applying the GLS 

method when the split parameter estimates lie on the active constraints. Li 

this LS/GLS approach, the latest split parameter estimates are used as prior 

estimates for the next estimation computation. For our experiment, this 

Entrance O2to Exit D4 

O Actual 
+ GLS 
XLS 
A LS/GLS 

X 

J 1 1 1  
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method, LS/GLS, can only be used after the fifth vurtual box, since 4 virtual 

boxes are needed for the initial split parameter estimates by the LS method. 

When the actual split parameters were not used as the initial prior 

estimates for GLS method, the errors were highly dependent on the differences 

between the actual initial spht parameters and the prior ones. For the best 

results for GLS method, the actual spht parameters were used as the initial 

prior estimates. Figure 4.7.2 illustrates only this case. Then, the maximum 

absolute error for the GLS was 14.2% and the average absolute error was 5.42%. 

For the LS method, which does not need prior estimates, the maximum absolute 

error was 45.3% and the average absolute error was 4.88%. For the LS/GLS 

method, which also does not need priors, the maximum absolute error was 

11.3% and the average absolute error was 2.12%. 
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4.8 Summary and Conclusion 

In this chapter, we developed three methods to estimate spht parameters 

for freeway segments with 1, 2, 3, 4 and N interchanges. The first method, 

generahzed least-squared error, required prior split parameters and vehicle 

counts from one virtual box. The second method, least-squared error did 

not required prior split parameters but required vehicle counts from several 

virtual boxes. The number of virtual boxes depended on the nimiber of 

interchanges that were on the freeway segment. The last method, least-squared 

error/generalized least-squared error, started as the least-squared error method 

and if any of split parameter estimates were on the constraints, the generahzed 

least-squared error method was then performed. 

Simulated data was used to compared the estimation methods. The 

generalized least-squared error method kept the split parameter estimates nearly 

constant even when the actual split parameters changed by over 10%. The 

least-squared error method changed the split parameter estimates as the actual 

spht parameters changed but usually it changed them too much. The least-

squared error/generalized least-squared error method was developed to lessen 

the changes from the least-squared error method and some of the estimates from 

the data improved while none of the them worsened. 

The least-squared error/generalized least-squared error method performed 

the best and should be used when estimating split parameters for freeway 

segments. 
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"If you come to a fork in the road, take it." 

-Yogi Berra 

5 
SYNTHESIS OF INTERSECTIONS 

AND FREEWAYS 
INTO SIMPLE ROAD NETWORKS 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we will develop procedures to use our turning 

proportion/split parameter estimates along with upstream traffic flows to 

predict downstream traffic flows for various road networks. 
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5.2 Network of Intersections 

•  • • • • • p o o o o c :  
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12 

Figure 5.2.1 - A Network of Street Arterials. 

Figure 5.2.1 illustrates 23 locations, 1 to 23, that are 6 blocks upstream 

from the black rectangle, Z. The black circles are the intermediate origins 

of the vehicles with the black rectangle as their intermediate destination. 

The intermediate origin is the origin of the partial route, the part of the 

route contained within the network. The intermediate destination is the 

destination of the partial route. There are 127 different reasonable (vehicles 

always traveling closer to the destination) routes and 41 routes containing 

the minimum possible number of left tm-ns. The flow going to the black 

rectangle is the sum of the flow from the 23 numbered locations, assuming that 

vehicles only originate from the black circles and do not exit inside the network. 

Vehicles can exit to anywhere outside the network. 

There are six turning movements for each reasonable route from the dots 
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to the rectangle. From location 10, there are 5 minimum left-turn routes: (1) 

Route Ti is right (R), left (L), and 4 straights (S); (2) Route r2=SRLSSS; (3) 

Route r3=SSRLSS; (4) Route r4=SSSRLS; and (5) Route r5=SSSSRL. 

The six turning proportions along a route can multiplied together to get 

that route's split parameter. Note that from any origin i, there are many 

destinations and for each destination, there may be several reasonable routes. 

We refer to the proportion of the number of vehicles which go from origin i, 

to destination j using route i over the total number of vehicles departing from 

origin i as the route split parameter. For example, from location 10, the route 

split parameter for the first route would be the product of right-turn proportion 

at the first intersection PA(R), times the left-turn proportion PF(L), times 

the product of the straight-through proportions of the last 4 intersections; 

PG(S)PH(S)PI(S)PJ(S). 

The split parameter from origin i to destination j is simply the sum of all 

route spHt parameters from origin i to destination j. The sum of the product 

between each black circle's traffic flow and split parameter gives a predicted 

traffic flow arriving at the black rectangle from below. 
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5.3 Interchanges 

Split parameters for interchanges which are not diamond can be found 

by decomposing the interchange into multiple diamond interchanges. The 

cloverleaf interchange of figure 5.3.1 can be decomposed into two diamond 

interchanges as shown in figure 5.3.2. The mapping of the entering and exiting 

flows from the W—>-E direction are as follows: the W—>S off-ramp is Di, the 

N->-E on-ramp is Oi, the W—>N off-ramp is D2 and the S-)-E on-ramp is O2. 



Figure 5.3.1 - Cloverleaf Interchange. 

E 

Figure 5.3.2 - A Freeway with Two Interchanges. 
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The 4-level stack interchange of figure 5.3.3 can be decomposed into three 

diamond interchanges of figure 5.3.4. Prom the W-^E directions, the entering 

and exiting flows are as follows: the W—)-S off-ramp is Di, the W—>-N off-ramp 

is D2, the N^E on-ramp is O2 and the S—>E on-ramp is O3 with 0i=0 and 

D3=0. 
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1 

I 

Figure 5.3.3 - 4-Level Stack Interchange. 

Figure 5.3.4 - A Freeway with Three Interchanges. 

E 
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5.4 Intersecting Freeways 

Square I in the middle on figure 5.4.1 is a freeway-to-freeway interchange 

such as a cloverleaf (figure 5.3.1) or 4-level stack (figure 5.3.3) interchange. 

First, we estimate the split parameters for the 4 freeway segments upstream 

from the interchange I. Given the split parameters and the traffic flows at 

the entrances of these 4 freeway segments, we can estimate the traffic flows 

going into the interchange I. Knowing the flows into the interchange I and the 

current turning proportions there, we can estimate the flows leaving it. These 

flows can be used as entrance flows to the 4 downstream freeway segments 

and hence, the split parameters in the downstream freeway segments can be 

estimated. 

For example, the split parameter, 5Nx,E6, for vehicles going from the on-

ramp at interchange 1 in the North to the oS'-ramp at interchange 6 in the East 

in flgure 5.4.1 would be 

'S'Ni.Es = 'S'Ni,li'N,E'S'i,E6 (5.4.1) 

where 

5NI,i is the split parameter for vehicles going from the on-ramp 

at interchange 1 in the North to the interchange I, 

Pn,e is the turning proportions for vehicles going from N to E at the 

interchange I and 

-Pi,E6 is the spht parameter for vehicles going from interchange I 

to oS'-ramp at interchange 6 in the East. 
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Figure 5.4.1 - Two Intersecting Freeways. 

5.5 Summciry 

In this chapter, we described ways that the estimated turning proportions 

for a intersection and estimated spht parameters for a freeway segment can 

be used estimate traffic flows on small networks. We examined a technique 

to estimate split parameters in a network of intersections by decomposing the 

network into individual intersections. A method was presented for decomposing 
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cloverleaf and 4-level stack interchanges into freeway segments with diamond 

interchanges. A technique was described for decomposing a network of 

two intersecting freeways into three parts: (1) the 4 segments entering the 

interchange; (2) the interchange; and (3) the 4 exiting segment. A method 

was developed to link these 3 part together so that vehicle volumes and split 

parameters could be estimated. 
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"Well, if you ever plan to motor west, 

Travel my way, take the highway that's the best. 

Get your kicks 

On Route 66." 

-Route 66 by Bobby Troup 

6 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Introduction 

In this dissertation, we developed several method to estimate vehicle split 

parameters for intersections and freeways from short-term vehicle counts. Spht 

parameters are the proportions of vehicle trips that start from a point and end 

at another point in networks. By short-term, we mean using new "real-time" 

data which is not more than 5 minutes old. Split parameters for intersection 

are also called turning proportions. 
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6.2 The Estimation of Turning Proportions 

at Signalized Intersections 

In chapter 3, we developed new turning proportion estimation methods 

for intersections by assuming that the vehicle detection system could record 

the signal status when the vehicles crossed the entrance detectors. If the 

intersection's layout scenario required exit detectors, then, it was assumed that 

accurate travel time estimates were available to determine the stage that the 

vehicle left the intersection . 

The turning proportion estimation method for a specified intersection 

depended on its layout and stages. There were 5 basic North/South stages 

during a cycle: (1) protected straight-through and right-turn movements, and 

permitted left-turn movements for vehicles arriving from both directions; (2) 

protected straight-through and right-turn movements for vehicles arriving from 

both directions; (3) protected left-turn movements and permitted right-turn 

movements for vehicles arriving from both directions; (4) protected left-turn, 

straight-through and right-turn movements for vehicles arriving from the North 

direction, and permitted right-turn movements for vehicles arriving from the 

South direction; and (5) protected left-turn, straight-through and right-turn 

movements for vehicles arriving from the South direction, and permitted right-

turn movements for vehicles arriving from the North direction. There were 6 

basic intersection layout scenarios for vehicles arriving at the intersection from 

the North and South direction: (A) no shared lanes; (B) one share lane in one 

direction; (C) one shared lane in both direction; (D) two shared lanes in one 

direction; (E) two shared lanes in one direction and one shared lane in the other 

direction; and (F) two shared lanes in both directions. 
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Estimation methods for most intersection layouts required only a 

single set of counts and a simple approach to calculate turning proportion 

estimates. Intersections with two shared lanes in each directions were the 

most difficult to estimate; here an approach such as maximum entropy (ME), 

generalized least-squared error (GLS), least-squared error (LS) and least-

squared error/generaUzed least-squared error (LS/GLS) was used. Along with 

these models using stage counts, we developed corresponding methods that used 

cycle counts so that we could compare our results with previous studies when 

counting times were greater than a cycle, such as an hour or a day. A model to 

estimate U-turns proportions was also developed. 

During model testing, methods using stage counts outperformed methods 

that used cycle counts. The GLS and the ME methods was highly dependent 

on an accurate initial prior estimates. The LS method had better accuracy 

when compared with the ME and GLS methods with poor prior estimates. 

A least-squared error/generaUzed least-squared error (LS/GLS) method 

was developed to improve the LS method when the estimates were on the 

boundaries. This method improved the turning proportion estimates found by 

the LS method. It is recommended that the LS/GLS method be used when 

stage counts are available. 
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6.3 The Estimation of Split Parameters 

on Freeways 

In chapter 4, we developed three methods to estimate split parameters for 

freeway segments with 1, 2, 3, 4 and N interchanges. The first method, GLS 

requires prior split parameters and vehicle counts from one virtual box. The 

virtual box method tries to imagine a box containing a platoon progressing 

down a freeway using passage detectors such as induction loops, sonar and video 

to follow the vehicles inside the virtual box. The box coimt remains constant 

between interchanges. Vehicle are subtracted from the box when they exit the 

freeway at an ofi'-ramp and are added to the box when they enter the freeway 

at an on-ramp. When the straight-through count plus the off-ramp count at 

an interchange equals the number of vehicles in the box that left the previous 

interchange, the box is regarded as having passed that interchange and no more 

vehicles entering from the on-ramp can be added to the box. The second, the 

LS method does not require prior split parameters but require vehicle counts 

from several virtual boxes. The third methods is the combination of the first 

two. The number of virtual boxes depend on the number of interchanges in 

the freeway segment. For a four-interchange freeway segment, at least four 

virtual boxes are needed. If the freeway segment is 4.5 miles long and the 

vehicles travel 60 mph, it will take 5 minutes for all the virtual boxes to travel 

the entire length of freeway segment which passes our time mark. The last 

method, least-squared error/generalized least-squared error, starts as a least-

squared error method and if any of the split parameter estimates are on the 

constraint boundary, the generaUzed least-squared error method is performed 

using posterior split parameter estimates for the previous boxes. 
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During our testing of various methods, the GLS method kept the split 

parameter estimates nearly constant even when the actual split parameters 

changed by over 10%. The split parameter estimates from the LS error 

method changed when the actual spht parameters changed but sometimes, the 

estimate overshot the actual value considerably. The LS/GLS error method 

was developed to lessen this overshoot of the estimates from the LS method. 

Some of the estimates of the GLS/LS improved the estimates of LS, but none of 

the them worsened the estimates. 

The LS/GLS error method performed the best and it is recommended that 

it be used when estimating split parameters for freeway segments for traffic 

management purposes. 
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6.4 Synthesis of Intersections and Freeways 

into Simple Road Networks 

In chapter 5, we explained how the estimated turning proportions for 

a intersection and estimated split parameters for a freeway segment can be 

used to estimate traffic flows on small networks. We described a technique to 

estimate split parameters in a network of intersections by decomposing it into 

individual intersections. A method was presented that decomposed cloverleaf 

and 4-leveI stack interchanges into several diamond interchanges. Finally, we 

described how a network of two intersecting freeways can be decomposed into 

three parts where each part could be estimated using the methods developed in 

this study: (1) the four segments entering the interchange; (2) the interchange; 

and (3) the four exiting segment with a method to link all three parts together. 
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6.5 Contributions of the Dissertation 

The major contributions of this dissertation were: 

1. For the estimation of turning proportions at four-legged intersections 

(Chapter 3): 

1. The development of models based on geometric layouts which use 

signal stage and lane counts. 

2. The model extension to estimate U-turning proportions. 

3. The formulation of a closed-form maximum entropy method which 

used signal stage and lane coimts. 

4. The formulation of a generalized least-squared error method and a 

least-squared error method which used signal stage and lane counts. 

5. The formulation of a method which combined a generalized least-squared 

error method with a least-squared error method which used signal stage 

and lane counts. 

II. For the estimation of split parameters on freeway segments (Chapter 4): 

1. The development of a consistent vehicle counting method, the "virtual 

box", for counting the vehicles remaining on, exiting from, and entering to 

freeways at interchanges. 

2. The formulation of a generalized least-squcired error method and a 

least-squared error method. 

3. The formulation of a method which combined a generahzed least-squared 

error method with a least-squared error method. 

III. We showed how these estimations could be used to obtain split parameters 

on small networks (Chapter 5). 
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6.6 Future Research 

One area of further research is to put our methods within an actual on

line adaptive traffic control system and determine if the overall vehicle travel 

times in the network are reduced using actual data. Mirchandani, Nobe and Wu 

(2001) have shown that overall vehicle travel times can be reduced within an 

on-hne adaptive traffic control system using simulated data. 

Another area of further research is to develop methods based on generalized 

least-squared error and least-squared error analyses to determine split 

parameters to an intersection from upstream intersections that are two 

intersections away instead of neighboring intersections. 

Now, let us consider the network of figure 6.1. In chapter 3, we showed 

how we can estimate the traffic flow to a single intersection. So, if we know the 

traffic flow leaving intersections NN, NE and NW then along with our turning 

proportion estimates for intersection N, we can estimate the number of vehicle 

that will arrive at intersection X from the direction of intersection N. Thus, to 

estimate the number of vehicles arriving at intersection X from all directions, 

we need to estimate the turning proportions at 4 upstream intersections, N, 

E, S and W, going to intersection X and we need to know the vehicle counts 

exiting intersections NW, NN, NE, EE, SE, SS, SW and WW toward 

these 4 upstream intersections. A method could be developed to estimate the 

number of vehicles that will arrive at intersection X from the number of vehicles 

leaving the intersections that are two intersection upstream from X instead 

of one as was developed in this dissertation. We would want to find the split 

parameters from 1 through 20 to X. Of course, the computational complexity 

is much greater in this situation. The simplest cases would include intersection 
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scenarios that need only one cycle to estimate turning proportions. 
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Figure 6.1:A Standard 13-Intersection Network 
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'Til stop a car and I won't use my thumb." 
-EUie Andrews (Claudette Colbert) in It Happened One Night (1934) 
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